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ABSTRACT

A centralized optimization strategy is proposed to determine optimal raw material pur

chasing and plant operation practices as applied to the steel processing industry. Primary

steelmaking can be separated into three sub-areas: cokemaking, ironmaking, and steelmak

ing. Raw materials are purchased on the open market for each area and include coal, iron

ore pellets, and scrap steel. Many raw material vendors exist, providing products varying

in quality and price. Additionally, the processing of raw materials within each area has an

impact on its neighbours and, therefore, it is desired to determine the least costly method

of both purchasing and processing the raw materials to make steel of acceptable quality.

This work studies the modeling of primary steelmaking using a combination of mass balances

and empirical relationships. The model, in addition to process constraints, is combined with

a cost objective function and solved using a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP)

solver. Various case studies are shown that illustrate the strong connection between the

cokemaking and ironmaking as the carbon, volatile matter, and phosphorous contents of the

coals and pellets have a large impact raw material selection. The centralized optimization

results are then compared to the classic decentralized approach showing a clear reduction

in cost.

Raw material uncertainty is incorporated using two-stage stochastic programming. The for

mulation considers numerous raw material quality scenarios and the optimizer is required to

make purchasing decisions based on the probability of each scenario occurring. The results

indicate that by making a slightly more expensive raw material purchase, the frequency of

constraint violation during processing can be significantly reduced.

Multi-period optimization is also studied to determine how multi-tiered raw material pricing

affects purchasing decisions. Steel demand forecasting is combined with the lllulti-period

formulation to make planning decisions over an entire year. Case studies are provided

that illustrate how multi-tiered pricing can significantly change the slate of raw materials

purchased. A rolling horizon optimization approach is then incorporated to determine how

decisions change throughout the year in the face of errors in demand forecasting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objective

Raw material purchasing is a very important aspect of steel production as it comprises the

vast majority of overall operational costs. Decisions must be made for various sub-areas of

the plant with regard to both what types of material should be purchased, as well as how

to subsequently operate the plant. Due to the impact each sub-area has on its neighbours,

cost effective decisions are very difficult to make. This is compounded by the fact there are

often numerous raw material suppliers offering products of varying price and quality.

In this thesis, optimization of raw material purchasing and plant operation is studied, based

on application to the steel processing industry. The flow sheet is brokell down int.o three

sub-areas, each with an individual raw material to purchase being that of coal, iron ore

pellets, and scrap steel. It is proposed to first model each area individually, including

mass and energy relationships, in addition to physical and quality constraints based on an

actual steel plant. A cost objective function is developed and combined with the models

in a centralized optimization formulation which is solved using a mixed-integer nonlinear

programming (MI TLP) solver. The goal is to determine the minimum purchasing and

operation cost in order to produce a specified quantity of steel in a single time period.

1
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Uncertainty with respect to raw material quality further complicates the decision process

as variation in composition can have detrimental affects on optimization feasibility and

subsequent production costs. A method by which to incorporate uncertainty is developed

in order for the optimizer to include composition variance knowledge into its decision.

Finally, the centralized optimization formulation is extended to multiple periods. Raw

material suppliers offer product at tiered discounts in order to encourage bulk purchases.

The formulation is used to study the potential benefits of forecasting demand and making

bulk purchases to take advantage of these discounts.

1.2 Main Contributions

1. Primary steelmaking model. An integrated model for primary steelmaking is

developed accounting for operation in cokemaking, ironmaking and steelmaking. The

model includes both mass and energy balances, as well as relationships relating to coke

strength quality.

2. Benefits of centralized optimization. The cost saving opportunities for using one

centralized decision maker are determined in this thesis. These benefits are reported

in contrast to the traditional decentralized approach in which each sub-area, within

primary steelmaldng, makes purchasing decisions independently.

3. Formulation incorporating raw material uncertainty. Two-stage stochastic

programming is applied to the steel plant formulation in order to account for raw

material uncertainty. The results provide insight into how purchasing can be changed

to minimize the possible future violation of inequality constraints.

4. Multi-period planning formulation. A model is developed to include multiple

time periods in the optimization decision. This introduces inventory management into

the problem and explores the benefits accrued by making intermittent bulk purchases

in anticipation of future demand.

2
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1.3 Thesis overview

Chapter 2 - Literature Review

Section 1.3

An overview is given with respect to prior research in the areas of steel modeling, optimiza

tion under uncertainty, and multi-period planning.

Chapter 3 - Problem Formulation

This chapter gives a detailed description of each major area within primary steelmaking.

Models for cokemaking, ironmaking, and steelmaking are developed in addition to a cost

objective function for the process. The problem structure is then discussed including issues

such as overall size and convexity.

Chapter 4 - Centralized Optimization

The scaled cost parameters for purchasing and production are provided in this chapter.

Various case studies are then solved to demonstrate how the optimizer makes decisions to

minimize steelmaking costs. A formulation is developed to handle raw material uncertainty

and examples are provided to explain the trade-offs that exist between minimizing cost and

satisfying inequality constraints. Decentralized optimization is then applied to the process

in order to determine the cost of using multiple decision makers and compare the result to

the centralized optimizer.

Chapter 5 - Multi-period Planning

The centralized formulation is extended to include multiple time periods. The benefits of

optimizing with respect to forecast demand are studied in this chapter.

Chapter 6 - Conclusions and Recommendations

The important findings of the thesis are summarized and recommendations provided for

future research opportunities.

3



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The intent of this chapter is to provide a review of the important concepts involved in this

research. Three areas are explored: steel production, optimization under uncertainty, and

multi-period optimization. In each case the reader will be provided with a background of

each topic and an overview of previously completed research.

2.1 Steel Production

An outline of steel slab production is given in Figure 2.1.

Cokemaking Ironmaking Steelmaking

Figure 2.1: Steel production flow diagram.

4
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The first process step involves production of coke for the blast furnace, where iron ore

is reduced, to produce liquid hot metal. From the blast furnace outlet, the hot metal is

transported to a Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) where oxygen is blown through the vessel

to oxidize non-ferrous impurities. The Electric Arc F\lrnace (EAF) operates in parallel to

the BOF and produces liquid steel from scrap metal alone. The BOF and EAF batches are

then taken to the Ladle Metallurgy Facility (LMF) where product specific alloys are added

depending on customer orders. Finally, this hot steel is processed in the casters where it is

cooled and drawn into long slabs of finished steel.

Previous research has studied each area, as outlined in Figure 2.1, individually, as well as

in an integrated manner. The following two sections explain work that has been done on

the individual units in addition to that of the entire steel plant.

2.1.1 Unit Modeling and Optimization

Cokemaking

The production of coke is extremely important for the operation of the blast furnace.

Bertling [6] summarizes the duty of this material in three roles:

1. Physical Role. The iron ore pellets begin to melt and fall downwards in the furnace.

At this point, coke remains solid and is required to provide a permeable network in

which iron and gases can pass.

2. Thermal Role. Carbon content of coke provides a majority of the energy input to

the blast furnace.

3. Chemical Role. Supplies carbon which reacts and produces reducing gases required

in the reduction of iron oxides.

Diez et al. [11] cite the physical strength of coke to be the most important factor in

production. This is because energy and reducing gases can be introduced by other means;

5
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however, there is no material that can provide a permeable matrix under the temperature

and pressure inside the furnace. In this review paper, the authors identify good coke

strength by testing for Coke Strength after Reaction (CSR), and discuss models that have

been developed to predict this characteristic. The models referenced look at the impact

of coal petrographical, rheological, and chemical parameters on the final coke strength.

Petrographical properties are those which are studied on a microscopic level and include

the coal reflectance and mineral content. Rheological properties are related to the fluidity

of coal such as the dilation, contraction, and the temperature at which it begins to soften.

Chemical properties are those of the coal composition such as carbon and other compounds.

Diez et al. show a model from Kobe Steel in Japan where CSR is predicted from reflectance,

maximum fluidity, and the basicity of coal chemical impurities. Zhang et al. [49] develop a

CSR model based on Chinese coals and include maximum fluidity, volatile matter content,

inert content, and mineral catalysis index as predictor variables. The model was tested and

predictions were found to deviate 0.82% absolute from measured values. Finally, Todoschuk

et al. [44] include the conditions of the coking process in the creation of a linear CSR model.

These include factors such as the bulk density of the coke oven after the coals are charged

and the final oven temperature. The model R2 value was 0.84 with the operating variable

of bulk density explaining most of the variance in CSR.

Pearson [35] reviews several CSR models, including one from Nippon Steel Corp. in which

the petrographical properties of inertinite content and vitrinite reflectance are used to pre

dict CSR. A relationship is identified which explains as vitrinite reflectance increases so does

CSR, but only to a point before the CSR value lowers. The optimal inertinite value ranges

between 15% and 25%. The author acknowledges that while the model may provide accu

'rate results for Japanese coals, using other geographically located coals generally results in

CSR predictions that are consistently higher than that measured in experimentation. Since

there is a lower limit on coke strength imposed by the blast furnace, using this model in

actual production could be dangerous. In fact, the author identifies that despite effort in

the cokemaking community, there is no universally accepted model.

6
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Todoschuk et al. [44] provide models for two additional coke parameters not given much

attention in the literature. The first is that of coke stability which is similar to CSR but

seeks to measure strength under far lower temperatures. The second is coke oven wall

pressure which measures the exertion of forces by the coal mass on the oven walls as it

transforms into coke. These two models involve only petrographical coal properties and

oven operating conditions as predictor variables. The stability prediction yields an R2

value of 0.845 with the wall pressure model being 0.746. The relationship between model

inputs and wall pressure was determined to be logarithmic in order to maximize its R2

value.

Modeling attempts, with respect to cokemaking, are focused in the prediction of CSR while

other coke properties such as stability and oven wall pressure have not been developed in

great detail. Even with the numerous CSR models cited in the literature, there still remains

great debate over what coal variables accurately predict CSR. Todoschuk et al. [44] have

provided the most comprehensive analysis of coke model building, as they consider both

coal properties and oven operating condition variables in their models. All modeling efforts

described in this section were developed using stepwise linear regression. Therefore, there

exists an opportunity to use a combination of coal properties and oven conditions, in a

multivariate model, in order to improve the model prediction capabilities.

Ironmaking

Research specifically focused on ironmaking, from a modeling standpoint, is not common

in the literature and is most likely due to the complexity of blast furnace operation. Ertem

et al. [14] collected data from a single blast furnace over an entire month in order to

develop complete mass and energy balances. This included measurements of blast air intake,

moisture contents, temperatures, and chemical analysis of exit hot metal. The objective

was to hold production as close to steady state as possible to investigate possible energy

recovery from operation. The results showed that reduction of iron consumes the majority

of energy input at approximately 36%. Also, sensible heat from the exit blast furnace gas

7
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and slag could be recycled elsewhere in the plant. The authors propose to use this wasted

energy in order to dry the wet combustion air input to the furnace, saving 2% in energy

consumption.

Jindal et al. [23] developed a dynamic ironmaking model that comprises all reactions and

components involved inside the blast furnace. Due to complexities involved in modeling the

various zones within the furnace, the authors assume the furnace can be divided up into

two areas: raceway, and shaft. The shaft represents the furnace from where raw material

is charged at the top, until it is liquefied near the bottom. The raceway is located at the

bottom and involves the zone where blast air is blown into the furnace and ascends upwards

through the falling mass charge. The authors model the shaft at steady state and the

raceway dynamically, reducing the total number of required differential equations. The two

models are then combined and blast furnace plant data is used to estimate parameters such

as heat transfer coefficients. No results are explicitly given as to the quality of predictions

the final model provides.

A simplified blast furnace model is presented by Davenport and Peacey [34] where steady

state mass and energy balances are completed. The model was validated using data from

blast furnaces operating at several geographic locations. Making assumptions about coke,

exit hot metal composition, and inlet air temperature, the model becomes linear and can be

included in a linear optimization program. The authors then include physical constraints

such as maximum air flow and oil consumption to show how optimization can effectively

reduce the overall operation cost of production.

The dynamic model created Jindal et al. [23] is useful to study the resulting temperature

profiles inside the blast furnace for various operating scenarios; however, it is highly non

linear· and not suitable for making general planning decisions. The steady state model

developed by Davenport and Peacey is very simplistic and only involves a small subset of

components involved in actual practice. ot present in the literature is a model that is

simple enough to include in an optimization formulation, yet also includes enough detail to

make the results representative of actual blast furnace operation.

8
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Steelmaking

Section 2.1

The steelmaking process centers around BOF and EAF operation. Johansson et al. [24]

provide a model to estimate the decarburization rate inside the BOF. The goal of this

process is to achieve a specific carbon content after blowing oxygen through the furnace.

The proposed model is tested in open-loop yielding suboptimal performance. An analysis

of the BOF off-gas is then used to provide feedback and is incorporated using a nonlinear

observer. The observer gain is adjusted and results show the final carbon content prediction

error is in the order of 0.003% absolute. The drawback of the model is that only the

components carbon and silicon are included in the model.

A comprehensive dynamic EAF model is reported by MacRosty and Swartz [28] where

four zones are used to represent the different mass phases inside the furnace. The final

model contains 13 adjustable parameters ranging from mass transfer coefficients to the

initial boundary conditions. A sensitivity analysis was completed to identify a subset of

insignificant parameters that could be kept constant and thus eliminated from the parameter

estimation. Rigorous parameter estimation was completed on the six significant parameters

using plant data. A subsequent paper was published using the final model in a dynamic

optimization framework [27]. The objective function used minimizes the electrical energy

input, scrap and flux usagc, high purity OXygCll inpnt, and natural gas coltsumption. Case

studies included demonstrate the benefits of such a model in that the optimal operating

cost can be determined for scenarios such as preheating of the furnace before electricity is

used and market fluctuations in electricity pricing.

Sandberg et al. [40] developed an EAF model based on operation data from four Swedish

steel facilities. Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression was used to create three models

predicting the final chemical analysis, energy consumption, and mass yield of the batch.

The explained variance of the models is poor, however, as industrial raw data often con

tains a great amount of noise and therefore explains some of the model prediction errors.

The authors also demonstrate how the resulting models can be used to back-calculate and

estimate properties of the individual scraps added to the furnace.

9
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This concept of modeling the EAF from a database of production batches was also done

by Miletic et al. [31]. Two linear PLS models were developed to predict final hot steel

chemistry and electrical energy consumption. These empirical models were built using

historical batch data from EAF plant operation. For each batch run, the steel composition,

electricity usage, input material quantities, and operating conditions were all catalogued.

Equation 2.1 shows the basic model structure.

[

yelec. ]
= f (Scrap grades used, Flux addition, Temperature settings)

ycomp .
(2.1)

Modeling of the scrap purchasing practice was also completed in order to capture the various

scrap grades available for production. These models were then cast into an optimization

framework with the objective of minimizing the overall cost and electricity usage. The opti

mization inputs are the steel demand, internal scrap inventory quantities, and vendor scrap

pricing for a single time period. Upon solving, a solution is provided that determines the

exact sources from which scrap should be ordered, and the total quantity that is purchased.

The paper does not provide the accuracy of the PLS prediction models but does note the

optimization tool is used on a consistent basis and has provided significant economic savings

with regard to scrap purchasing.

Optimization of scrap usage was also studied by Bernatzki et al. [5] based on BOF operation.

Here, a simplified BOF model is based on rules of thumb for scrap to hot metal addition

to the furnace. For example, iron ore pellets are sometimes added to the BOF, instead

of scrap, in order to cool down the hot metal fed from the blast furnace. However, to

reduce this iron ore, slightly more hot metal needs to be added. The authors use a rule of

thumb that says 4 units of scrap can be replaced by 1.1 units of iron ore plus 3.3 units of

additional hot metal. This paper does not place great importance on furnace modeling but

rather focuses on the problems imposed by the manner in which scrap is transported to the

BOF. The scraps are stored based on grade and sorted into categories of train tracks and

individual rail cars. The authors worked with an industrial sponsor who used heuristics to

determine the optimal scraps to use in production of certain steel grades. However, due to

the numerom; constraints governing rules by which cranes can remove and sort the scrap
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rail cars, the heuristics were often abandoned in favour of more costly scrap choices. A

mixed-integer linear program was formulated with the objective of minimizing the cost of

scrap used in BOF production. The optimization results show 5% average cost improvement

in comparison to the industrial sponsor's previous practice.

Production downstream of the BOF and EAF involves solidifying the liquid steel by cooling

in units called casters. Depending on the desired steel grade to be produced, the temperature

of hot steel exiting the furnaces differs. Therefore, the speed at which different products

are cast changes and places importance on synchronizing BOF and EAF batch completion

with caster operation. Tang et al. [43] provide an extensive review of research in this area

extending all the way to processes after casting which include the reheating and rolling of

cooled steel slabs.

Modeling of these steel scheduling problems requires introducing binary variables to enforce

sequencing of product batches through the connected units. Industrial sized problems were

studied by Harjunkoski and Grossmann [20] in which a decomposition approach was pro

vided in order for the problem to be computationally tractable. Scheduling is broken down

by categorizing customer orders into families and subgroups. Three MILP's and one LP are

solved sequentially providing a framework in which a problem of 33,000 discrete variables

and 74,000 equations can be solved within 5% optimality in a matter of 3 hours.

The work of Davenport et al. [10] at IBM provides a solution for industrial sized steel

scheduling problems based on a small desired time granularity. In this study, the caster

schedule is optimized based on a discretization of 15-30 minutes and solved using a standard

MILP solver. The solution is then input to a formulation of the upstream caster processes

which is based on a 30 second time granularity. This is then solved using constraint pro

gramming providing 2 day schedules in a matter of 10 minutes which increase the steel

produced by 10%.

It is evident that the amount of research focused on the individual areas of steel production

is extensive and provides an insight into the complexities involved in both modeling and

optimization.
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2.1.2 Integrated Planning

Section 2.1

The operation of a steel plant involves numerous units with many degTees of freedom by

which to optimally manipulate the performance of the entire network. Optimization at any

period in time must therefore consider several important points such as purchasing of raw

materials and the individual throughput rates of multiple units. In order for this to be

successful, there must exist constant communication between each facility. Grossmann [19]

stresses the importance of integrated decision making across a company's business units in

order to operate efficiently.

A review of work in this area related to the steel industry was completed by Dutta and Fourer

[12]. The areas of raw material blending, planning, scheduling, and inventory management

are outlined and key researchers are identified. The authors note that pioneering work

related to steel plant integration was done by Fabian [15]. In this paper, modeling was done

for the blast furnace, basic oxygen furnace, and rolling mills downstream of the casters.

Mass balances for oxygen and silicon are neglected as well as energy related to reduction

of impurities such as silicon, manganese, and phosphorous. Despite these drawbacks, the

attempt at modeling multiple units was novel and encouraged others to contribute research

in this area. Fabian [16] improved upon his previously simplistic steel model and included

balances on silicon, oxygen, and a more comprehensive energy balance. The model is cast

as an LP with the total cost of raw materials minimized.

The work of Fabian encouraged Lawrence and Flowerdew [26] to develop a model that

integrated the blast furnace and BOF. The authors note that complete mass and energy

balances are not included and several rules of thumb are used to express missing relation

ships. An example of this involves assuming the required blast furnace coke rate is a linear

function of the iron pellet input and slag output. Optimization is completed using the model

in order to minimize raw material and operating costs. The results provide the burden mix

charged to the blast furnace, as well as the proportions of hot metal and scrap to the BOF.

The authors stress the need to expand their approach to more units and also refine the

models currently used.
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A later study done by Bandyopadhyay [3] looked at a BOF and open-hearth furnace op

erating in parallel to produce steel. An open-hearth furnace produces steel in a different

manner than a BOF in that air is used instead of high purity oxygen to oxidize the impu

rities. The blast furnace delivers hot metal to both steelmaking furnaces and the objective

is to determine how to optimally allocate the input feed between the two units. Steady

state mass and energy balances are written for both furnaces creating two linear models.

Optimization is completed minimizing utility, raw material, and labour costs. However, the

results in this study are limited to steelmaking only and do not consider any costs with

regard to cokemaking or the blast furnace.

Gao and Tang [17] modeled an integrated steel plant by using simple rules of thumb. For

example, in the blast furnace it is assumed that one unit of liquid iron requires two units

or iron ore, one unit of coal, and half a unit of limestone. The objective of this study

was not to accurately model the actual process, but rather investigate raw material vendor

selection based on factors of quality, price, and delivery time. These three parameters were

provided for seven vendors, based on data from a real steel plant, and a linear program

was formulated using a weighted objective function. The results demonstrate how goal

programming can be used in steel production, but do not provide realistic answers since the

level of model detail was poor.

Chen and Wang [9] enlarged the scope of the integrated plant to include transportation of

raw materials delivered on-site and to the distribution of product to customers. Similar

to Gao and Tang, rules of thumb were used to represent production in the plant as no

component or energy balances were completed. The supply chain was modeled as an LP

with the objective of maximizing profit based Oll steel demand fi'om various geographical

locations supplied by the steel facility. While the results cover a larger set of decisions

regarding steel production, the model detail was simplistic and therefore may not provide

optimal profit upon implementation.

Steel inventory was studied by Zanoni and Zavanella [48] where focus was placed on the

integration of EAF steelmaking and the continuous casters. The authors cite customer
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orders from a real steel plant and show the wide distribution of grades desired. They

indicate that due to inventory space and EAF throughput limitations, determining the

sequencing of product batches is difficult to schedule. A MILP formulation was developed

in order to minimize holding, production, and back order costs over a planning period of

one month. The inventory warehouse size was then manipulated to explore the breakpoints

where increasing storage space dramatically increased profit. The formulation is important

for optimizing the connection between steelmaking and casting, however, it does not include

any information about costs or impact from ironmaking or cokemaking.

The literature gives ample evidence of research in the area of integrated steelmaking. Very

few papers, however, take a look at the entirety of steel production and instead focus on the

connection between two units. In the cases where more than two units are included in the

formulation, generic rules of thumb are used to represent production. This coarse modeling

approach leads to impractical and thus suboptimal solutions. Therefore, great opportunity

exists in creating an optimization problem that models steel production on a tiner level and

looks at multiple units simultaneously.

2.2 Optimization Under Uncertainty

Integrated modeling and optimization of steelmaking has been researched ill. the literature;

however, it is important to note that past work in this area has not considered the uncer

tainty involved. This could be related to raw material quality, modeling errors, and demand

forecasting inaccuracies.

\iVith regard to steel production, Anandalingam [1] modeled seven integrated units using

linear empirical relationships developed from industrial data. The cost parameters were

then considered to be uncertain, with known probability distributions, and an investigation

was completed to determine how implementing different energy technologies can minimize

the irnpact of cost fluctuations. Scenarios were generated using Latin hypercube sampling,

from the cost probability distributions, and the model solved for each scenario. The overall
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purchasing and production costs were recorded for each scenario solution and it was deter

mined that no matter the technology used, the variance in cost was significant indicating

the necessity of incorporating parameter uncertainty in the model.

While there are many approaches that can be taken to incorporate uncertainty, three meth

ods will be explained in this section: fuzzy programming, chance constraints, and stochastic

programming.

Fuzzy programming identifies all uncertain parameters to be fuzzy numbers. Normally, an

uncertain number belongs to a probability distribution based on the degree of uncertainty.

Rather than using a probability function, fuzzy programming uses a membership function

to represent the extent to which a parameter is associated with a particular value. Different

types of functions exist along with methods to transform probability distributions into these

fuzzy membership functions.

Rong and Lahdelma [38] use fuzzy progTamming to incorporate scrap steel uncertainty

into an optimization framework. EAF production uses only scrap steel as an input and

since there exist strict upper limits with regard to final impurity concentrations, careful

consideration must be given to the scrap mix charged. Additionally, the actual concentration

of these impurities is often not accurately known since scrap is recycled from various sources.

The authors consider scrap impurity concentrations to be fuzzy numbers and use component

balances to create linear fuzzy quality constraints which can be violated to a specified

tolerance level. Optimization is completed for various constraint tolerances and the solution

simulated for randomly generated scrap qualities. The constraint failure rate and subsequent

scrap cost are listed in order to show the trade off between quality and purchasing cost.

Chance constrained programming is similar to fuzzy programming in that inequality con

straints are manipulated to allow for violations up to a certain tolerance level, ex, based on

a probability distribution. The left hand side of the inequality constraint is a function of

the variable x and parameter {3. Based on uncertainty in {3, it is desired to remain within
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feasibility of the upper limit,. This is expressed in Equation 2.2

Pr(J(x,[3)::::: ,):::: a

Section 2.2

(2.2)

If the distribution of uncertainty is not known, an assumption must be made in order to

transform the inequality into a chance constraint. Assuming a normal probability distribu

tion function <P, the constraint can be written as in Equation 2.3.

(2.3)

E (-) represents the expected value of the bracket term, and <1>-1 (a) is the value of the in

verse probability distribution at a. The variable aJ (x, [3) represents the standard deviation

of I, which is a function of x and [3, and can be calculated by propagating the variance in

[3 through f· If f is linear, then so is aJ (x, [3) and vice versa.

Shih and Frey [42] employ chance constraints in a coal blending problem. Here, uncertainty

exists with regard to coal quality, namely in the concentrations of sulphur and ash. There

are strict upper limits for these two components and thus chance constraints are written to

limit the sulphur and ash violation probabilities to 5% and 10% respectively. The overall

blend cost is a function of coal quality and the authors seek to minimize both the expected

value and variance of cost in the objective function. Objective function weights are used to

place priority on the sulphur and ash cost factors.

Miletic et al. [31] also use chance constraints in a problem similar to that of Rong and

Lahdelma [38]. Impurities in scrap, used as a feed to the EAF, are assumed to be uncertain

and follow standal'd normal distributions. Chance constraints are then included, limiting

the violation of impurity constraints to a certain tolerance level. These al'e then embedded

in an optimization formulation which selects the least costly EAF scrap blend that satisfies

the chance constraints.

In all cases of chance constraints, the violation tolerance is considered an optimization tuning

parameter. \iVhen multiple constraints are written, several parameters are introduced and

change the implicatiun that this t uning h1:l~ un the actual cUllstmillt viulatiull. Zhang eL al.
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[50] cite the difference between individual and joint chance constraints. An example is given

where if 10 chance constraints are desired to be satisfied individually at a probability level

of 95%, the worst case scenario shows that all 10 constraints will be satisfied simultaneously

at a probability of only 60%. The authors then developed an algorithm which tunes the

chance constraints to a joint tolerance level. The disadvantage to the method is that for a

few chance constraints, the computation 'solving time is large.

Stochastic programming is an alternate method that uses scenarios to represent each un

certainty occurrence. The goal is to obtain a solution that is optimal based on all possible

scenarios, and is weighted by the probability of each scenario arising. Two-stage stochastic

programming, as described by Sen and Higle [41], divides variables into first stage, Xl, and

second stage, X2s, decisions. The second stage variables are also indexed by scenario using

the variable s which is contained within the set S.

min CIXI + L PsC2s X 2s

sES

Subject to :

h(xd :s: 0

g(xd = 0

(2.4)

First stage variables are those that are decided prior to uncertainty realization. Second

stage variables represent recourse decisions that can be made once the uncertainty impacts

the process. By incorporating these recourse decisions, the formulation achieves a lower

cost than if all variables were decided in the first stage. Also, the recourse flexibility

models actual operation quite accurately as, in practice, the steel plant operation can be

altered depending on fluctuations in uncertainty. The requirements in developing this two

stage formulation are deciding which variables are first and second stage, and assigning a

probability to each scenario. While this is simple to implement, there are disadvantages to
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the stochastic approach. Uncertainty is often present in a continuous form which requires

infinite scenarios. A subset must therefore be selected which simultaneously represents the

overall uncertainty to a degTee, and keeps the problem of a size that is computationally

tractable.

In this thesis, the method of two-stage stochastic programming is used to account for raw

material quality uncertainty. In comparison to the fuzzy and chance constrained approaches,

it is more computationally intensive as the problem size grows. However, the implemen

tation and flexibility of the formulation far better suits thc' primary steelmaking proccss.

Chance constraints assume the worst case scenario of variance occurs at all times and bases

its solution on essentially a single scenario outcome. vVhile the probability of constraint

violation is guaranteed to be equal to the constraint tolerance level, no consideration is

given to the instance where the constraint is violated. In contrast, the two-stage method

bases its solution on both common and uncommon uncertainty outcomes and provides a

set of decisions for all scenarios. By including these scenarios in the objective function, the

optimizer makes decisions that are optimal for more than just extreme conditions. This

is similar to how decisions would be made and implemented in the plant. The purchasing

planners would consider the variance of raw material quality on the process, and make a

purchasing decision. Once the materials are delivered and measured, operators would then

adjust the plant to accommodate the realized uncertainty.

2.3 Multi-period Planning

\l\Tithin the integrated planning literature citations, none have studied modeling and opti

mization over multiple time periods. This area involves incorporating inventory manage

ment and demand forecasting into the integrated planning problem. This thesis investigates

the opportunities available by optimizing bi-monthly production periods over an entire year.

It is motivated by the work of Miletic et al. [31] in which it is mentioned that multi-tiered

purchasing discounts are offered by steelmaking raw material suppliers. In other words, dis

counts are offered if purchasing orders exceed certain threshold levels. Miletic et al model
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these purchasing rules into a scrap purchasing model, but only ever optimize over a single

time period. Therefore, the possibility exists to accrue greater savings if steel demand in

future time periods is considered.

The multi-period model developed in this thesis is based on that of Perea-Lopez et al. [36]

and Mestan et al. [30]. These two articles develop mixed-integer linear programs (MILP's)

for multi-product supply chains. Traditional supply chains are comprised of various con

nected nodes that include suppliers, the production facility, warehouses, distribution centers,

and customer retail locations as shown in Figure 2.2.

Raw Material
Suppliers

Retailers
..

\

Production
Facility

.. I
~~~-na~rn1El.,)

Figure 2.2: General supply chain framework diagTam.

The authors complete overall mass balances on each node, and since the multi-period for-

mulation considers changing node inventory levels, the model is dynamic. Binary decisions

are required to decide if production should be started during a particular time period, as

inventory levels may dictate that customer demand can be satisfied without making new

product. The optimization goal is to maximize revenues and minimize inventory, produc

tion, distribution, and customer satisfaction costs.

The multi-period MILP optimization problem is considered to operate as a Model Predictive

Controller. The demand forecast is fed to the controller, optimization completed over a time

horizon, and the first time period decision implemented on the supply chain. Depending on

disturbances with respect to production, distribution, and actual demand, re-optimization

is required at the next time step, simila.r to how a Model Predictive Control (MPC) would

monitor a. process. The controller makes logical (p(t)) and continuous (u(t)) decisions
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based on a dynamic model of states (x(t)) and output (y(t)) variables. This resulting MPC

formulation was first presented by Bemporad and Morari [4].

m~n L J (y, x, u, t)
t

Subject to,

Dynamic Model

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + B1u(t) + B2P(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) + D1u(t) + D2P(t)

Problem Constraints

¢ = Ex(t) + F1u(t) + F2P(t)

1/J ::; Gx(t) + H1u(t) + H2P(t)

Ymin ::; y(t) ::; Yrnax

Xmin ::; X (t) ::; X max

Umin ::; u(t) ::; Urnax

p(t) E [0,1], x(O) = XQ

The supply chain inventory nodes are represented by x(t) and the final product output

by y(t). These variables are dependent upon the purchasing and transportation decisions

represented by u(t). Additionally, the binary variable p(t) decides whether or not the

production facility in Figure 2.2 makes product during time period t.

The units involved in primary steelmaking can be applied to the works of Perea-Lopez et al.

[36] and Mestan et al. [30]. Steel production in this thesis is not technically a supply chain

since it does not involve transportation intricacies or product distribution. However, the

three nodes of cokemaking, ironmaking, and steelmaking can be considered a local supply

chain as they involve inventory management and are dependent on one another. Detailed

n10dels for these three production areas can be used in a n1ulti period fOl'lTIulation in vvhich a
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steel demand forecast is provided. Based on the raw material inventories, optimization can

be executed in the same rolling horizon MPC approach. The transformation of variables

into this MPC formulation is shown in Figure 2.3.

~)X(t)tcrap

1/(t) p(t)

Scrap
Suppliers

Blast Flux

Furnace ldJi.
/\'~BOF

X(I)-
t U(I)

" Flux
Coke rffJ,.~~.t, U(I)

Coal Oven ,,";~.\~.
Coke

p(l) x(1) /B1i4'1! __ x(1).A u(l)

~ -;;(!j Iron Ore U(I)

1/(1) I
Coal.A p(l)

Suppliers

Figure 2.3: Bemporad and Morari formulation as applied to primary steelmaking.

The classification of variables 'with respect to primary steelmaking are as follows:

• p(t) --7 tiered pricing and coal blending binary decision variables

• u(t) --7 purchasing quantities and internal mass flows

• x( t) --7 inventory levels, component mass flows

• y(t) --7 steel production quantities
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Chapter 3

Problem Formulation

This chapter introduces the various units which comprise primary steelmaking. Modeling

of each area is performed using a combination of rigorous mass balances and empirical re

gression models. These models are combined with equations expressing the physical process

constraints in a mixed-integer nonlinear programming formulation.

3.1 Introduction

Optimization of this process can be accomplished by first modeling the three main pro

duction areas. This involves mass and energy balances on each unit as well as empirical

models to express relationships that cannot be developed from first principles. The project

objective is to minimize the overall cost per ton of steel produced in primary steelmaking.

The process considered in this study is shown in Figure 3.1 encapsulated by a box.
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the primary steelmaking process.

This process can be broken down into three mam areas: cokemaking, ironmaking, and

steelmaking. In cokemaking, coals are transformed into coke, an important energy input

to the blast furnace. This coke is then used in ironmaking, along with iron ore pellets, to

produce liquid iron satmated with carbon. Fluxing agents are also added at this stage in

order to remove impurities entering through coke and iron pellets. Steelmaking removes

most carbon and reduces other impurities in a Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) producing hot

liquid steel. At this point, as shown in Figure 3.1, the output of primary steelmaking is

sent to the Ladle Metallurgy Facility (LMF) where product-specific alloys are added before

the steel is cast into solidified slabs.

The models will be used in optimizing the iron, coal, and scrap purchases, as well as selected

process operating conditions to match the optimized purchases. In this chapter, models are

developed for a one-week period, assuming that the purchases are fully consumed during the

week. On this basis, the models can be developed for a steady-state process manufactming

the desired product steels within the one-week period. We note that the detailed schedule,

allocating materials and operations to equipment at specific times, is not modeled because

purchase decisions and the operating conditions for each steel type are adjusted infrequently.

Since ironmaking is a continuous process, the balances are developed for the entire one

week operating period. By contrast, cokemaking is a batch process and the balances are

developed for a single batch; the weekly model is determined by multiplying the single-batch

results by the number of batches.
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Steelmaking is also a batch process; however, not all batches are operated similarly. De

pending on the type of steel made, operation changes accordingly, and therefore, separate

batch models are developed for each steel grade. In this sense, cokemaking produces one

type of coke during the optimization period. Ironmaking uses the coke in production of one

type of hot metal. The same hot metal is then distributed to all three BOF batch models,

as shown schematically in Figure 3.2.

Steelmaking
Ironmaking

Cokemaking

Figure 3.2: Integration of three BOF models to primary steelmaking process.

The net result is a set of equations that represent the overall weekly manufacturing material

and energy flows. These models can be solved for each process individually or in an inte

grated manner. Both modeling approaches will be employed when comparing decentralized

with centralized optimization in Chapter 4.

3.2 Cokemaking

Coke is the most important fuel feed to the blast furnace as its combustion provides more

than half the required energy input [34]. An overview of this process is shown in Figure 3.3

including all components considered in this formulation.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the cokemaking process.

Coke is produced from subjecting raw coals to high temperatures in a coking oven. First,

different coal types are blended and charged into the oven. Coke composition signifi.cantly

impacts blast furnace operation and is dependent upon the composition of the charged

coal blend. Coal composition can be broken down into three areas: ash, fixed carbon, and

volatile matter (V.M.).

Table 3.1: Coal composition analysis on a dry basis.

Approx. Mass Percent Components [8],[34]

Ash 5%-10%
S

Fixed Carbon 60%-70% C

Volatile Matter 15%-30% Aromatic compounds

Other hydrocarbons

The fixed carbon value is perhaps the most important component of a coal. High coal carbon

content yields a coke with high carbon content and provides a higher heat of combustion

per mass of coke.
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Ash is an undesirable coal component as it represents impurities that must be removed at

an additional cost in the blast furnace and BOF. Sulphur (S) and phosphorous oxide (P20S)

are two ash components that are monitored closely because finished steel has strict upper

limits regarding their final concentrations. Alumina (Ah03) and silica (Si02) can be easily

removed in both the blast furnace and BOF using fiuxing agents. Flux, however, consumes

a great amount of energy, and thus, the amount added should be as low as possible.

After the coals have been charged to the coke oven, they are heated using a combination

of hot recycled gases and burned natural gas. As the temperature reaches 400°0, this

reducing environment, void of air, causes volatile matter in the coals to be released into the

off-gas. The coals begin to decompose and form plastic-like layers at the coke oven wall.

As the temperature inside the oven rises, these layers begin to grow towards the middle

of the charge until all the coals have transformed and stabilized into coke. At this point,

the temperature is over 1000°0, and the newly formed coke contracts enough for it to be

discharged from the oven. Upon completion, most of the coal ash and fixed carbon remain

with only trace amounts of the initial volatile matter.

The gas released during coking is considered to be a revenue stream. Aromatic compounds

such as benzene, toluene, and xylene are present in small amounts and can be recovered and

sold for profit. The remaining volatiles produce gas with a high calorific value that can be

reused in other areas of the plant, including the production of more coke. The approximate

composition of this gas is given in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Approximate coke oven gas composition on a dry basis.

Component Volume Percent [22] [8] Combustible?

CH4 30% Yes

CO 8% Yes

CO2 3% No

H2 51% Yes

N2 5% No

Aromatics 0.1% Yes

Section 3.2

As previously mentioned, the actual coke is used as the major fuel source inside the blast

furnace. It is charged into the top of the furnace, along with iron ore pellets a.nd fluxing

agents, and descends slowly into the hotter heating zones in the middle of the blast furnace.

At all times, it is imperative for air flow to be uniform across the cross sectional area of the

furnace. If the inlet charge crumbles and clumps together as it descends, air will not flow

properly and an uneven furnace heat profile will result. Coke is the only material that can

provide this required packed bed support structure [11]. It is vital that the coke remain

strong enough to withstand the immense pressure inside the furnace and not break apart.

Coke strength is measured by two variables: coke strength after reaction (CSR), and sta

bility. CSR is a measure of the coke's ability to hold up at temperatures similar to those

experienced in the lower half of the furnace. Stability is measured at room temperature

which simulates the environment at the very top of the furnace where the iron pellets and

fluxes are added.

Coke oven wall pressure is another important part of coke production. The plastic layers of

coke that first develop against the oven walls immediately begin to exert pressure outward.

Over time, this pressure build-up can cause serious damage to the oven lining and may

require repair. It is therefore important to maintain this variable below an upper limit.

Good quality coke can therefore be evaluated by five factors:
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1. High carbon content --t Highly reactive coke will provide a greater energy output

upon combustion in blast furnace

2. Low ash content --t Ash must be removed and therefore consumes unnecessary

3. High CSR value

energy

--t Coke must remain intact when subjected to high

temperatures existing at the bottom of the blast furnace

4. High stability value --t Coke should not break upon initial charge at the mouth

of the furnace

5. Low wall pressure --t High pressure exertion damages oven walls over time

requiring repair

The following sections describe the modeling of cokemaking through both equality and

inequality constraints and explain how these variables can be related to the types of coal

used in cokemaking. System boundaries and variables used in modeling are defined 111

Figure 3.4 and help in the understanding of equations describing the coking process.

i t..~J.r.~.~~.1 Syytem B
1 Ms. removed f--/
[ MH20.rellloved [

System A i MVM,rellloved i
..&. _~.mmnm.mm.m·'·i i ~ i System C
... : 1 : i '.mmnm __ \nmmm __,l/ Jsystem D

coal i 'f xblend i M:: :: d k
X:7~mc i~A-q--+-i_c_o_a_I,'_"n--t-!Hi~ ! ii\1;,:i'r·

mm
·i M~,~{e AxtOke

X ~~;I.. " ! t u%Jnd I L!::::.".·::::::X:::::::::.·:::.J l... ...i
... Cmmmmmm m; T wqllench

T{nert gas

Figure 3.4: Cokemaking variable definition diagram.
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3.2.1 Equality Constraints

Section 3.2

The cokemaking process begins with the charging of various coal types to the oven. This

blending procedure is represented by System A in Figure 3.4 and the mass balance shown

in Equation 3.1.

where,

.Iii ~ coal
;, eoal,in = L me

e

c = {Coal A, Coal B, Coal C, Coal D, Coal E, Coal F, Coal G}

(3.1)

The sum of these coal masses comprises the entirety of the coke oven capacity, Meoal,in,

which is a constant parameter. Here, the variable m~oal is the mass of coal type c added to

the coke oven.

An overall mass balance for a single coke batch is written in Equation 3.2 and represented

in Figure 3.4 by System B.

Mi IT - ~"d1·Y V
J eoal,in + P feed gas Vinert gas - JV10ltt + Pof f gas off gas (3.2)

The inputs are charged coal mass JV1eoal,in, and hot feed gas volume 1"inert gas. Outputs are

represented by the solid discharged coke M~:r and released off gas Voff gas.

Equation 3.2 is not included in the model for optimization but serves as a starting point

&:om which to describe the process. The inert feed gas stream conditions with respect to

flow and temperature are constant for every batch and are not changed in total mass or

composition while in the coke oven. Additionally, the off-gas flow is simply equal to the

inlet inert gas plus matter released from the coals during coking. The mass of coal charged

is equal to the net mass of coke pushed from the oven, plus coal components removed during

coking. There exist three such components being water M H2 0,removed, sulphur MS,removed,

and volatile matter Nlv.M.,removed. Therefore, a mass balance on System C, with the inert

gas in and out canceled is more useful with regard to the formulation.

Meoal,in = lvIH20,removed + MS,removed + .li1V.M.,removed + lvI~:r
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This dry coke mass is then quenched with cooling water, resulting in a final wet coke mass

represented by M:;~~e. A balance on System D is written in Equation 3.4 to express this

water addition.

lVId1'Y + wquench = lVIcoke
out out (3.4)

A rule of thumb used in industry is to assume after quenching, the coke water content is

6% [18].

(3.5)

The water quench relationship can be inserted into Equation 3.4, and rearranged to isolate

lVI:~r. This can then be included into Equation 3.3 to solve for the final coke mass. Following

these steps yields:

l\1I:;~~e = (lVIcoal,in - lV1}12 0 ,removed - MS,removed - lVIv.M.,removed) . 0.~4 (3.6)

It is assumed that all water initially present in the coal is driven off during coking; however,

not all volatile matter and sulphur are removed. In practice, the operating conditions of

each coke batch remain constant meaning that the heating rate and final temperature do

not change from batch to batch. Also, the temperature of the inlet gas stream Vinert gCLS and

composition remain fairly constant. If these assumptions are true, the percentage of sulphur

and volatile matter released during each batch should change very little. Vi.Then held at a

temperature of over lOooDe, it is unlikely that the heating rate and exact final temperature

impact the amount of sulphur and volatile matter remaining in the coals. Therefore, the

variables 1I1s,removed and 1I1v.M.,removed can be calculated by assuming they are equal to a

constant fraction of their initial coal mass quantities.

Experimental data from 450 coke batches were used to determine the appropriate mass lost

for these two components during coking. The experimental database contained measure

ments of the initial coal sulphur, ash, carbon, and volatile matter contents. Also included

were end batch coke composition measurements for sulphur and volatile matter. ,,yater

was assumed to be removed, and carbon and ash masses are not changed during coking. A
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nonlinear regression was completed in order to minimize the error between the experimental

and predicted values.

min
135,l3v.M.

Subject to,

450

I: (yr - []f) 2 + (yyM. _ gyM.) 2

i=l

gyM.

AS Coke sulphur mass
y. =

2 Coke mass produced

Coke V.M. mass

Coke mass produced

where,

(1 - (3s) . sIn
Aln + (1 - (3s) . Sin +Cr + (1 - (3VM.) Viin

(1 - (3V.M) . v;in

Aln = Mass of ash in coal blend charged in experiment i

Cfn = Mass of carbon in coal blend charged in experiment i

SIn = Mass of sulphur in coal blend charged in experiment i

Viin = Mass of volatile matter in coal blend charged in experiment i

yr = Coke mass fraction of sulphur measured in experiment i

YY.M. = Coke mass fraction of volatile matter measured in experiment i

il = Predicted coke sulphur mass fraction for experiment i

gyM. = Predicted volatile matter mass fraction for experiment i

,8s = Fraction of inlet sulphur removed during coking

(3VM = Fraction of inlet volatile matter removed during coking

The solution, which minimizes the total squared prediction error, yields the following pa-

rameter values:

(3s = 0.2585

(3VM. = 0.9833

Prediction results are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: RegTession fit for volatile matter loss during coking.

The fit of volatile matter data is quite poor, as seen by the deviation between experimental

and predicted results in Figure 3.6. However, considering the result of 98.33% loss is in

accordance to what is assumed in industry [39], the result is used in this study.

The model fit for sulphur content is far better as can be seen in Figure 3.5. The raw data
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for sulphur contained four significant digits indicating far more precise measurements. This

percent loss value of 25.85% is also very similar to that assumed in industry [39].

From the outlined regression results, and the assumption that all other coke components

are not removed, the following variables can be defined.

M blend lin
H20,removed = X H 20 . 'lcoal,in (3.7)

25.85% blend
MS,removed = 100% . Xs . Meoal,in

98.33% blend
MV.lVI.,Temoved = 100% . XV.lVI . . Meoal,in

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)Vq

lVlcoal,in

'\' (xeoal. m coal )
Xblend = _D-=-C-'-c:-c-'-,q"--__c_"--

q lVlcoal,in

The variables xblend and xblend are the resulting component mass fractions of the coal blendH20 q

as shown in Figure 3.4. The set q represents all components in the coals that are not water.

Using the mass fractions of these components for each individual coal type c, and assuming

the compositions blend linearly, the resulting blend compositions can be calculated.

'\' (xeoal . m eoal )
De e,H20 c

where,

(3.13)

After water, sulphur, and volatile matter are removed, and subsequent water quenching

completed, the coke composition can be calculated on a wet basis.

coke (xg
lend

. Meoal,in) - lVlq,removed
X = ~q lVlcoke

out

xrJ~o = 0.06 (3.14)

An energy balance for the cokemaking process is not modeled. Each coke batch is operated

under constant operating conditions, and therefore, no deg;rees of freedom exist with regard

to the optimization formulation.
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3.2.2 Inequality Constraints

Section 3.2

The amount of each coal type c added can be zero or between minimum and maximum

limits represented by the parameters m~~i:~ and m~~;. Adding this constraint ensures that

the solution does not call for an addition of an impractically small amount. The binary

variable, 8~se, is used to enforce this constraint.

8use . m coal < Tn,coal < 8use . m coal VC
c mtn - c - c rnax

The interpretation of 8~se is explained as:

(3.15)

if coal c is not used in the coal blend

if coal c is used in the coal blend

In this formulation, it is assumed that no initial coke inventory exists and that any coke

used must also be made during the same period in question. Therefore, the total coke used

during the optimization period, 'Ttength, cannot exceed the total coke production mass. The

mass of coke used is defined as the coke addition rate to the continuously operated blast

furnace, A,roke . The coke mass produced can be calculated from the size of one coke batch,

M coke and the total number of batches made Acokeout , , .

A1coke . 'n < Jvlcoke . A cokelength - out (3.16)

In reality, the variable Acoke is an integer. However, if the optimization period, 'Ttength, is

sufficiently long, the number of required coke batches to be made will be a large number.

Case studies shown in this thesis involve production of 180 to 200 batches on a weekly basis.

At this production level, the error involved in not representing Acoke as integer is negligible

and is certainly smaller than the accuracy of the coke mass per batch in the plant.

Based on the total number of coke batches made, the total mass of coal type c used during

the time period must be less than mass purchased represented by Bzoal.

(3.17)
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Upon delivery, different coal types are organized by separating them into individual inven

tory piles. There is only enough room on site for up to N caal piles.

(3.18)

In this study, the value of N caal is set to four and represents that of an actual steel plant

[39].

Additional constraints must be written relating to the oven operation and the final coke

strength as described in Section 3.2. The final coke strength, yCSR, and stability, yStab,

must meet minimum requirements. Likewise, there exists an upper limit on the pressure

exerted on the oven wall during coking which is represented by yWP.

YCSR > yCSR
- m1n

Y
Stab. > Stability

- Ymin

Y
W.P. < yPTeSSUTe

- max

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

Developing mechanistic models for these three variables would be very challenging, and

therefore, alternative empirical models have been built in order to make predictions.

Model Building

Raw data was obtained from testing completed in a pilot plant coke oven, containing a total

of 77 batch runs. During the experiments, 11 coal blend properties and 11 oven operating

conditions were recorded, in addition to the final coke CSR, stability, and oven wall pressure.

Coal properties include chemical, rheological, and petrographical measurements, whereas,

operating conditions are related to such factors as heating rate and coal charge density.

Preprocessing was performed by mean centering and scaling the raw data measurements Yeo

ypre = Ye - yJ-L V e
e ya
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where,

y~re = Preprocessing raw data value of observation e

Ye = Raw data value of observation e

yJ-L = Mean of raw data observation values

ya = Standard deviation of raw data observation values

Section 3.2

It is first assumed that wall pressure, stability, and CSR are each a linear function of the

coal blend properties and oven operating conditions. The model form is shown in Equation

3.23 where the set h represents the three model prediction variables.

where,

h T(3Y = rh h

r = [1 ublendT zovenT] T
It 'It 'It

h = {CSR, Stability (Stab.), Wall Pressme (W.P.)}

(3.23)

In Equation 3.23, the vector Tit is comprised of a constant term and the vectors 'uy;end and

zhven . Various coal blend properties used for each model h are stored in u~end, whereas

oven operating conditions are stored in zhven .

Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression was used to obtain the (3h coefficients for each

model individually. This procedme is called PLS-1, and involves building a separate model

for each of the three desired prediction variables. PLS was employed over other methods

such as Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) for several reasons. The algorithm used in

determining coefficient parameters maximizes the covariance between input and output

variables. If no covariance exists, the PLS model is equal to that of MLR which ignores

the correlation between variables. Therefore, at worst the PLS model is equivalent to that

of MLR. Additionally, missing values in the experimental database are not discarded, as in

MLR, and instead the regression develops an estimate of the missing observation.

The basic premise of PLS regression is that raw data points are projected into a lower
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(3.24)

dimensional latent space due to correlation between variables. The total number of di

mensions is equal to the number of orthogonal directions required to explain the raw data

variance in the latent space. Each orthogonal dimension is denoted as a latent variable with

the total number being smaller for more correlated data sets.

PLS model performance can be evaluated by looking at it's Q2 value representing the cross

validation model score. A higher Q2 value indicates better predictive capability. The latent

variable explaining the most variance in the latent space is first used to build an initial

model. A Q2 value is computed·, the next most important latent variable added, and a

new model created. Q2 is then recomputed and compared to the previous vaJue to see

if it increased or decreased. Including more latent variables does not necessarily result in

improved predictive capability as the model will pick up on noisy and unimportant variables,

thus diminishing Q2. Therefore, PLS algorithms successively add latent variables until Q2

is maximized.

Q2 is computed by dividing the full data set into D sub groups. The procedure begins by

removing one group and building a model based on the remaining data. The prediction sum

of squares (PRESS) for omitted data is calculated and stored, and the procedure repeated

D times, removing each raw data set only once [37]. In this study, the value of D used is 7.

D M

PRESS = L L (Ym,d - Ym,d)2
d m

where,

m = Raw data observation within subgroup

d = Sub group of data set

Ym,d = Raw data value of observation m in sub group d

Ym,d = Predicted value of observation m in sub group d

After adding the individual PRESS statistics for each group d, the calculation of Q2 is

completed.

Q2 = I:e(Ye - Ye)2 - P HESS

I:e (Ye - Ye)2
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where,

Ye = Predicted value of observation e

Section 3.2

The predicted value, Ye, is obtained from the PLS model which uses the full data set and

not the individual sub gTOUpS. The numerator of Equation 3.25 calculates the difference

between the overall model prediction error and that incurred during cross validation. By

dividing this difference by the overall error, the result is the fraction of total variance ofthe

y variable that can be predicted by the model [13]. A well performing PLS model, therefore,

has a high Q2 value.

The R2 value can also be considered a measure of model adequacy and involves subtracting

the ratio of prediction sum of squares and residual sum of squares from one. The formula

for this calculation is shown in Equation 3.26.

(3.26)

This value measures the variance in the data explained by the model. A high R2 value can

sometimes be misleading because this number always increases as more latent variables are

included in the regression model. As previously stated, the model predictability can worsen

as more latent variables are added, and so, caution must be used when citing R2 as an

explanation for model fit.

Another available evaluation tool is the Variable Importance to Projection (VIP) plot.

This measures the influence of each variable in explaining both the x and y data space [46].

The greater the value in the VIP plot, the more important that variable is to the model

prediction capability. It is generally considered that variables with a VIP score of 1 or

greater are significant to the model; however, this is not always a steadfast rule.

The objective of building empirical models using PLS regression is to maximize the value of

Q2. From the experimental pilot plant data set, it was deemed that not all 22 variables were

significant for prediction. These unnecessary variables, as well as outliers, were identified

and removed in order to maximize the predictive capability of the models.
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The following iterative procedure was used in order to isolate the most important model

variables, which we will refer to as pruning.

1. Normalize and mean center raw data

2. Build model based on all 22 coal properties and oven conditions, determining the

number of latent variables required to maximize Q2

3. Remove outliers by investigating residual prediction plots

4. Rebuild model determining the number of latent variables required to maximize Q2

5. Remove variables with small VIP values

6. Rebuild model

7. Return to step 3 until Q2 value of model is maximized
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Coke Modeling Results

Section 3.2

Table 3.3 lists the subset of variables remaining after pruning from the original set of 22

input variables.

Table 3.3: Classification of coke property PLS model inputs.

Model Variable Description Units

u7;end(FS1)
Free Swelling Index: a cross-sectional profile None

measurement of the coal after coking

u 7;end (Ro) 111easnre of the COFt] reflectance %

ublend(H 0) Mass percent of water in the coals %h 2

u7;end(v.M.) Mass percent of volatile matter in coals %

u~end(Ash) Mass percent of ash in the coals %

u7;end( I nerts) Percent of inert material in coals %

zhven (Grind) Measure of coal coarseness %

zhven(BD) Bulk density of coals charge Ib/ft3

zhven (900) Heating rate to 900°C in/ill:

zl:ven(Oil) Oil added to coal charge %

zhven (Soak) Time after charge reaches 950°C hr

Prosensus Multivariate 10.02, a commercial software package, was used to build the PLS

models. Table 3.4 gives a summary of the final results, including the performance and total

number of variables used in each case for predictions. The number of outliers removed and

number of latent variables used are also included.
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Table 3.4: Coke PLS model summary statistics.

Input Variables

Removed Latent in Final Model
Model (h) Q2 R2

Outliers Variables Coal Property Oven Condition

u-variables z-variables

CSR 0 4 .72 .87 5 3

Stability 3 3 .81 .83 4 5

Wall Press. 2 2 .75 .77 4 4

None of the models used all 11 variables in Table 3.3 and instead are comprised of a fraction

of the total. Very few outliers were present in the data set which is important considering

that only a total of 77 initial observations existed. Because the data set is relatively small,

removing outliers significantly reduces the information available to the regression algorithm.

In order to avoid diminishing the data set size, outliers were never removed more than one

at a time during model building.

CSR Model Results

The model form for the prediction of CSR is shown in Equation 3.27.

[1 ublencl(Inerts) 1Lblencl(Ro) ublencl(VM) ublencl(H 0), CSR , CSR ' ,CSR . ., CSR 2 ,

oven (0 ·l) oven (BD) oven (G . d) oven (900)]T j3ZCSR 2 ,ZCSR , ZCSR nn l ZCSR CSR (3.27)

Four coal properties and oven conditions are used to predict CSR. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 give

an indication of the predictiop accuracy and importance of input variables. The raw data is

centered around a confidential mean value due to the business sensitivity of plant operating

values. All other similar model results will be centered in the same manner.
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Figure 3.7: Observed vs. predicted results for CSR model.
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Figure 3.8: VIP plot for CSR model.

Ro 900

The accuracy of the model is fairly good, yielding a Q2 value of 0.72, meaning the linearity

assumption is valid for the prediction of CSR. The VIP plot in Figure 3.8 shows that CSR

is hip;hly dependent upon the chemical properties of coal ash, inerts, and volatile matter.
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Less importance is placed on the oven operating conditions although the lowest VIP value

is still fairly high at a magnitude of 0.73 belonging to the variable ZgOon.

The Root Mean Squared Error of Estimation (RMSEE), as indicated in Figure 3.7, is 2.53%.

This measures the standard deviation of residuals in the raw data set and gives a sense of

prediction reliability.

Stability Model Results

The model form for the prediction of coke stability is shown in Equation 3.28.

Y
Stab. = [1 blend(A}) blend(R) blend(Vi~J ) blend(H 0) oven (0 '1), , uStab. S 1. , uStab. .0, uStab. . ~Vl. , UStab. 2 , ZStab. 1,

zSt~b (ED), zS~~b (Grind), zS~~b. (900), zS~~b (Soak)]T !3Stability (3.28)

In this case, more coke oven operating conditions are present in the final model. Interest-

ingly, seven of the eight variables used to predict CSR also appear in the stability model.

The raw data points compared to their predicted values, as well as the VIP plot for the

model, are given in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Mean centered prediction results for coke stability model.
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The model performance for the prediction of stability yields a Q2 value of 0.81 with a

RMSEE of 1.68%. These values that indicate the linearity assumption holds for the stability

model. Three outliers were removed in the building stages, yielding a model with nine inputs

and three principle components. The VIP plot shows that for stability, the oven operating

conditions are more important as four of these variables had a score of over one.

While the CSR and stability model inputs are very similar, their respective VIP plots are

quite different. For CSR, the coal volatile matter and ash contents are most influential in

predictions. For stability, these two variables remain in the model yet possess two of the

lowest VIP scores.

Wall Pressure Model Results

An initial PLS model was built yielding a Q2 value of just 0.50. Figures 3.11 shows the

observed versus predicted results for this model.
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Figure 3.11: Mean centered prediction results for initial coke oven wall pressure model.

Figure 3.11 indicates that the model prediction is very poor; the data points do not fit

along the diagonal prediction line and instead the residuals exhibit strong correlation. This

most likely indicates that the linearity assumption in predicting wall pressure is incorrect.

Validation of this fact can be investigated by looking at the latent variable scores of the

data.

When the raw data points are projected into the latent variable space, they are assigned

a principle component score. Each x data point is represented by a T-score. For a model

using three principle components, the T-score is a 3 x 1 vector in the latent variable space.

Similarly, each y data point is represented by a U-score. Figure 3.12 shows the PLS T and

U scores only for the first principle component since it explains an overwhelming majority

of the variance.
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Figure 3.12: Wall pressure latent variable score plot for the first component.

If a linear relationship exists between the wall pressure and model inputs, these scores

would also be linearly related in the latent space [2]. Instead, Figure 3.12 shows that the

relationship between the x variables and wall pressure is not linear.

Using this information, a variable transformation was completed based on industrial experi

ence that suggested prediction of the natural logarithm of wall pressure yields better results

[39]. The model form for the modified prediction of wall pressure is shown in Equation 3.29.

In (7 W ,P.) = [1 ublend(FSI) ublend(Ro) ublend(VM)y , W.P. , W.P. . 'W.P. . .,

'/,/,blend(H 0) zoven(Oil) zoven(BD) zOVen(Grind) zOVen(900)]Tf3W.? 2 'W.P. 'W.P. 'W? , WP. W.? (3.29)

The final model uses an equal number of coal properties and oven operating conditions.

Two principle components are used by the model and only two outliers were removed during

building. Additionally, the model's Q2 value is 0.75, with a MSEE of 2.5 lb/in2 , indicating

good predictive capability as displayed in Figure 3.13.
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Root Mean Squared Error of Estimation = 2.5 Ib/in'
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Figure 3.13: Mean centered prediction results for wall pressure model.
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Figure 3.14: VIP plot for modified wall pressure model.

Figure 3.14 shows once more that the most significant model inputs are those of the oven

operating conditions. Coal property variables such as volatile matter content and free
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swelling index are less important. However, despite their respective low VIP scores, their

inclusion in the model is still important; when each variable was removed and the model

rebuilt, the Q2 value decreased significantly.

By using the logarithmic variable transformation, the Q2 value increased from 0.50 to 0.75.

While this adds more non-linearity to the formulation, the model improvement is too large

to ignore. \Vall pressme is an important consideration in cokemaking, and using a poor

quality model would diminish the value of any results.

One of the potential advantages in using PLS regression is that correlation among variables

is incorporated in determining the fJ coefficients. This includes both the x and y variables.

Therefore, if two y prediction variables are correlated, they should be developed together

in one single model, denoted as PLS-2.

In the case of stability and CSR, these two strength properties are highly correlated. When

CSR is high in magnitude, so is stability. A joint PLS-2 model was built, and the maximum

Q2 attainable was 0.69 and not as large as the value for either independent model. Since

the objective is to maximize Q2, it was concluded that the correlation between stability and

CSR was not significant enough to include them in the same model.

Defining Fixed Model Inputs vs. Optimization Variable Inputs

The model coefficients have been established. Before including the three PLS models in

the formulation, the input variables must be classified as fixed (consLant) or variable and

adjustable by the optimizer.

Table 3.4 shows that the three models require five oven conditions to be specified. However

in industrial practice these values me fixed. Therefore, the model inputs represented by

zhven are constant and in this study they are set to their respective mean values in the

experimental data set.
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Properties contained in the vector u~end can be determined from vendor supplied coal

specifications. Values of these properties are stored in the matrix X~jOP, which is a database

where the value of coal property j is stored for each coal type c. This matrix is different

from the parameter matrix X~~qal, which stores the mass fraction of component q in coal

c, because it also contains coal rheological and petrographical quality information. Some

information stored in x~~:l is therefore duplicated in X~oP.

Assuming linear blending rules apply, each coal property can be calculated using the variable

m~oal which determines the mass of each coal type c charged to the furnace.

Vj,h (3.30)

In Equation 3.30, the final blend property value is the weighted average of that property

for all the coals used.

Once the values of the oven conditions are fixed in the models, the predictions of yCSR,

yStab., and yw.p become solely a function of the coal blend properties u~lend(j). Equation

3.30 demonstrates that these properties are subsequently a function of the decision variables

m~oal; hence, the three prediction models are a function of these variables.

The models expressed by Equations 3.27, 3.28, and 3.29 can now be included in the opti

mization formulation in order to evaluate variables in Equations 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21.

Preventing Extrapolation to Regions Unsupported by Data

Models built from first principles can often be used to make predictions extrapolated, with

caution, from the domain of nominal conditions. Since the previously shown coke models

were built on empirical correlations, their use in optimization should be limited. The model

input vector, rh, is a function of the decision variable m~oal which can be manipulated by

the optimizer. It is therefore desired that, as a result of changes in m~oal, the optimizer does
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not cause the input Tit to make predictions unsupported by raw data. Constraints can be

added in order to limit the amount of model extrapolation executed during the optimization

[33].

The input vector Tit contains a total of Kit + 1 elements. The value 1 is for the constant

term in the linear regression equation and the value Kit is equal to the number of blend

properties and oven conditions included in the model h. The set kit contains each of these

blend properties and oven conditions. This information is summarized in Table 3.5 for each

model.

kCSR = {Inerts, Ro, V.M., H20, Oil, BD, Grind, 900}

kStab. = {Ash, Ro, V.M., H20, Oil, BD, Grind, 900, Soak}

kwp. = {FSI, Ro, V.M, H20, Oil, BD, Grind, 900}

rVlodel (h) Kit

CSR 8

Stability 9

'Wall Pressure 8

Table 3.5: Resulting number of inputs and principle components in coke prediction models.

Elements in set kit

The first step is to center and scale each model input creating the new vector Tit containing

Kit elements.

* () TCSR(k) - T6sR(k)
l'CSR k = -----'T-a'-----;-(k"""n)~-'---'

CSR

1'* (k) = TStab(k) - T~tab.(k)
Stab. Ta (k)

Stab.

T* / (k) = TWp' (k) - r~.p' (k)
VI .p. TO' (k)Wop.

V k E kCSR

V k E kstab.

VkEkWp.

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

The parameters T~ and Th are the mean and standard deviation vectors for model h. For

example, the parameter T6sR(Ro) is the mean of the experimental observations for coal

reflectance used to build the CSR model.

In the PLS h'amework, each data point is first projected onto the model's latent variable

space according to the Equation 3.34.

Vh (3.34)
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The parameter matrix Wh' is of dimension Kh x Ah and represents loading values of model

inputs for each principle component. The number of latent variables used in each PLS

model, A h , is given in column three of Table 3.4.

The T-score, T,;, is first used to determine the distance of the new data point from the

center of the latent space. This score represents the projection of the r'h vector onto the

latent space. The Hotelling T 2 value represents the distance from the center of the data

set to this projection. It is desired that for any r'h vector, this distance be restricted to a

maximum user selected distance T;'ax,h'

4 T* 2
""' CSR,i 2
L s2 . s: Tmax,CSR
i=l CSR,t

3 T* 2
""' Stab.,i < T 2
L 2 - max, Stab.
i=l SStab.,i

2 T* 2
""' WP.,i < r 2
L 52 . - max,W.P.
i=l W.P.,t

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

In the above equations, TJ;,i is the i th component of vector T,;. The parameter S~,i is

computed from the raw data and is equal to the variance of the latent T-scores used in

the building of model h. T;'ax,h is a control limit threshold and is set to a 99% level of

significance in this study [37].

The new data point's T-score can also be used to determine its orthogonal distance from

the model latent space. This score, in combination with loading coefficients for the model,

Ph, are used to estimate the value of Th, represented by Th.

( A*)T_T* pTrh - h' h Vh (3.38)

The parameter matrix Ph is of dimension Kh x Ah and is obtained from the regression

model.

The squared difference between the original and estimated point represents the new point's

orthogonal distance off the model plane and is called the squared prediction error of x

(SPE-X). This distance can be constrained by limiting the result to a user selected upper
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control limit of Eh.

L (rcsR(k) - f cSR(k))2 :S ECSR
kEkcSR

L (rstabJk) - 1~StabJk))2 :S EStab.
kEks tab.

L (rtv.p'(k) - itv.p.(k))2 :S EW.P.
kEkw.p.

Section 3.2

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41)

In this study, a 99% level of significance was used to determine the value of Eh [37].

Equations 3.35 - 3.37, and 3.39 - 3.41 can be added to the formulation in order to ensure

the optimization does not obtain a solution which predicts CSR, stability, and wall pressure

outside of their respective model regions of validity.

3.2.3 Cokemaking Summary

The preceding sections have given a background of the cokemaking process and the factors

involved in production of coke. Modeling of this process has been outlined through mass

balance equality constraints and inequality constraints governing the actual production

limitations.
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3.3 Ironmaking

Section 3.3

The blast furnace operation comprises the entirety of ironmaking production. Figure 3.15

gives an overview of this process.

Dolomite ICaO MgO~ iJI;.~

Limestone~llJ.,:~.

AI 20 3
Coke C

P20S

AI 20 3 Mn
Iron Ore CaO P

Fe S
MgO Si02

If ...~ ~1

Steam Oil Hot Air

Sla

Ab03 Mn
CaO S
MgO Si02

BOF

Figure 3.15: Overview of ironmaking process.

The main input stream to the blast furnace is iron ore pellet addition. Iron is usually

found in two different forms, magnetite (Fe304) and hematite (Fe203)' Similar to coal,

undesirable ash components are also present. Table 3.6 gives an approximate composition

of a pellet.

Table 3.6: Approximate composition of an iron ore pellet.

Component Mass Percent [34]

Ab 0 3 0.5%

CaO 0.5%-Ll%

Fe203 + Fe304 85%-90%

yFe 60%-65%

MgO 1%-3%

Mn 0.1%-2%

P ~ 0.015 %

S ~ 0.010 %

Si02 3%-6%
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The ratio of hematite to magnetite is dependent on the geographical source of the ore

and therefore when reporting ore composition, the elemental iron content is given. Silica,

magnesium oxide, manganese, and calcium oxide are present in significant quantities, all of

which are undesirable and must be removed. il·ace amounts of phosphorous and sulphur

are introduced to the blast furnace via iron pellets as well.

The main objective of the blast furnace is to provide a heating environment that can reduce

the hematite and magnetite into elemental iron. Furthermore, it is important to separate

this iron frorn the undesireu impurities by creating a slag which floats on top of the hot

iron. Slag formation is promoted by controlling the acid to base ratio of impurities. Acidic

components consist of alumina and silica entering through the coke and pellets. Basic

components are that of magnesium oxide and calcium oxide which are present in the pellets

only. In order to control this ratio, fluxing agents are added as inputs to the furnace in the

form of lime and dolomite. Lime contains only CaO, while dolomite is comprised of both

CaO and MgO.

Depending on the ash contents of the pellets and coke, lime and dolomite are added such

that slag can form and separate from the iron at the furnace exit.

The feed components spend a significant amount of time inside the blast furnace before

reaching.the exit. For efficient operation, it is important that the pellets, coke, and flu.xing

agents are fed in accurate proportions and mixed well. As these solids descend through the

furnace, the coke begins to combust and pellets and flux begin to reduce and liquefY. The

reduction must be gradual requiring a specific heating profile from the top to bottom of the

furnace. A poor heating profile creates pockets of hot and cold zones inside the furnace,

making both slag formation and iron reduction difficult.

Heat is generated h·om several different sources. These include coke combustion, hot blast

air addition, and oil combustion. Blast air is fed from the bottom of the furnace at a

temperature of around lOOOGC. This air is important to provide oxygen for coke combustion

throughout the furnace. As mentioned in Section 3.2, it is necessary that the coke be strong

enough to not break apart and clump together in the furnace. In other words, the void
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fraction of the descending solid mass of pellets, flux, and coke must be large enough for the

air to pass evenly upwards.

If for some reason adjustments need to be made concerning the furnace heat profile, the

total coke addition rate can be changed. In some circumstances, however, this may be

impractical. Since the solids entering the furnace take over six hours to descend, a change

in the coke rate may not be reflected inside the furnace for quite some time. To overcome

this delay, oil can be combusted at the bottom of the furnace to provide a quicker heat

injection. Additionally, if the coke addition rate is constrained and there is simply not

enough supply to meet the blast furnace demand, oil can again be used to make up for the

energy input deficit. However, oil is a very costly means of generating heat and is not used

on a regular basis.

Alterations to the blast furnace temperature can similarly be made through steam injection.

This has the opposite impact of oil combustion in that steam injected into the furnace

consumes a great deal of energy. High blast furnace temperatures are undesirable as they

can cause the impurity concentration to rise in the exit hot metal. While it is important

to reduce the iron oxide compounds, temperatures that are too high also reduce silica to a

significant degree. When this happens, the fluxing agents are not able to separate out the

Si02 resulting in very high Si levels in the exit hot metal.

The blast furnace outputs involve three streams: hot metal, slag, and the top gas. The

approximate composition of each stream is given in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7: Approximate mass percent composition of blast furnace exit streams.

Hot Metal [34] Slag [34] Top Gas [22]

C 4% Ah0 3 10% CO 20%

Fe 95% CaO 40% CO2 28%

Mn 0.5% MgO 15% H2 2%

P <0.1% Mn <0.1% N2 60 %

S <0.1% S <0.1%

Si 0.5% Si02 35%
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The blast furnace top gas contains only two combustible components in low quantities and

therefore is very low in calorific value. The revenue generated from recycling this gas is

very small and considered negligible in this formulation.

Hot metal contains a significant amount of cal"bon, with the remainder being Iron and

impurities in liquid form. Table 3.7 lists impurities that are not removed in the slag,

and instead exit in the hot metal as well. Silicon, manganese, and sulphur are partially

removed in the slag; however, the reducing environment of the furnace does not allow for

the phosphorous to oxidize and separate.

The ironmaking process involves several streams comprised of numerous components making

modeling of the blast furnace fairly complex. Variables used in modeling are defined in

Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Variable definition diagram for ironmaking.
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3.3.1 Equality Constraints

Section 3.3

The iron blast furnace is a continuous operation, and an overall mass balance is expressed

by Equation 3.42, represented by System A in Figure 3.16.

(3.42)

where,

Min = M coke + lI.fpell + j'V!dol + JV/ lime + Moil + JVjSteam + Pair1/air

j'V!out = M hot + lI.fslag + Ptop gas Vtop gas

The inputs include coke lIiI coke pellets Mpell dolomite M dol limestone M lime oil lIiIoil, , , "

steam Msteam, and blast air Vair . Solids exit in the slag JVJSlag, or hot metal m hot streams.

Gases resulting from combustion and other reactions leave in the top gas Vtop gas. All

variables are expressed in mass flow units except for the top gas and blast air streams

which are volumetric flows.

The pellet addition rate, Mpell, is the major mass input and is equal to the sum of the

individual pellet type mass rates, m~ell. This represents a balance on System B.

where,

JVlpell = L m~ell

p

(3.43)

p = {Pellet A, Pellet B, Pellet C}

System C, in Figure 3.16, represents sulphur removed by the Desulphurization Facility. The

blast furnace can only separate a fraction of the inlet sulphur, and therefore, an additional

removal stage is added in order to bring down the sulphur concentration. The mass rate

removal is represented by the variable Mfle. and the balance shown in Equation 3.44.

(3.44)
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The variable JVImetal represents the net hot metal, after desulphurization, which is used

to provide part of the charge to downstream BOF batches. Mass balances for the three

systems in Figure 3.16 have now been written. Component balances must also be specified

to complete the model.

Hot metal is made up of six components, represented by the set i, being carbon, iron,

manganese, phosphorous, silicon, and sulphur. The summation of these individual masses,

m~wt, is equal to the total hot metal leaving the blast furnace.

(3.45)

where,

i = {C, Fe, Mn, P, Si, S}

Iron enters through pellet addition and is assumed to exit entirely in the hot metal stream

represented by m7t:. This iron balance is completed by multiplying the iron mass fraction

in pellet p, x~~~e' by the mass of that particular pellet added to the furnace.

(3.46)

Manganese enters through the iron pellets and exits in both the slag, m~~~o, and hot metal,

m~1;,' Since manganese is of the form MnO in slag, the parameter aMn is used to convert

manganese oxide into the mass of manganese only.

'" ( ,pell . pelt) _ . hot . slagL Xp,Mn' m p - mMn + aMnm1l1nO
p

(3.47)

The exact separation of manganese between the slag and hot metal is determined using an

industry rule of thumb represented by the ratio factor T~t:: [18] .

. slag
aMn . 1nMnO _ ,slag

. hot - 1 11171m 1Vfn
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Phosphorous enters the furnace through the coke and pellets and exits in the hot metal

represented by m~ot.

ro, . x coke . M'coke + " (x pell . m'pell) m'hotu.p P20S 0 p,P P = P
p

(3.49)

In coke, phosphorous is in the form of P Z0 5 and is reduced to elemental phosphorous inside

the furnace. The parameter O:p converts the phosphorous oxide mass into an elemental

phosphorous mass and the variable x~'Os is the mass fraction of phosphorous oxide in the

coke fed to the furnace.

Silica enters the furnace through both the coke and pellets. Some of this silica leaves as

part of the slag, m~02' while the remainder is reduced to silicon and exits in the hot metal

stream represented by m~~t.

coke M'coke "( pell . Pell) _ . hot . slag
O:Si . XSi02 . + O:Si 0 X p,Si02' m p - mSi + O:Si . m Si02

p

(3.50)

In Equation 3.50, the parameter O:Si converts the silicon dioxide mass into solely silicon.

Sulphur also enters through both coke and pellets, exiting in the hot metal, m~ot, and slag

. slagstream, m s
xcoke . Mcoke + " (x pell . mpell) . hot + . slag

S 0 P,S P = ms ms
p

(3.51)

Similar to manganese, a rule of thumb exists in order to determine the sulphur ratio, r~ag,

between the exit slag and hot metal.

. slag
m S ~ r slag
m hot - S

S

(3.52)

Alumina is introduced into the furnace through coke and pellets and exits entirely in the

1 t . slag
S ag s ream m Al203 .

(3.53)
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Calcium oxide enters through the pellets, limestone, and dolomite and leaves in the slag

stream inslag
CaO'

~ (xPell . ri1,Pell) + x lime . NIlime + Xdol . NI dol = rh
slag

L...J p,CaO p CaO • CaO CaO
p

(3.54)

In this equation, xtt::o and xrtJ~o represent the mass fractions of CaO in the limestone and

dolomite, respectively.

Magnesium oxide enters through the iron pellets and dolomite, leaving in the stream in~~::o'

~ ( ,pelI . Pell) ,dol M'dol _ . slagL...J Xp,MgO' m p + XMgO . - m MgO
p

(3.55)

Slag is comprised of six components represented by the set w. The variable in~ag represents

the individual mass flows of components reporting to slag, and the summation over the set

w defines the total slag flow rate NIslag.

where,

NIslag = L in~ag

10

w = {Ab03, CaO, MgO, Mn, S, Si02}

(3.56)

The formation of slag involves a very complex set of reaction equations. The basic premise

is that the basic components molecularly attach themselves to the acidic components and

form slag. These reactions form new complex molecules and therefore the actual slag mass

is slightly different than the balance in Equation 3.56 [34]. It is assumed that the difference

between Equation 3.56 and the actual slag mass is negligible [29].

Five components of the overall mass balance in Equation 3.42 have yet to be explained. This

incilldes the variables lvIcoke NI oil 1I1steam vail' and ,/top gas If balances on hydroo'en
) } ". b ,

oxygen, and carbon were completed, the five mentioned flow rates would enter into the

equations. Also, if an overall energy balance were done, all variables in Equation 3.42

would be included.
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The blast furnace is a very complex operation. The number of reactions involved is numerous

and therefore energy and mass balances on hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon are very difficult to

develop from first principles. However, in order for the optimization results to be practical,

establishing these relationships is very important.

Modeling of Blast Furnace Relationships

The strategy of obtaining missing mass and energy balances is to build simplified relation

ships from an existing blast furnace model. The model to be used has many inputs and

outputs including the variables in Equation 3.42 [29]. The problem is that the equations

are not accessible, and therefore, it is a "blRck box" in which inputs can be specified and

upon simulating, outputs are reported.

By manipulating the various inputs and solving for the outputs, a data set of blast furnace

operating scenarios can be generated from the "black box" model. A regression on this

data set can then be completed to build the missing mass and energy equations through an

empirical model.

In order to accomplish this task, the "black box" model inputs are divided into manipulated

inputs and constant inputs. The manipulated inputs are those that are changed in a Design

of Experiment (DOE) fashion to represent various blast furnace operating conditions. The

constant inputs are those that remain unchanged for every scenario. The final data set will

therefore capture the effect of the manipnlated inputs on the outputs, under the conditions

represented by the constant inputs. The model manipulated and constant inputs are shown

in Tables 3.8 and 3.9 along with new variable definitions.
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Table 3.8: Classification of blast furnace "black box" model manipulated inputs.

Manipulated Input Manipulated Input

Pellet mass rate . model Oil mass rate inmodel
mpellet oil

Silica from acid pellets . model Steam mass rate inmodel
mSilica stearn

Ash mass rate inmodel Dolomite addition rate inmodel
Ash dol

Iron mass rate inmodel Hot metal P mass rate inmodel
tron hot,?

Coke carbon content xmodel Hot metal Si mass rate . model
• coke,C mhot,Si

Limestone mass rate inmodel Hot metal C mass rate inmodel
lime hot,C

Hot metal IVIn mass rate . model
rnhot,Mn

Table 3.9: Classification of blast furnace "black box" model constant inputs.

Constant Inputs

Slag temp.

Hot metal temp.

Heat losses

Based on discussion with practitioners, it is assumed that strict constraints exist on the

temperature of the slag and hot metal. If these are held constant, the final simplified

regression model will represent blast furnace operation at the appropriate exit temperatures.

Heat losses are assumed to be constant for the various scenario solutions. This is a good

assumption so long as the resulting regression model is not used to predict conditions where

the production rates are vastly different than those used to build the model.

Based on the "black box" inputs, the model computes overall mass and component balances

and an energy balance on the blast furnace to determine the five variables in Table 3.10.
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Table 3.10: List of blast furnace"black box" model outputs.

Black Box Model

Section 3.3

Solution Output

Hot metal mass rate

Slag mass rate

Blast air volumetric rate

Top gas volumetric rate

Coke mass rate

Variable

mmodel
hot

rhmodel
slag

v~odel
mr

j/,model
top gas

mmodel
coke

A 2n-6 design of experiments was generated for the 13 input variables listed in Table

3.8. Using a fractional factorial design makes the total number of model input scenarios

manageable. In a resolution IV design, three factor or higher interactions are aliased with

the individual model input terms. Two factor interactions are aliased with one another

as well. In this respect, some information is lost, however, the design still determines the

impact of the individual inputs as well as some information about the interaction between

the variables [32]. A total of 128 data points were entered into the "black box" model, and

in each case the output variables listed in Table 3.10 were recorded. This resulting database

provides the information from which empirical relationships can be built to complete the

mass balances of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, as well as an overall furnace energy balance.

Predicting the slag and hot metal mass rates from this data set is not necessary. This is

because the "black box" model does so in the same manner as shown in Equations 3.56 and

3.87, which will be discussed later in Section 3.4. Therefore, only three of the five output

variables need to be predicted. Due to the correlation among the prediction variables, PLS

2 regression was completed on the data generated from the design of experiments to build

a single model of the following form.

(3.57)
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where,

Section 3.3

[
vmodel 11:model mmodel] T

atr , top gas' coke

[1 .model . model . model . model model . model . model
,mpellet , mSilica ' mAsh ,miron 'Xcoke,C' msteam' mdol

. model . model . model . model . model . model ] T
71~lime ,moil ,mhot p. mhot Si' 71~hot C' mhot Mn) I ) ) I

The regression results, using Prosensus Multivariate 10.02, are shown in Figures 3.17 and

3.18 for the prediction of m~~k~el and 1fdh?del. The same modeling procedure, as described

in Section 3.2.2, was applied to blast furnace regression modeling. In these figures, the

"observed" values are from the detailed "black box" model and the predicted values are

from the linear model in Equation 3.57.
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Figure 3.17: Observed vs. predicted results for coke rate addition model.
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Figure 3.18: Observed vs. predicted results for blast air addition model.

The Q2 value for this model is 0.982 meaning the predictive capability is excellent. The

accuracy of the predictions shows that the linearity assumption is valid for the "black box"

model. Therefore, approximating the blast furnace as a linear model, as in Equation 3.57,

is appropriate.

In the case of coke PLS models, constraints were added to limit the extent of extrapolation

to unsupported raw data regions. These are not needed for the blast furnace model since

bounds on the input variables exist in the optimizer that are tighter than the range of raw

data used in the model building.

Integrating Simplified Blast FUrnace Model into the Optimization Formulation

In order to use the blast furnace model expressed by Equation 3.57, it is important to define

the "black box" variables in terms of the optimization variables defined up to this point.

Beginning with the r-vector in Equation 3.57, the pellet mass rate is equal to the summation

of individual pellets added as expressed in the Equation 3.58.

rh,model - ~ rh,pell
pellet - L...t p

p
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Iron pellets can be categorized as either flux or acid. Flux pellets contain a higher percentage

of calcium oxide, whereas acid pellets contain more silica. The silica in acid pellets is in a

different molecular form than the silica in flux pellets. Therefore, required to reduce this

silica is different, which is accounted for in the "black box" model [29].

The set of pellet types P can be split into two subsets; Pf for fluxed pellets and Pa for acid

pellets. The silica entering from acid pellets is calculated in Equation 3.59.

(3.59)

In this equation, the variable X~:~~i02 represents the mass fraction of silica in the acid pellet

Pa. The variable m~:ll defines the mass addition rate of pellet type Pa.

The input variable mA~~/~cl is the total mass of alumina, calcium oxide, magnesium oxide,

and silica that enters through flux pellets only.

mmodel = ""' (xpell . m pell ) + x lime . j\1lirne + x dol . lVIdolAsh L...J' p,CaO p CuD CaD
p
---------..v---------'

Calcium oxide input

v
Alumina input

'------..v------'
Silica input

v

IVlagnesium oxide input

(3.60)

The remaining manipulated input variables in Table 3.8 are exactly equal to formulation

variables already defined. Additionally, the elements of the y-vector in Equation 3.57 are

equal to the variables originally specified in Equation 3.42. These equalities are expressed

through the Equations 3.61 to 3.73.
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ri~model = mhot (3.61)tron Fe

xmodel _ x coke (3.62)coke,C - C

mmodel = M lime (3.63)ltme

m~ldel = JUdol (3.64)

mmodel = Msteam (3.65)steam

Ti~mldel = Moil (3.66)m

ri?model _ m hot (3.67)'hot,P ~ P

mmodel - m hot (3.68)hot,St - St

ri~model = Tn~ot (3.69)hot,C

. model . hot (3.70)m/wt,Mn = mMn

vmodel = vair (3.71)a'lT

v.model = Vtop gas (3.72)top gas

Tnmodel = M coke (3.73)coke

This model, in addition to the mass balances, comprises an approximate heat and mass

balance on the blast furnace that is suitable for use in the optimization formulation.

3.3.2 Inequality Constraints

Silica and alumina are removed with the slag which is formed by the addition of magnesium

and calcium oxides. In order for this slag to float on top of the exiting blast furnace hot

metal, it must be of a certain basicity [34].

Slag basicity measures the ratio of basic to acidic components and is desired to be between

a value of blow and bUP [34].

(3.74)
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Similar to the case of coal usage, the amount of a particular pellet added must be of a

minimum quantity. Operators prefer that flux and acid pellets are always mixed during

processing and at most a fraction, pUP, can be added.

L: . pell
Pa m pa

:::; pup (3.75)L: . pell
p rnp

L: . pell
PI m pJ

:::; puP (3.76)L: . pell
pmp

Similar to cokemaking, it would be impractical for a solution to call for a pellet addition

rate of an insignificant amount. Integer variables are not required in this case as during

simulations, the solution never called for impractically small amounts of pellets to be added.

Sulphur is removed at the Desulphurization facility with the total mass removed denoted

by the variable NJfle.. This was previously shown in the sulphur balance in Equation 3.44.

The extent of sulphur removal must be such that the exit hot metal content is less than suP.

(3.77)

Upper limits on the hot metal composition of carbon, manganese, phosphorous, and sili

con also exist. These components are represented by the set i and their upper and lower

concentration limits are shown in Equation 3.78.

(3.78)

where,

i = {C, Fe, Mn, P, S, Si}

The hot metal manganese, phosphorous, and silicon can also be removed downstream in

the steelmaking process. However, there are limitations as to the amount of each impurity

that can be extracted at this stage and, for this reason, it is desired that the hot metal from

ironmaking not exceed the limits listed in Equation 3.78.
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It was previously described that oil combustion could account for any energy deficit not

provided by coke addition in the blast furnace, though this is only true to a certain extent.

Coke must still provide a physical support for the descending pellets and thus it is important

that an oil to hot metal ratio not be exceeded. This is enforced by Equation 3.79 which

requires that the oil consumption to hot metal rate not exceed a ratio of roil.

Moil
_._ < Toil
lVlhot -

(3.79)

Equations 3.74,3.75,3.76,3.77, and 3.78 are nonlinear in this formulation due to the ratio

term but can be easily manipulated into linear inequality constraints. This can be done

by multiplying the sides of the inequalities by the denominator appearing in the ratio of

variables.

The blast air intake also presents a physical process constraint because there is a maximum

volumetric rate, vmax , that can be supplied to the furnace.

(3.80)

Finally, the total mass of pellet type p used during the time period should be less than mass

purchased, represented by BEetl
.

ri~pell . T. < Bpell
p length _ p

3.3.3 Ironmaking Summary

Vp (3.81 )

A background of the ironmaking process has been given. Most component mass balances

were developed from first principles. Balances for components such as hydrogen, oxygen,

and carbon, as well as the overall energy balance were developed from an existing model.

This complex model was simplified for the purposes of this thesis, and the results yield

a nearly perfect representation of the existing model. The relationship between furnace

inputs and outputs is clearly defined, and physical operation constraints are imposed on

the formulation.
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3.4 Steelmaking

Section 3.4

Hot metal exiting the Desulphurization Facility is transported to the Basic Oxygen Furnace

which is ·operated as a batch process. An overview is shown in Figure 3.19.

Dolomite ICaO MgO~

Desulphurization

Top Gas

Figure 3.19; Overview of steelmaking process.

The objective of the final primary steelmaking stage is to oxidize and remove remaining

impurities to very low levels yielding steel of high purity iron. Furthermore, this stage is

used to adjust the hot metal temperature in preparation for casting into final steel slabs.

Oxidation of impurities is done by blowing pure oxygen through the furnace for an extended

period of time in a batch vessel. Similar to the blast furnace operation, fluxing agents of

lime and dolomite are added in order for slag to form and remove the oxidized impurities.

Steel grades produced in the BOF differ mainly with respect to final carbon content. Due

to confidentiality, the three gTade carbon contents considered in this thesis are not reported;

they are denoted as GA, GB, and Gc. The lower the carbon content, the longer the batch

duration and thus more oxygen that is consumed. Other factors that differentiate grades of

steel include the temperature at which they exit the BOF and the alloys added to the batch

at the downstream Ladle Metallurgy Facility (LlvIF). Table 3.11 lists these specifications

for the three steel grades mentioned, relative to those values of GA.
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Table 3.11: Steel grade product classification with respect to gTade GA.

Grade type Final Temp. Deviation Alloy Addition Deviation

g from GA (OC) from GA (kg/batch)

GA 0 0

GB -70 16

Gc -65 288

The alloy addition is important to note since upon leaving the Ladle Metallurgy Facility, it

is desired for the exit steel to be 320 tonnes in total. Thus, if 1 tonne of alloys are to be

added, the BOF operation must be adjusted such that after all impurities are removed, 319

tonnes of liquid steel exist.

The input hot metal exits the furnace at approximately 1450°C and heats up considerably

in the presence of exothermic oxidation and combustion reactions. These reactions and

their respective energy outputs at blast furnace temperature and pressure conditions are

listed below [34J.

Si + 02 --7 Si02

1
Mn + 202 --7 MnO

1
C+ 202 --7 CO

1
CO + 202 --7 C02

6..H~i02 = -911 KJ/kmol

6..HLInO = -385 KJ/kmol

6..Hbo = -Ill KJ/kmol

6..Hbo2 = -394 KJ/kmol

In order to control the exit temperature to meet the specifications in Table 3.11, scrap steel

is added to the vessel. Not only is the utilization of scrap an effective recycling technique,

the added cold steel melts and acts as a heat sink. Depending on the hot metal quality and

steel grade to be produced, an appropriate scrap quantity is added to meet the target exit

temperature.

The quality of scrap steel poses a possible problem for steel makers. Common scrap impuri

ties such as chromium, copper, and nickel cannot be oxidized in the BOF. These undesirable
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components end up in the product steel, where maximum limits exist as to their respective

concentrations. Intuitively, this means that the scraps charged to the furnace should be

done in an intelligent manner so as to avoid violating this constraint. However, in this

thesis, the set point for scrap addition is merely a total mass target, and not one based

on specific scrap types. Ignoring the particular quality of scrap is justified because of the

dilution that occurs when hot metal is added to the BOF. Since the hot metal charge is over

three times that of scrap metal, the impact of these impurities is considered to be negligible

[7].

This method of scrap selection is in stark contrast to that done in Electric Arc Furnace

(EAF) steelmaking. In this parallel process, scrap steel and flux are the only furnace

inputs. The electric arc melts the scraps and· in the meantime slag forms and removes

the oxidized impurities. There is no dilution method by which to lower the non-oxidized

impurities in this case and so the charged scraps must be carefully selected based on their

individual qualities. In steel plants which feature both a BOF and EAF, the scraps are

separated based on quality and used accordingly.

The outlet streams of the BOF include the top gas, hot steel, and slag. In total, each BOF

batch delivers 320 tonnes of hot steel with final steel composition being highly concentrated

in iron and low in impurities. Table 3.12 gives an approximate composition of the steel.

Table 3.12: Approximate final steel composition.

Component Mass Percent [7]

C < 0.04%

Fe > 99o/c

Mn < 0.3%

P < 0.01%

S < 0.0005o/c

Si < 0.01%

Other < 0.13%
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Modeling of this process is illustrated in Figure 3.20 which shows the necessary variables.

MJBOF .ft
4·"~

lime,g ;~.~i. S.,
M,BOF xSleel

dol,g Si,g
xSleel

U BOF P,g
scrap,g

U BOF xSleel
sIeel,g Mn,g

MJBOF X/WI X/WI
hol,g Si P

Mllleial X/WI X/WI U BOF
C Mn slag,g

Figure 3.20: Variable definition diagram for steelmaking.

3.4.1 Equality Constraints

An overall mass balance is written in Equation 3.82 for a single batch of steel grade g.

where,

M BOF _ ~;[BOF w
in,g - 1\ out,g V 9

L1BOF ~ITBOF ~1,BOF V;BOF MBOF ~1,BOF w
IV" in,g = 11'1 hot,g + lVj scrap,g + P02 02,g + dol,g + lVj lime,g v 9

~ITBOF _ ~1BOF ~1,BOF BOF VBOF w
11'lout,g - 11 slag,g + lV, steel,g + Pof f gas,g off gas,g v g

(3.82)

The inputs include hot metal M/fa~:, scrap M!c,~~,g, high purity oxygen VihC:/, dolomite

Mfa?:, and limestone }.I[11::;':'g' Batch processing produces an off-gas Vo~?:as,g, a slag stream

j\lf:fZ~, and the desired hot liquid steel Ms~~r,g'

The net steel obtained from each batch, Af::~r,g' is treated as a constant parameter for

each grade, not an optimization variable, and is dependent upon the amount of alloys

added downstream of the BOF.

Equation 3.82 is not used directly in the formulation but serves to outline the major in

puts and outputs. Similar to the blast furnace, BOF operation involves many reactions,
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thus deriving mass and energy balances is very challenging. To overcome this difficulty, a

simplified empirical model is to be built from an already existing model [7]. Again, the

equations governing the existing model are not known, and it is therefore considered to be

a "black box". A design of experiments is to be employed to generate a dataset from which

the simplified empirical model is to be built. A list of the model inputs and outputs are

listed in Table 3.13.

Table 3.13: BOF "black box" model inputs and outputs.

Manipulated Inputs Model Outputs Constant Inputs

Metal Si content x hot Hot metal mass M BOF Hot metal temp.Si hot,g

Metal P content xW
t Scrap mass M BOF Hot steel temp.scrap,g

Metal Mn content x hot Oxygen volume v.BOF Alloy additionMn 02,g

Metal C content x hot Dolomite mass MBO F Steel C content xsteele j dol,g e,g

Steel Si content xsteel Lime mass MBO F Steel output M::~[gSi,g lime,g

Steel P content xsteel
• P,g

Steel Mn content x steel
. Mn,g

The "black box" model differs depending on the steel grade to be produced. As listed

earlier in Table 3.11, the hot steel temperature, alloy addition, and carbon content define

each grade type. These three variables must be kept constant while the various inputs are

manipulated in the design of experiment used to generate data. Therefore, three simplified

models are to be built, one for each grade in the set g. The models will make predictions of

the outputs, based on the inputs, subject to the constant parameters that define a particular

steel grade. The proposed linear model structure is shown in Equation 3.83.

where,

7·
BOF =g

[ ~1.BOF MBOF uBOF ~'1BOF ~I[BOF]T
lV, hot , scrap' V 02 ' lV' dol ,j\ lime9 9 9 9 . 9

[1 X hot xhot x hot xhot xsteel xsteel x steel ] T
, !\lIn" P . s~,· e , !\IIn,g" P,g , S~,g
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The yffOF prediction vector does not contain all of the specified variables in Equation 3.82.

It is missing the slag and off-gas mass quantities; however, the "black box" model does

calculate these variables but does not report them. Therefore, they cannot be included in

the simplified model.

Both Table 3.13 and the rffOF input vector are missing the hot metal and steel mass

fractions of sulphur and iron. Sulphur is not included in the "black box" model due to its

insignificant impact on the overall energy and mass balcmces. While it is present in the

slag and steel exit streams, its concentration is extremely low since it has already passed

through the Desulphurization facility. At this point, sulphur is no longer a concern for

the steelmaking process, and accordingly, the model considers its presence to be negligible.

Iron is not included simply because its mass fraction can be determined directly from the

components specified in vector rffOF; thus, including the iron content of the steel and hot

metal streams is unnecessary.

A 37 design of experiments was completed meaning that all seven input variables were

assigned high, medium, and low values. Every combination of these inputs was tested on

the "black box' model to generate reg;ression data. The scenario size was not reduced,

as in the case of the blast furnace model, since information could be sent to the model

and received in an automated manner. A single model was built to predict the variables

in Equation 3.84 using PLS-2 regression and the Prosensus Multivariate 10.02 software

package. The same model building procedure, as outlined in Section 3.2.2, was applied.

Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show the model prediction performance for M/!o~F and M;;/?tpGGA A

only. The observed values in the figures represent the "black box" outputs from the design

of experiments while the predicted values are calculated from Equation 3.83.
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Figure 3.21: Observed vs. predicted results for BOF hot metal addition model.
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Figure 3.22: Observed vs. predicted results for BOF scrap addition model.

In both plots, the predictions seem to cluster into separate lines. Since a total of 37 data

points were used in the model building, reproducing this many data points on a figure

bunches the observations together, appearing as solid lines. Separation of the lines is a

result of the design of experiment procedure with each cluster representing a different region

of black box model inplltH.
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Plots for the other prediction variables were omitted since the overall model fit is very good,

indicated by the large overall Q2 scores for each grade. These statistics are shown in Table

3.14.

Table 3.14: Model results for BOF prediction models.

lVlodel g Q2

Grade GA 0.997

Grade GB 0.997

Grade Gc 0.997

After specifYing the hot metal composition and desired final steel composition, prediction

is completed of the required BOF inputs that satisfY all component mass balances as well

as the overall energy balance.

MBO F
hotg

A"BOF
1 \11 scrapg

V;BOF
02g

1I/BOF
dol g

M BOF
ltmeg

1 x hot x hot x hot x hot x steel xsteel xsteel
'~ Mn' P , Si,' C -' 1Iln,g' P,g ,. Si,g

V'

111hot
xhot- "~J

f -~

T

The model introduces three new optimization decision variables: xsteel xsteel and xsteel• lVfn,g' • P,g , St,g .

Blast furnace hot metal composition is also a model input, and was previously denoted

by the set i in the blast furnace model development. Since sulphur is ignored, and iron

considered to be the balance of the hot metal, compositions of only four of the six elements in

set i need to be calculated. This subset, f, represents carbon, manganese, phosphorous, and

silicon. Equation 3.86 shows the calculation of these hot metal component mass fractions.

m/wt

f - x hot V j'
!VJmetal - f

where,

f = {C, Mn, P, Si }
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The batches of steel grade 9 to be produced during the optimization period are denoted

by DBOF,g. This is an integer value that is input into the formulation before optimizing

and represents the steel demand for grade g. The required production rate from the blast

furnace depends on the number of BOF batches to be made and the mass of metal added

to each steel batch represented by M}~?F. Equation 3.87 ensures that the blast furnace
9

produces enough hot metal for the total steel demand to be satisfied.

'" M
BOF

DIVlmetnl = L-g hotg . BOF,g

'Ttength

3.4.2 Inequality Constraints

(3.87)

There are specifications for the quality of steel produced in each BOF batch which depend

on the steel grade type 9 being made. For specified upper and lower limits X,~;~~I,i9 and

X~i~~ig respectively, the quality constraint can be written as given in Equations 3.88 - 3.90.

xsteel < xsteel < xsteel
mtn,lVln,g - lVln,g - mnx,lVln,g

X steel < xsteel < X steel
1ntn,P,g - P,g - max,P,g

xsteel. < xsteel < X steel .
mtn,St,g - St,g - l1WX,St,g

\:/g

\:/g

\:/g

(3.88)

(3.89)

(3.90)

The amount of dolomite and limestone added to each batch is constrained by upper limits.

These are shown in Equations 3.91 and 3.92.

MBOF < MBOF,mnx
dolg - dol

MBOF < MBOF,mnx
ltmeg - ltme

\:/g

\:/g

(3.91)

(3.92)

Scrap metal is the only raw material a,<;sociated with BOF production, and the total mass

used must not exceed the amount purchased, represented by BSITnp.

"" ~!fBOF D < B sc1"npL 1\ scmp,g' BOF,g_

9
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3.4.3 Steelmaking Summary

Section 3.5

The process outline of steelmaking has been defined. Modeling of BOF batch operation

was done by building a simplified regression model from already existing relationships. The

simplified model is of good quality and thus provides reliable results to be used in the

formulation. Constraints defining the end steel product specifications were also listed.

3.5 Objective Function Development

The optimization goal is to minimize the net cost of steel production based on satisfying

a defined steel demand quantity for one week. This can be achieved by determining the

raw materials to be purchased and the conditions under which they are processed. Since

the steel production throughput is a fixed requirement, revenue generated from its sale is

not considered. A revenue stream does, however, exist; it is regarding the collection of off

gas during coke production. The objective function can be separated into three categories;

purchasing costs, operation costs, and coke by-product revenue.

The objective function and decision variables are described in the following diagram.

Min Production Cost = Purchasing Cost + Operation Cost

- By-product Revenue

Integer Decision Variables

• "\Vhich coals to use in production

Continuous Decision Variables

• Quantities and proportions of raw materials purchased and used

• Plant operation variables
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Many parameters are required to express all costs in the objective function. Table 3.15 lists

these costs along with the units for each parameter.

Table 3.15: Primary steelmaking scaled production costs.

Parameter Parameter Description Units

ccoal Cost of purchasing coal c $jtonnec

~ell Cost of purchasing pellet p $jtonne

cscrap Cost of purchasing scrap metal $jtonne

ccoal Cost of purchasing coal c $jtonnec

coil Cost of blast furnace fuel oil $jtonne

clime Cost of limestone use $jtonne

c dol Cost of dolomite use $jtonne

cO2 Cost of high purity oxygen supply $jKm3

CaiT Cost of heating inlet blast furnace air $jKm3

cstcam Cost of steam consumption $jtonne

cDc. Cost of removing sulphur in desulphurization facility $jkg

p*By-prod. Revenue from collecting coking by-products $jtonne

Coal, iron are pellets, and scrap steel are bought on the open market in quantities repre

sented by the variables Bgoal , B~ell, and Bscrap. The total purchasing cost can be calculated

from these three variables.

Purchasing Cost = l.= c~oal . B~oal + l.= ~cll . B bell + c scrap . Bscrap

c p
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The major costs of the blast furnace operation are represented by steam, blast air, and oil

consumption, as well as dolomite and limestone usage. For the BOF, costs are incurred

through high purity oxygen and fluxing agent addition. a production costs are associated

with cokemaking because the ovens are operated under constant conditions, so that these

costs are not changed by the optimization solver.

Operation Cost = ~ (c02 v,BOF + cdolNIBOF + climeMBOF) DL...J 02,g dol,g hme,g BOF,g
g

v
BOF operating cost

+ (clime ~jlime + cdol Jl.jdol + cairVair + csteam Jl.jsteam + coil Moil + cDe. Jl.jfJe.) . Tlength

'''--------------------.v-------------------'
Blast furnace operating cost

(3.95)

In this equation, the blast furnace operating cost variables are written as mass or volumetric

flows. In order to determine the total amouut used, each term must be lllultiplied by 'Ttength

which is the length of said time period.

During the cokemaking process, volatile matter is driven off from the coals and collected for

re-use in the plant. The mass that can be collected from each batch is represented by the

variable MV.M.,removed. Depending on the number of coke batches made, Acoke, the total

revenue can be calculated using the market selling price, p*By-prod., of the by-products.

B . d t R - *By-prod. A coke Jl.1y-PIO uc evenue - p . ., V.M",·emoved (3.96)

Equation 3.96 does not account for the aromatics that can be collected from the off-gas.

Since the concentration is approximately 0.1% volume, the revenue from aromatic collection

is considered negligible in this study.
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The decision variables are considered to be completely independent of all other variables.

In order for the plant to operate, these variables must be first specified and can be either

continuous or integer. Vector J( lists these variables.

J(=

r
ouse Bcoal m coal Bpell inpell III/coke NIlime lIiIdol NIsteam N/oil VaiT
"c ; C 1 C ), P , p' ) , , ,) /

Coke;aking Iron';aking

xsteel x steel xsteel Bscrap1. Atfn,g" P,g , .. 5t,g ,
'----.-v '

Steelmaking

3.6 Integrated Formulation and Problem Size

The objective function, minimizing the total production cost, is combined with the primary

steelmaking model and denoted as Problem 1. This includes previously defined equality

and inequality constraints listed in this chapter.
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PROBLEM 1

Section 3.6

v

BOF operating cost

. "( 02V;BOF + dol ~fBOF + lime ~1,BOF) D *By-prod. Acoke M
71~n L c 02,g C 1\ dol,g C 1\1., lime,g BOF,g - ? . . \I.A;J.,1"emove~

9 v
By-product revenue

+ (clime 1I1lime + cdol1l1dol + CairVair + csteamifsteam + coil1l1oil + CDe. Mfe.) . Tlength
,

v
,

Blast furnace operating cost

+ Lc~oal . B coal + L c!!.ell . Bpell + Cscrap . Bscrapc p p
c p

v
Purchasing cost

Subject to,

Equalities Equation Reference #

3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.27
Cokemaking -+

3.28 3.29 3.30 3.31 3.32 3.33 3.34 3.38

3.42 3.43 3.44 3.45 3.46 3.47 3.48 3.49 3.50 3.51

Ironmaking -+ 3.52 3.56 3.53 3.54 3.55 3.57 3.58 3.59 3.60 3.61 3.62

3.63 3.64 3.65 3.66 3.67 3.68 3.69 3.70 3.71 3.72 3.73

Steelmaking -+ 3.83 3.86 3.87

Inequalities Equation Reference #

3.15 3.16 3.17 3.18 3.19 3.20 3.21
Cokemaking -+

3.35 3.36 3.37 3.39 3.40 3.41

Ironmaking -+ 3.74 3.75 3.76 3.77 3.78 3.79 3.79 3.81

Steelmaking -+ 3.88 3.89 3.90 3.91 3.92 3.93

with,

K= [c5use Bcoal m coal Bpell rhpell Nfcoke M lime M dol Msteam 1VJoil Vair
C)C'c·p'p' , , l ,.,

xsteel xsteel xs~eel Bscrap]
A;Jn,g' P,g . St,g'
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A breakdown of the total number of variables and equations which comprise the formulation

is given in Table 3.16. The values are given with respect to the number of coals available

(C), pellets available (P), and grades of steel to produce (G).

Table 3.16: Variable and equation size of final formulation.

Total

Continuous Variables 144 + 2C + 2P + 8G

Discrete Variables C

Equality Constraints 137 + 5G

~ Linear 121 + 5G

~ Nonlinear 16

Inequality Constraints 28+2C+ P+8G

~ Linear 21 + 2C + P + 8G

~ Jonlinear 7

A degrees of freedom analysis can be determined by subtracting the total number of variables

from the total number of equality constraints.

D.O.F = (144 + 3C + 2P + 8G) - (137 + 5G)

= 7 + 3C + 2P + 3G

The degrees of freedom can be explained in further detail and are equivalent to the decision

variables specified in vector J(.

7 ~ Blast furnace inputs and scrap purchase: Mcake ) lwlime ) NI dat ) lVIsteam) Moil) vair ) Bscrap

D.O.F.
3C ~ Coal usage and purchasing' m caal o1lse B caat

. c ) C ) C

2P ~ Pellet usage and purchasing: in~ell, Bbell
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In this study, 7 coals (C=7) and 3 pellets (P=3) are available for purchase on the open

market. Three steel grades are produced during each optimization period (G=3), which is

consistent with that of a typical steel plant [7].

3.7 Problem Structure and Solution Method

The formulation is both nonlinear in structure and contains integer variables. It is therefore

classified as a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP).

Nonlinearities exist in numerous equations but are only of three different types; bilinear,

conic and logarithmic. The prediction model for coke oven wall pressure is of a logarithmic

relationship. Second order conic constraints were given in Section 3.2.2 limiting the domain

in which the coke prediction models could be used. Bilinear terms were introduced in

equations where component mass balances were written.

It is possible to employ a linearization technique to the logarithmic nonlinearity by intro

ducing more integer variables. However, the bilinear mass balance equations cannot be

linearized with great accuracy and therefore all equations are left nonlinear.

This problem is relatively small in size and is non-convex in structure due to the bilinear

nonlinearities. Consequently, an optimal solution can only be considered globally optimal

if a global MINLP solver is employed.

The formulation was coded in GAMS 23.3.3, employing the commercial MINLP solver SBB

Level 006 on a Dell XPS 420 computer with Intel 2.40 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM. SBB is a

local MINLP solver which uses CONOPT3 to solve relaxed NLP problems in a branch and

bound algorithm.
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3.8 Chapter Summary

Section 3.8

In this chapter backgTound information on primary steelmaking was provided. The three

areas comprising steel production were described in detail, and modeling completed.

Cokemaking involved developing mass balances for the various components in both coals

and coke. It was assumed that sulphur and volatile matter are partially released into the off

gas during coking and an experimental data set of 450 coke batches was used to determine

the percent loss for these components. Constraints exist with respect to coke CSR, stability,

and oven wall pressure in order to ensure the final coke is of adequate strength and does

not exert immense pressure inside the oven. Linear PLS regression was employed on an

experimental data set of 77 observations in order to develop three separate empirical models.

The Q2 model predictability value for CSR and stability were 0.72 and 0.81 respectively.

A logarithmic transformation was applied to the wall pressure raw data, yielding a model

with a Q2 value of 0.75. In each case, the quality of fit is not ideal; however, considering

the error involved in experiment design and measurement, the models are adequate for the

purposes of this thesis.

Ironmaking was modeled by a combination of rigorous material balances and empirical

relationships. Mass balances were written for components entering through pellets, coke,

limestone, flux, and dolomite. A industrially developed blast furnace model was then used

to generate a database of steady state blast furnace operating scenarios. This information

was then used to build R simplified linear PLS regression model in order to develop the

blast furnace energy balance. As a result, the model Q2 value was 0.98, validating the

linearity assumption. The model was not tuned to actual operating data; thus, there is no

quantitative analysis as to how well the model performs.

A similar modeling approach was undertaken for steelmaking in that an existing industrial

BOF model was used to build empirical mass and energy relationships. Separate models

were built for different grades of steel, \'vhich are defined by their respective carbon contents.

Each model receives inputs of the hot metal quality fed to the BOF, and the desired end
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point composition. The models then determine the hot metal, scrap, oxygen, and flux

addition required. The linear PLS models each have Q2 values of 0.997 indicating nearly

perfect fit with the industrial model used to supply the regression data. Again, the model

was not tuned to plant data and therefore cannot be validated with respect to actual plant

performance.

Integrating the models of cokemaking, ironmaking, and steelmaking yields a complete model

of primary steelmaking based on the production of three grades of steel from a single blast

furnace and coke oven. An objective function was developed that calculates the total cost

of raw material purchasing and plant operation. Embedding this objective function with

the primary steelmaking model yields a non-convex MINLP problem which is small enough

to be solved by a commercial solver.
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Chapter 4

Centralized Optimization

This chapter reports on case studies in which raw material purchasing decisions along with

process operating conditions are made. The formulation developed in the previous chapter

is used to make these decisions under both nominal and uncertain conditions that arise in

actual production. Finally, the benefit of optimizing over the entire primary steelmaking

process is studied in comparison to optimization of the three sub-areas individually.

In this chapter, only parts of the solution important to discussion are presented. This

includes both variable values and marginal costs for inequality constraints. Appendix B

displays a more comprehensive listing of the variable and inequality constraint results for

all case studies in this chapter.

4.1 Cost Parameters and Assumptions

The models and formulation given in the preceding chapter provide a framework in which

planning decisions can be made for the steel plant. Before demonstrating the benefits of

such a tool, the problem parameters must first be defined.
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Raw material is available from a number of different vendors. Each coal vendor supplies

a unique coal type along with specifications relating to its chemical, rheological, and pet

rographical qualities. The case studies involve seven coal types, and the specifications are

given in Table A.l in Appendix A.

Three different iron pellets are available for purchase which include two flux pellets (Pellet

A and Pellet B) and one acid pellet (Pellet C). The specifications of all three pellets are

also given in Table A.2 in Appendix A.

Costs for these raw materials, including that of scrap steel, are listed in Table 4.1. All values

are scaled by dividing by a constant factor; this factor is not reported so that confidential

business information is not divulged. By scaling all costs in the objective function by the

same factor, the optimal values for the variables are not influenced. Also, the costs in

Table 4.1, the optimal objective function, and marginal costs are all scaled; therefore, their

relative values are unchanged and useful for results interpretation.

Table 4.1: Primary steelmaking raw material scaled cost values.

Cost Item Parameter Scaled Cost

Coal A ccaal $5/tonneA

Coal B ecaal $6/tonneB

Coal C ecaal $5/tonnec
Coal D ccaal $5/tonneD

Coal E ccaal $4.9/tonneE

Coal F ccaal $4.7/tonneF

Coal G ecaal $4.3/tonneG

Pellet A c!,cll $13/tonneA

Pellet B c!rcll $13/tonneB

Pellet C c!:.cll $12.70/tonneC

Scrap cscrap $20/tonne
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Production costs related to processing of raw materials are not included in Table 4.1 due

to confidentiality of these values. The revenue obtained hom the volatile matter released

in the coke oven off-gas is valued in accordance with the price of natural gas. In practice, if

the flow of this stream is too low, natural gas is burned to make up for the heating deficit.

Using an approximate lower heating value of by-product gas L.H.v.By-prod., and the market

value of natural gas p*Nat. Gas, the associated revenue, p*By-prod., can be calculated as in

Equation 4.1.

L.H.v.By-prod. ( GJ ) . p*Nat. Gas (~) = p*By-prod. (_$_) (4.1)
tonne GJ tonne

Since only scaled costs are given, cost benefits with respect to different case studies will

be reported as a percent improvement from a base case. A 1% reduction in cost yields

approximately $3.6M in annual savings for a typical plant producing 3 million of steel per

year [25]. The case studies used in this chapter are based on a smaller steel production

rate of approximately 1.7 million tonnes per year [34], however, it is assumed that percent

savings discussed would scale to the 3 million tonnage plant. This means if a case study

result demonstrated a 1% overall cost reduction, it would still be accrued for the 3 million

tonnage plant.

The optimization period is considered to be a single lumped planning period with the

dynamics of the actual steel plant ignored. Any solution, therefore, provides the steady state

plant operation for a one week time period. This assumption also impacts the BOF steel

production. In practice, the day to day processing of steel requires a more detailed approach

than that given in Chapter 3. For example, the steel produced by the BOF is sent to be

cast into solid steel slabs. Different grades of steel are cast at different speeds so attention

must be paid to the order at which each batch is cast. Considering a lumped planning

period ignores these scheduling complexities and also assumes that the steel produced can

always be processed downstream.
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4.2 Optimization With No Uncertainty

Section 4.2

The initial case studies investigated deal with no uncertainty present in the problem. This

means the compositions of the coals and pellets are exactly equivalent to those values listed

in Appendix A, and the integrated model presented in Chapter 3 is exact.

Input to the optimizer is the total demand of batches for each steel grade. For all case

studies in this chapter, 35 batches of each grade are made. Since each batch produces 320

tonnes of steel, the total production for the week is 33,600 tonnes. This production rate is

based on a standard, single blast furnace, steel plant [34].

4.2.1 Problem 1a Results

The problem is first formulated by considering that only Coals A, B, C, and D are available

for purchase. Given the costs listed in Table 4.1, and for a demand of 35 batches of all three

grades of product steel, optimization is completed to select the appropriate raw material

mix and plant operating settings. This case study is denoted as Problem la, and the

optimization result yields an overall scaled cost of $23.30 per tonne of steel produced. The

solution for coal purchasing and coke production is given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Cokemaking results for Problem 1a.

Coal Blend Coke Composition

Coal A 0% Ah0 3 2.54%

Coal B 19.1% C 90.50%

Coal C 38.5% P20S 0.0503%

Coal D 42.4% S 0.0415%

Si02 4.99%

Volatile Matter 0.50%

The optimizer chose to purchase Coals B, C, and D, thus mixing the most expensive coal
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with the cheapest coals. The resulting coke composition has a fairly high carbon percentage

of 90.5% meaning it has good fuel value with respect to blast furnace operation. The P 20 5

content is high at 0.0503%, which can be detrimental to other decisions in this case.

Phosphorous cannot be removed in the blast furnace; therefore, the only means of controlling

the exit hot metal content at this stage is by using low phosphorous pellets. The subsequent

pellet blend is given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Ironmaking results for Problem 1a.

Pellet Blend Blast Furnace

Percentage Operating Settings

Pellet A 0% M coke 521.9 kg/thm

Pellet B 37.6% Mpell 1.52 tonnes/thm

Pellet C 62.4% M dol 85.9 kg/thm

vair 919.9 km3/thm

IV/slag 195.6 kg/thm

Pellet C constitutes the majority of the blend with Pellet B being the remainder. Since

Pellet C is 2.3% cheaper than the other two options, using it in such a great quantity is

clearly cost effective. Pellet B has a lower iron content than Pellet A meaning more has to

be purchased per tonne of hot metal produced. The reason for using this pellet, however,

is the fact that both pellets A and C have high phoshporous contents. Pellet B addition

is required to lower the input phosphorous amount in order to satisfy the exit hot metal

upper limit.

Table 4.3 also lists the blast furnace operating conditions for this case study. The results

show that producing one tonne of hot metal requires just over two tonnes of pellets and

coke.

Results relating to BOF steelmaking are summarized in Table 4.4. Of note is the small

amount of scrap metal added to each batch of steel gTade GA. This is due to the fact the

exit temperature requirement of this grade is very high. Since the scrap mass acts as a heat
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sink, less is added to the batch. As a result, more hot metal is charged, requiring more

dolomite and limestone to float off the impurities.

Table 4.4: Steelmaking results for Problem 1a.

Steel Grade g
Variable

GA GB Gc

M BOF 278.4 kgjthm 354.4 kgjthm 348.2 kgjthmscrap,9

MBO F 18.6 kgjthm 6.3 kgjthm 4.3 kgjthmdol,9

M BOF 20.4 tonnesjthm 16.2 kgjthm 17.3 kgjthmlime,9

V BOF 63 m3 jthm 62 m3 jthm 62 m3 jthm02,9

A subset of inequality constraints are shown in Table 4.5 along with their respective marginal

scaled costs. The slack value of each constraint is listed in order to show which constraints

are active. The marginal costs are given in dollars per tonne of steel produced, meaning

that the original value (in scaled dollars) was then divided by the total tonnes of steel

produced during the optimization period. Dividing these values by the steel production

output keeps the marginal costs consistent with how the overall cost was reported, being

$23.30 per tonne. Normally, marginal costs are given in dollars per unit of measure. In some

cases, the costs were divided by a smaller factor than 1 to represent the true magnitude of

the constraint. For example, nominal hot metal phosphorous content is less than 0.05%.

Reporting a marginal cost per 1% change in the constraint is not as meaningful as a 0.01%

change since in practice a change of 1% would never be considered.
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Table 4.5: Important active inequality constraints for Problem 1a.

Slack Equation Constraint Marginal
Description

Value Number Type Scaled Cost

Coke CSR 8.3% 3.19 Min

Coke Stability 7.2% 3.20 Min

Oven wall pressure o lb/in2 3.21 Max -$0.33/lb/in2/tonne steel

CSR SPE-X 0 3.39 Max -$0.47/tonne steel

Hot metal exit P 0% 3.78 Max -$1.69/0.01%/tonne steel

Hot metal exit C 0% 3.78 Max -$0.019/%/tonne steel

Hot metal exit Si 0% 3.78 Min $0.015/0.1%/tonne steel

The upper limit on coke oven wall pressure is active for this particular coal blend meaning

that increasing this coke property will damage the interior lining of the oven more than is

deemed acceptable. Further increasing this constraint by 1 lb/in2 would lower the cost by

1.4% of its base case optimal value but come at an increased cost of oven repair.

The coal blend also pushes the CSR squared prediction error to the furthest possible distance

off the model plane in the latent space. Figure 4.1 shows the error contribution for each

CSR model input variable.
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Figure 4.1: CSR model input SPE-X contributions.

The main contributor is that of the coal reflectance and suggests the model is unable to

explain this variable in the latent space. The reason for this can be determined by first

looking at the properties of the coal blend charged to the oven, compared to the data used

to build the CSR model.

Table 4.6: Coal blend properties for CSR model in Problem 1a.

Blend Problem 1a Raw Data Raw Data

Property Optimum Mean Standard Deviation

Ro 1.35% 1.23% 0.06%

Inerts 26.8% 22.8% 2.1%

Ash 6.9% 6.4% 1.1%

V.M. 23.2% 26.8% 2.3%

H2O 6.5% 6.3% 2.5%

Table 4.6 shows that the optimum solution was abnormal for three reasons: Ro was high,

Inerts was high, and Volatile Matter content low. The fourth latent variable explains most of

the variance in Ro, and therefore is most influential in the large prediction error observed.
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In this latent variable, Ro and Inerts are negatively correlated, while Ro and V.M. are

positively correlated. This means that in the raw data used to build the model, whenever

Ro was large in magnitude, Inerts was low and V.M. was high. In the Problem 1a solution,

this correlation structure was broken as the optimizer tried to reverse these trends. The

model has no information about coal blends of low V.M. content and high Ro and Inerts

values, and thus in the latent space this optimal data point is far off the model plane and

constrained by Equation 3.39. If new experiments were conducted based on the correlation

structure selected by the optimizer, a new model could be built which would explain the

previously missing information. Embedding this into the formulation could then possibly

prevent constraint Equation 3.39 from being active and thus reduce cost.

The remaining active constraints in Table 4.5 relate to blast furnace operation. Both the

exit phosphorous and carbon contents are at their maximum levels. The marginal cost for

increasing the upper limit on carbon content is nearly negligible. In contrast, the benefits of

raising the constraint on phosphorous content would be very large. Increasing this constraint

by 0.01% mass reduces the scaled cost by $1.69 per tonne of steel.
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The new coal blend is comprised of Coals A, D, and E. Only Coal D remains from the

initial blend. The optimizer took full advantage of the newly available cheap coal and

decided to use it as the major component in the coke batches. The pellet blend also changed

significantly as the maximum acid addition of 80% Pellet C was used with the remainder

being Pellet A. Low phosphorous Pellet B was not used in the new solution since the new

coke composition was of a far lower phosphorous oxide content.

The major differences in solution variables between Problem. 1b and 1a are shown in Table

4.7 to reflect how plant operation and purchasing change according to the additioll of a

single raw material.

Table 4.7: Comparison of Problem 1b and Problem 1a results.

Problem 1b Problem 1a

Scaled Cost $22.71jtonne steel $23.30jtonne steel

x coke 91.22% 90.50%C

x coke 0.0388% 0.0503%'P2 0 5

lv/coke 517.3 kgjthm 521.9 kgjthm

Mdol 91.6 kgjthm 85.9 kgjthm

Mslag 198.3 kgjthm 195.6 kg/thm

The cost reduction of 2.5% from Problem 1a to 1b is largely due to the cheaper coal blend

that was used and the chain reaction it had on the process. Coal E allowed for the very

expensive Coal B to be eliminated from the blend. As a result, the coke carbon content was

raised and thus the amount consumed per tonne of hot metal was lowered by 4.6 kg. The

coke phosphorolls content was decreased significantly which, as mentioned, allowed for the

two pellets with the highest iron contents to be used. The ash contents of Pellets A and C,

namely silica and manganese, are higher than that of Pellet B. Therefore, in Problem 1b,

the dolomite addition was increased as well as the subsequent slag mass flow.

The active constraints for Problem Ib are listed in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8: Important active constraints and marginal costs per tonne for Problem lb.

Slack Equation Constraint Marginal
Description

Value Number Type Cost

Coke CSR 0% 3.19 Min -$0.028/%/tonne steel

Coke Stability 2.4% 3.20 Min

Oven wall pressure 0.7631b/in2 3.21 Max

CSR SPE-X 4.55 3.39 Max

Hot metal exit P 0% 3.78 Max -$0.033/0.0l%/tonne steel

Hot metal exit C 0% 3.78 Max -$0.026/%/tonne steel

Hot metal exit Si 0% 3.78 Min $0.017/0.1%/tonne steel

Similar to Problem la, the constraints relating to hot metal components of phosphorous,

carbon, and silicon are all active. The marginal cost for the exit phosphorous constraint is

far lower than that of Problem la where it was equal to -$1.69/0.01%/tonne. In Problem

la, this constraint restricted the usage of the cheap acid pellets whereas in Problem lb, the

maximum amount of Pellet C is used. Since no more Pellet C can be added to the blend, the

marginal cost represents savings that could be accrued by selecting a higher phosphorous

content coal blend in coke production.

The marginal cost of reducing coke CSR is -$0.027/%/tonne. Lowering CSR comes at a cost

of blast furnace operating efficiency as the heating profile of the furnace is impacted. The

relationship between added fuel consumption and CSR must be studied before adjusting

this lower strength limit.

4.2.3 Problem Ie Results - New Coal Availability: Coal F and Coal G

The problem parameters from Problem lb remain unchanged except that two additional

coals are available for purchase, Coal F and Coal G, with their scaled costs being $4.7 and

$4.3 per tonne, respectively. These two coals are significantly cheaper than any other, but

each possesses positive and negative attribu~es.
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Coal F has good strength properties; using this coal alone in the blend would yield a CSR

value 20% above the minimum allowable level. Also, the volatile matter content is quite low

at 21%. While this has a negative impact with regards to the revenue generating by-product

stream, it does increase the yield of coke per batch. The major problem with Coal F is that

it has a very large ash content at nearly 10%; therefore, coke produced from this coal has

a very low carbon content of 87.8%.

Coal G has numerous positive qualities. For example, it has a very low ash content and high

carbon content. The resulting coke produced from this coal is 92.5% which would require a

lower than normal addition rate to the blast furnace. It also has excellent strength proper

ties, yielding CSR and stability values of 16% and 18% above the minimum requirements,

respectively. The largest drawback of this coal is its high coal reflectance value of 1.67%;

using this coal alone in the blend would create a coke oven wall pressure 6.5 lb/in2 above

the maximum limit.

Purchasing decisions regarding these two new coals are quite complex considering the con

straints of the problem and the consequences of the resulting coke on the process. To

determine whether or not these coals are to be purchased, they are added to the fornm

lation which is resolved as Problem 1c. The new minimum scaled cost is $22.60/tonne,

compared with $22.71/tonne for Problem 1b, representing a 0.48% reduction. The changes

with respect to coal and pellet selection are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Problem lc and Ib raw material selection comparison.

Both Coal F and Coal G are added to the new coal blend. However, Coal E remains the

major addition to the blend. This has to do with both its high carbon and volatile matter

content. The poor strength properties of Coal E are alleviated by taking advantage of Coals

F and G. All three coals are blended in proper ratios in order to meet the lower specifications

on coke strength.

The phosphorous content of coke produced in Problem lc is higher than that of Problem

Ib; hence, Pellet B is added to lower the total phosphorous input to the blast furnace.

Unlike Problem la, however, Pellet A is still used as the coke phosphorous content is not

high enough to require only Pellet B to be used.
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Table 4.9 lists the major differences between Problem Ib and the new optimal operation.

Table 4.9: Comparison of Problem lc and Problem Ib results.

Problem lc Problem Ib

Scaled Cost $22.60/tonne $22.71/tonne

x coke 90.34% 91.23%C

x coke 0.043% 0.0388%P205

x coke 2.54% 2.36%Ab03

coke 5.00% 4.43%xSi0 2

Nfcoke 518 kg/thm 517.3 kg/thm

Mdol 99.4 kg/thm 91.6 kg/thm

Nf slag 203 kg/thm 198.3 kg/thm

Despite the relatively low cost of Coals F and G, the overall cost was only reduced by

0.50%. The new coal blend produced a lower carbon and higher ash content coke. Due to

the increase in alumina and silica coke content, more dolomite had to be added to control the

slag basicity. This dolomite increased both the subsequent slag rate and coke consumption.

These properties are all costly with respect to operation, and so, it may not be apparent to a

human decision maker that the new coals should be purchased. The optimizer understands

that the added operating costs can be recovered by purchasing the new coals and thus makes

a better decision.

The active constraints for the Problem lc solution are shown in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10: Important active constraints and marginal costs per tonne for Problem lc.

Slack Equation Constraint Marginal
Description

Value Number Type Cost

Coke CSR 0% 3.19 Min -$0.014/%/tonne steel

Coke Stability 0% 3.20 Min -$2.7 x 1O-4/%/tonne steel

Oven wall pressure 0.989lb/in2 3.21 Max

CSR SPE-X 2.133 3.39 Max

Hot metal exit P 0% 3.78 Max -$0.32/0.01%/tonne steel

Hot metal exit C 0% 3.78 Max -$0.023/%/tonne steel

Hot metal exit Si 0% 3.78 Min -$0.017/0.1%/tonne steel

The marginal scaled costs with respect to hot metal carbon and silicon contents are similar

to those of the previous cases. Additionally, the CSR and stability constraints are active

for this operation with similarly minuscule marginal costs.

The inequality constraint on hot metal phosphorous content is also active; increasing the

upper limit by 0.01% reduces the overall scaled cost by $0.32 per tonne of steel. Phos

phorous enters the blast furnace through pellets and coke only. Figure 4.4 shows that low

phosphorous Pellet B was used in Problem 1c but not Problem lb. This illustrates that

it is possible for the phosphorous constraint to be met without using Coals F and G. The

optimizer recognized the tradeoff between using the new coals and not adding Pellet Band

realized it was optimal to incur a higher pellet cost to save money with respect to coal

purchasing.

4.2.4 Summary

The results show the strong connection between cokemaking, ironmaking, and steelmaking.

The optimizer responds to changes to a single raw material availability by modifying several

optimization decisions simultaneously. Changes in purchasing decisions lead to changes

in active constraints, which subsequently required operation to be altered. Clearly, the
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optimization can answer questions about raw material purchasing and operation that are

far from obvious to a human decision maker.

4.3 Optimization Under Uncertainty

In Section 4.2, the raw material compositions were assumed to be equal to their respective

nominal values. In practice, this assumption is not exact because specifications listed by

raw material vendors are rarely the same as those actually delivered. Therefore, there exists

uncertainty with respect to the actual raw material quality.

This uncertainty can have a considerable impact on production. For example, a coal blend

could be processed that has low CSR and stability properties. If the coal composition

is slightly different thall that assumed during the optimization, both strength constraints

could be violated. Another example is that of the exit hot metal from the blast furnace;

uncertain pellet and coke compositions mean that the hot metal composition could differ

from predictions. This composition impacts BOF production because the scrap, flux, and

oxygen additions are highly correlated. I ot accounting for this uncertainty could require

additional costs to be incurred in the BOF in order to prevent violation of the end product

specifications. A method to account for uncertainty is proposed in the following sections,

and the production impact is compared to the case where uncertainty is not considered.

4.3.1 Two-Stage Stochastic Programming

Stochastic two-stage optimization separates the variables into two classes: first and second

stage. First stage variables are those which must be implemented immediately, while second

stage decisions can be delayed until the uncertainty is realized and measured. Figure 4.5

shows a time line of the two-stage approach.
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Raw materials
purchased

Delivery and
measurement

Plant operation
using raw materials

1st Stage 2nd Stage Uncertain
scenario realized

Time

Figure 4.5: Time line of two-stage stochastic programming.

Once the first stage decision has been made, order and delivery of the raw materials occurs.

Upon arrival, uncertainty is realized and the raw materials can be measured on site in the

plant. This formulation assumes that coal and iron pellet properties are measured in the

second stage without error. Naturally, this is not possible when handling large quantities of

material; however, it is a common assumption in the two stage approach. After measuring,

the plant must process the raw materials. It is at this step where the impact of uncertainty

is felt and so that the preliminary operating decisions from stage one should be reconsidered.

As uncertainty in this cm;e study is considered to be found in only the pellet and coal

properties, it is logical to categorize the raw material purchasing variables as first stage,

and operation related variables as second stage. This division is illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Scrap Purchase

6.---+t---------------,
Flux

Blast Furnace

.£.Coal Purchase Coke Oven
.. Coke

..~----l-J- --6.
rron Ore Purhcase

6o. Flux•
Ist Stage 2nd Stage

'---------'

Figure 4.6: Two-stage stochastic separation of variables.
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This categorization of first and second stage variables represents actual operation quite

accurately. In practice, raw materials are purchased knowing only the approximate quality

values. Once the raw materials are received and production begins, the operations would be

manipulated in order to account for the actual raw material properties. Depending on the

compositional breakdown of raw materials fed to the processes, mass and energy balances

still need to be maintained, requiring a different solution of the second stage variables for

every uncertain scenario. For example, if iron ore pellets arrive with a higher than expected

silica content, more dolomite would be added in order to separate the excess silica. In

response, a greater energy input to the furnace would be needed, thereby raising the coke

and hot blast air inputs.

It is assumed that, after purchasing, the raw material uncertainty can be classified by

different scenarios using the set S. Each element of S represents a unique scenario where

the raw material compositions are random values within known, continuous uncertainty

probability distributions.

The stochastic two-stage formulation is given below [47].

lv scen . T

min Cost T + L c 2 X2s
cl Xl Nscen.Xl,X2s '-v-"

pt stage costs
s
~

2nd stage costs

Subject to,

h(xI) :::; 0

hs(Xl' X2s) :::; 0 "Is

g(Xl) = 0

gs(Xl,X2s) = 0 "Is

The objective function is split into two parts, one for the first stage costs and one for the

second stage costs. A total of Nscen. scenarios are considered to possibly occur. For each

scenario (actual material properties), there exists a solution for the second stage variables

X2s that satisfies all constraints and minimizes the cost for the scenario. The cost associated

with each variable must be included in the objective function and weighted according to
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the probability of its occurrence. In the above case, dividing by Nscen. attributes equal

probability to each scenario.

The formulation given in Chapter 3 must be transformed into the two-stage stochastic

framework. The problem constraints are first broken down according to their classification

in the two-stage framework.

First Stage Inequalities h(Xl) ::; 0

A new first stage binary variable, r5~uy, is introduced which decides whether or not coal c is

to be purchased. This variable is required to enforce the constraint that at most four coals

can be stored in the plant:

(4.2)

This constraint was previously enforced by Equation 3.18 with the binary variable r5~se. In

the two-stage approach, the variable r5~tse becomes a second stage variable r5~~e which is still

needed to ensure a minimum coal mass is added to each blend.

If coal c is not purchased, meaning r5~UY is equal to zero, the purchasing amount must also

be equal to zero. This is enforced by the constraint below.

B coal < r5
buy

. Jill V cc - c (4.3)

In this equation, the variable 111 is a large number, and represents the upper purchasing

limit for coal c. In this problem, no maximum purchase amount exists, and so, the exact

value is not important as long as it is sufficiently large.

The rest of the equations given in Chapter 3 remain in the new formulation. Except for

the first stage raw material purchasing variables, all other previously defined variables are

redefined to have a separate value for each element, s in the set 5, and considered to be

second stage. Similarly, all constraint equations must be written for all scenarios in the set
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S. The classification of constraints in the new formulation is summarized in the following

headings.

Second Stage Inequalities hs(Xl' X2s) ::s; 0

<5use . mcoal < rncoal < <5use . mcoal Vc, s (4.4)c,s mtn - c,s - c,s max

1I1coke . T: < lItfcoke . Acoke Vs (4.5)S length - out,s S

mcoal . Acoke < Bcoal VC,s (4.6)c,s S - c,s

yCSR > yCSR Vs (4.7)S - mtn

y~tab > Stability Vs (4.8)- Ymin

W.P. < yPressUI'e Vs (4.9)Ys - max

4 T* 2L CSR,i,s
~ T;nax,CSR Vs (4.10)

s2 .
i=l CSR,t

3 T* 2L S~ab.,i,s ~ T~ax,Stab. Vs (4.11)
i=l S Stab.,i

2 T,'" 2L WoP.,i,s < T
2 "Is (4.12)

s2 . - max,v\l.P.
i=l W.P.,t
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Second Stage Inequalities hs(Xl' X2s) ~ 0 continued...

Section 4.3

L (rcsR,s(k) - TCSR,s(k))2 :S tCSR 'tis (4.13)
kEkcSR

L (TStab.,s(k) - fStab.)k))
2

:S tStab. 'tis (4.14)
kEks tab.

L (rw.p.,s(k) - 1~w.p.,s(k))2 :S tw.P' 'tis (4.15)
kEkw.p.

. slag +' slag
blow :S mCaO,s mMgO,s

:S bUP 'tis (4.16). slag . slag
1nSi02 ,s + n~Al203,S

L . pell
Pa mpa,s :S pup 'tis (4.17)L . pell
p Tllp,s

L . pell
Pf rnpf,s

:S pup 'tis (4.18)L . pell
p rnp,s

inJwt _ 1VJDe.
S,S S,S :S sup 'tis (4.19)

jVImetal
s

inhot
x min < . ~,s < x

max 'tI i,s (4.20)
~ - ./II/metal - ~

s

!I1oil .
_._s_ < rml 'tis (4.21)
M~wt -

vctir < vmax 'tis (4.22)s -

. pell T. < Bpell 'tip,s (4.23)mp,s . length - p,s

X steel < xsteel < X steel 'tI g,s (4.24)m.in,lvln,g - Nln,g,s - 17wx,lvln,g

xsteel < .Tsteel < X stee! 'tI g,8 (4.25)m~n,P,g - P,g,s - max,P,g

X steel. < xsteel < X stee.l . 'tI g,s (4.26)7n~n,S~,g - S~,g,s - 7nax,S~,g

MBOF < MBOF,max 'tI g, S (4.27)dolg,s - dol

MBOF < MBOF,max 'tI g,8 (4.28)
lt17~eg,s - ltme
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Second Stage Equalities 9s(Xl' X2s) = 0

0.94 . M~~~,~ + j\!1H20,removed,s = Meoal,in - L 1I1q,Temoved,s
q

~1 - blend ~J:r .
11 H2 0 ,Temoved,s - XH2 0 ,s . 11~eoal,tn

25.85% blend
1I1S,removed,s = 100% . XS,s ·1I1eoal,in

98.33% blend
fl.1V.M.,removed,s = 100% . XV.M.,s . fl.Jcoal,in

"'" (xeoal m coal)blend DC e,I-l20' e,s
XH20,S = ~I·

11 eoal,tn

"'" (xeoal meoal)
blend DC e,q' e,s

X qs =
, !VIeoal,in

coke (x~l;nd . Meoal,in) - Mq,Temoved,s
X = -'--"-".::-.-.----'--''-;---=--~

q,s Meoke
out

CSR ( )Tf3ys = rCSR,s CSR

Stab. ( . )Tf3
ys = 1 Stab.,s Stab.

In (ywP.) - (1' )Tf3s - WP.,s WP.

(

meoal )
blend( .) =~ e,s. Xprop

Uh,s J L JvI . e,)
e eoal,tn

1'* (k) = 1'csR,s(k) - 1'6SR(k)
CSR,s 1'<7 (k)

CSR

1'* (k) = 1·Stab.,s(k) - 1'~tab.(k)
Stab.,s 1'<7 (k)

Stab.

1'* (k) = 1'wp.,s(k) - 1'~fP. (k)
W.P.,s 1'<7 (k)

Wp

,..,,* (*)T W*.Lh s = Th s . h, ,

( A*)T T* pT
rh,s = h,s' h

111

Section 4.3

Vs (4.29)

Vs (4.30)

Vs (4.31)

Vs (4.32)

Vs (4.33)

Vq,s (4.34)

Vq, s (4.35)

Vs (4.36)

Vs (4.37)

Vs (4.38)

Vj, h. s (4.39)

Vk E kCSR,S (4.40)

Vk E kstab ., S (4.41)

Vk E kwp, s (4.42)
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Second Stage Equalities gs(Xl' X2s) = 0 continued...

IV/pell = ~ ir),pell
s L p,s

p

IV/hot = IV/metal +MDe.
s s S,s

~ ( pell .. pell) . hotL Xp,Fe mp,s = mFe,s
p

~ ( .pell . pell) . hot . slag
L Xp,l\![n' rnp,s = T/1Mn,s + O'Mn771MnO,s

p

. slag
O'Mn . mMnO,s slag

. hot = T Mn
ml\1n,s

. hot ~ (pell . pell) _ r>, xcoke M'coke
T/lp,s - L Xp,p' mp,s - Lip' P20S' S

p

inhot
St,S + . slag _ ,coke lI'1,coke + L ( pell . pell)

-- T/1S 0 XS'O'" X O· 7710' . i 2,S - t 2,S s p,Si 2 p,s
St p

Xcoke . lV/coke +~ (xpell . mpell) _ . hot + . slag
S,s s L P,S p,s - T/1S,s mS,s

p

m~,~g _ r slag
mhot - S

S,s

IVrlag = ~ m slag
s L W,s

10

. slag ,coke 1Ii.1coke _ ~ ( pell . pell)
mA1203,S - XAI203,S' s - L X p,AI203' mp,s

p

. slag _ ~ ()Jell .' pell) _ ,lime. M'1lime + ,dol . 1I~1dol
mCaO,s L xp,CaO mp,s - xCaO s ~'CaO s

p

" slag _ ~ ( .pelt . pell) •.dol Mdol
7/1,MgO,s - L Xp,MgO' mp,s + Xlv[gO' s

p

Y
BF = (TBF )Tf3s s BF

rilmodel = ~ m pell
pellet,s L p,s

p

7rtmodel = ~ x pell . 'Irtpelt
Stltca,s L . po ,St02 Pa,S

Pa
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Second Stage Equalities g8(Xl, X28) = 0 continued...

mmodel = "'"' (xpell . rilpell ) + x dol . j\;JdolMgO,8 L p,MgO p,s MgO s
p

mmodel = "'"' (xpell . m pell ) + xlime . iI/lime + xdol . 1I1dol
CaO,s L' p,CaO p,s . CaO s . CaO s

p

rnmodel = xcoke . JVJCoke + "'"' (x pell . ir~pell)MgO,s . Al203,s S L p,Al203 p,s
p

mmodel = x coke . JVIcoke + "'"' (x
pell

. . rnpell )St02,S St02,S s L' PI,St02 PI,s
PI

rnmodel = 7hmodel + 7hmodel + 7hmodel + mmodel
Ash,s MgO,s CaO,s MgO,s St02,S

mmodel - m hot
~ron - Fe,s

xmodel _ x coke
coke,C,s - C,S

7hmodel = M lime
ltme,s s

mmodel - M dol
dol,s - s

mmodel = Msteam
stearn,s s

mmodel = 1I1oil
otl,s s

rilmodel - mhot
hot,P,s - P,s

. model . hot
rn/tat,Si,s = mSi,s

mmodel - 7hhot
hot,C,s - C,S

. model . hot
rnhot,llfln,s = millIn,s

i-:model = 11top gas
top gas,s s

mmodel = M coke
coke,s s

yBOF = (rBOF)T fJ
g,s g,s 9

m hot
f,s _ xhot

Mmetal - f,s
s

'\' MBO F D
j\;Jmetal = L.-g hotg ,.· BOF,g

s Tzength
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The decision variables can be categorized as either first or second stage. The vector K s

contains all second stage decision variables for every scenario s.

[( 8USe)T (mCoal)T (il[coke)T (mpell)T (il[lime)T (i'VJdol)T (IVIsteam)T
C,8 i C,S , S "p,s is' S j S ,

(JVloil)T (vair)T (xsteel )T (xsteel)T (x'steel )T] Ts , s 'J\lJn,g,s' P,g,s ) St,g,s

For a total of N scen. scenarios, the complete second stage decision variable vector K
2nd

can

be written:

2nd [T T T]TK =!(1 , K 2 , .... !{N seen.

The new first stage variable 8~uy is considered a decision variable and is added to the scrap,

coal, and pellet purchasing decision variables. Combining these variables with the vector

K 2"
d

yields the complete decision variable vector Kstoch.

Kstoch = [(8~UY)T, (B~oal)T, (B~ell)T) Bscrap, (K2nd )T]T
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The new objective function gives equal probability to each scenario s occurring and is

written below.

PROBLEM 2

min N;:.n. [" (c02V;BOF + cdol1l1BOF + clime1l1BOF ) DBoF
Kstoch L L 02,g,s dol,g,s ltme,g,s ,g

s=1 9

*By-prod. Acoke 111- p . s . V iVI,removed,s

+ (clime M;ime + Cdol M:ol + cairVsair + csteam M: team + coilM~il + cDe'M!l,;') . l1ength] /Nscen.

+ " Ccoal . B coal + " c!!.ell . Bpell + Cscrap . Bscrap
Lc c Lp p

c p

Subject to,

Equation Reference #

h(xd ::; 0 -+ 4.2 4.3

4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.10 4.11 4.12

hS (X1' X2s) ::; 0 -+ 4.13 4.14 4.15 4.16 4.17 4.18 4.19 4.20

4.21 4.21 4.23 4.24 4.25 4.26 4.27 4.28

4.45 4.46 4.47 4.48 4.49 4.50 4.51 4.52 4.53 4.54

4.55 4.56 4.57 4.58 4.59 4.60 4.61 4.62 4.63 4.64

4.65 4.66 4.67 4.68 4.69 4.70 4.71 4.72 4.73 4.74

4.75 4.76 4.77 4.78 4.79 4.80 4.81 4.82 4.83

where,

4.3.2 Two-Stage Stochastic Optimization Case Study

In this case study, uncertainty is considered in only the coal and pellet compositions, and

more specifically, only specific components. The uncertain mass fractions are assumed to
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belong to standard normal distributions. For each component, its mean value is reported in

Appendix A. The corresponding standard deviations are given in Table 4.11 and are assumed

to be equal among all the different coal and pellet types. In this respect, it is assumed the

raw material suppliers provide an equally uncertain product. In order to ensure the mass

fractions add to one, the sum of mass fractions are set equal to 1 by adjusting the carbon

content for coal and iron content for pellets.

Component (J wt. %

Ash 0.8%

H2O 0.5%

P20 5 0.001%

Volatile Matter 1%

Mn 0.3%

P 0.001%

Si02 0.3%

Pellets

Coal

Table 4.11: Standard deviation of uncertain components in coals and pellets.

Raw Material

The standard deviation values were chosen arbitrarily for this study, based on advice from

an industrial contact [18].

The total number of possible scenarios in this case is infinite since the uncertainty distribu

tions are continuous. Optimizing with respect to many scenarios would expand the problem

size immensely and make the problem computationally intractable. Thus, for this study, a

total of 50 uncertain scenarios are considered. The compositions of the raw materials are

generated randomly from their respective standard normal distributions. The random val

ues are never allowed to be further than three standard deviations away from the respective

means of each component. This sampling procedure is repeated 50 times building a scenario

database.

The availability of raw materials is considered to be the same as Problem lc in Section 4.2.3

in that seven coals and three pellets can be purchased. The optimization solution is given
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in Table 4.12 for the first stage variables only. Also listed are the purchasing decisions for

the nominal case in which uncertainty is ignored. All mass quantities are given in kg of raw

material per tonne of steel produced, and scaled costs given per tonne of steel produced.

Table 4.12: First stage purchasing comparison of stochastic and nominal solutions.

Two-Stage Purchase Nominal Purchase
Raw Material

Problem 2a (kg/tonne steel) Problem lc (kg/tonne steel)

Coal C 38 0

Coal E 183 370

Coal F 160 139

Coal G 188 90

Pellet A 460 74

Pellet B 223 171

Pellet C 970 980

Scrap 251 255

Purchasing Scaled Cost $21.87/tonne $21.72/tonne

The first stage purchasing scaled cost term in the above table does not represent solely the

costs of buying raw materials. As mentioned, there is a revenue stream related to the by

product released from the coals that, if not considered, would make the two-stage purchasing

solution appear to be less costly than that of the nominal solution. Consequently, it was

assumed that all the coals purchased in the above table would be processed and the volatile

matter collected. The revenue from this was then subtracted from the raw purchasing cost,

resulting in the reported costs in Table 4.12. This costing calculation was not done in either

solving Problems lc or 2c or in the simulation results reported later. It was only completed

to compare the first stage purchasing differences.

The purchasing decision for each raw material is different when uncertainty is considered.

Coal E is very profitable with respect to generating by-product off gas. Only about half of

Coal E in the nominal case is purchased in the stochastic case. This is replaced by purchasing

more of Coals F and G as well as previously unused Coal C. Coals F and G have excellent
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strength attributes and therefore are blended in greater quantities in order to guard against

the CSR and stability coke constraints. Coal C has a fairly low phosphorous content and

its addition is likely decided upon by the optimizer to back-off from the phosphorous upper

limit constraint in the blast furnace.

A greater amount of low phosphorous and silica Pellet B was purchased in the two-stage

solution. This low ash pellet reduces the dolomite consumption in the blast furnace and

also contributes to the back-off from the phosphorous upper limit constraint. The impact

on BOF production is positive, and thus, less phosphorous is required to be oxidized and

removed. A reduction in phosphorous oxidation means less scrap needs to be added to the

BOF batches in order to control the final steel temperature; hence, less scrap was purchased

in the two-stage solution.

The first stage cost of the nominal solution is 0.71% cheaper than that of the two-stage

approach. This makes sense because the decisions become more conservative when consid

ering uncertainty. Table 4.13 shows the difference in production if the raw materials were

used and nominal raw material compositions were encountered.

Table 4.13: Nominal and two-stage production comparison if no uncertainty were present.

Two-Stage Purchase Nominal Purchase

(Problem 2a) (Problem lc)

x coke 0.038% 0.043%P20S

Coke stability slack 5.4% 0%

Coke CSR slack 6.8% 0%

Hot metal P slack 0.0122% 0%

The conservativeness of the two-stage solution is illustrated in Table 4.13. The optimizer

essentially backs off from the CSR and stability constraints as well as the upper limit on

exit hot metal phosphorous content by altering the coal and pellet purchasing decisions. As

a result, a different coal blend is chosen, highlighted by the coke phosphorous composition

in Table 4.13 .
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In order to determine the benefits of the more conservative two-stage approach, the solution,

along with the nominal solution, must be implemented on the plant. Figure 4.7 shows the

approach taken to compare these two methods.

Formulation

Initial Optimal
Solution

Delivery

Uncertainy
Realization

Final
Comparison

Purchasing and
operating decisions

for all scenarios

Raw materials
delivered and

measured

Average cost and
constraint
violation

Solve

Simulate

Repeat

Purchasing and
operating decisions

Raw materials
delivered and

measured

Average cost and
constraint
violation

Figure 4.7: Uncertainty method comparison approach for nominal and two-stage operation.

The proposed testing method fixes the purchasing decisions for both the nominal and two

stage solutions after the initial optimization. The materials are then delivered to the plant

for storage. A random scenario is generated based on the standard normal distributions

of the raw material components. The problem is then re-optimized with the purchasing

decisions fixed and the constraiuts relating to stream compositions and coke strength soft

ened. The cost of resulting operation in dollars, and each constraint violation, are recorded

and the process repeated with a new random scenario. Depending on the uncertainty real

ization, not all original purchased raw material may be used. In these instances, only the

material processed is considered in the overall cost.

The degree of constraint violation is added to the objective function and assigned a weighting

in order to force the optimizer to attempt to minimize the violation if possible. This
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method is called gOR.1 programming in which the weights must be selected based on the

relative importance of each constraint [45]. The objective is equal to the exact same cost

function as in Problem 2, plus the cost of each slack variable Sm. The first stage purchasing

decisions are included in this objective function, but are considered to be fixed variables

and not manipulated by the optimizer. The penalty value of slack m is represented by Pm.

The softened constraints in Problem 2 are replaced by new slack constraints in which the

variables Sm are added. The new objective function and slack constraints are given in the

following formulation.

M

min Cost = CostProblem 2 + L PmSm

m

Subject to,

• Non-softened constraints from Problem 2

• Fixed purchasing decisions

8 m ~ 0, Pm ~ 0

m = {CSR, Stability, Wall Press., P}

Vm

Vm

The softened constraints are comprised of the original equation, 1m (x, (3), and the right

hand side of the constraint RHSm . In this study, the weights, Pm, were assigned values

of 1, placing almost no penalty for operating outside the constraints. The effect of this

small penalty is the optimizer will satisfy the softened inequality constraints if possible

with essentially no cost. In a later study in this section, results with much larger penalty

values will be reported.

The procedure outlined in Figure 4.7 was simulated a total of 500 times with both 8 m

and CostProblem 2 recorded. The average cost of the two-stage solution was $22.78/tonne

compared to $22.62/tonne for the nominal case in Problem lc, representing a 0.71% cost

increase. The constraint violations were averaged as well and are presented in Table 4.14.
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Table 4.14: Constraint violation for plant simulations of nominal and two-stage solutions.

Violation Two-Stage Solution Nominal Solution
Constraint Equation#

Information (Problem 2a) (Problem lc)

Coke Avg. Frequency 2% 51%
3.19

CSR Avg. Magnitude 1.1% 3.0%

Coke Avg. Frequency 0% 52%
3.20

stability Avg. Magnitude 0% 0.13%

Oven wan Avg. Frequency 0% 0%
3.21

pressure Avg. Magnitude olb/in2 0%

Hot metal Avg. Frequency 12% 48%
3.78

P content Avg. Magnitude 0.0007o/c 0.001%

The reduction in constraint violation is very significant in the two-stage approach; the coke

quality rarely went off-spec with CSR violating the constraint a mere 2% of the time. The

stability constraint was never exceeded whereas the nominal solution produced sub-standard

coke half of the time. The hot metal phosphorous constraint was violated 12% of the time

for the two-stage solution. This may seem large but is still a dramatic improvement over

the nominal solution. The result points to the drastic impact of phosphorous variance on

blast furnace operation. In the cases of CSR and phosphorous, the two-stage solution also

reduced the average magnitude of violation by 63% and 30% respectively.

The wall pressure constraint was never violated for either solution. This is most likely at

tributed to the fact that wall pressure is related more to the coke oven operating conditions,

which are unaffected by uncertainty, than the particular coal compositions. Additionally,

the coal blends decided upon in the nominal and two-stage solutions do not approach the

constraint on wall pressure, indicating perturbations in the coal compositions never caused

this constraint to be exceeded.
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4.3.3 Two-Stage Scenario Size Study

Section 4.3

Choosing a scenario size of 50 in the previous case study was done arbitrarily. Using more

scenarios would represent the overall uncertainty distribution more accurately, but come

at a cost of increased computation time. Additionally, the two-stage solution is highly

dependent on the exact 50 scenarios used. In theory, if 50 different scenarios were used,

the solution could change. It is desired that the solution be fairly robust with respect

to both the scenario choices and the overall scenario size. This was tested by simulating

various two-stage solutions along with the nominal solution of Problem 1c. Each solution

was simulated 500 times, and the results summarized in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15: Varying scenario size results for simulated two-stage solutions.

First Stage Average Average Constraint Violations
Scenario

Problem Computing Cost cavg .

Size CSR Stability \iVall Press. P
Time ($jtonne)

1c 1 0.3 s $22.62 51% 52% 0% 49%

2a 50 296 s $22.78 2% 0% 0% 12%

2b 50 181 s $22.78 1% 0% 0% 13%

2c 50 81 s $22.79 2% 0% 0% 8%

2d 50 142 s $22.81 1% 0% 0% 10%

2e 50 611 s $22.84 5% 0% 0% 4%

2f 100 2,472 s $22.86 2% 0% 0% 4%

2g 125 3,970 s $22.83 1% 0% 0% 10%

2h 150 >12 hr

The two-stage solution was solved using 50 scenarios four additional times. The computa

tion times varied from approximately one to ten minutes. The average costs fiuctuate 0.26%

among the five trials, and there is not much difference between the CSR and phosphorous

constraint violations. Problem 2f used 100 scenarios in total, increasing the average cost to

$22.86 per tonne of steel. The scenarios used in this case likely captured the extreme un-
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certainty conditions to a greater extent, and subsequently, the computation time increased.

The high cost decisions made in Problem 2f were beneficial in the sense that the lowest

number of constraint violations were incurred. Problem 2g used 125 scenarios and took

well over an hour to find a solution. The cost, in this case, was 0.13% less than Problem

2f which can be explained as the 125 scenarios are chosen at random and therefore could

not stretch the uncertainty space as much as the 100 scenarios in Problem 2f. Again, this

smaller cost came at a price of more constraint violations.

As the scenario size was increased to 150, the problem size became intractable as no solution

was found after 12 hours of computation. The results show that choosing anywhere from

50 to 125 scenarios results in a formulation that can be solved within a reasonable time

length. Additionally, the solutions have very similar costs, averaging $22.81/tonne, and

performance with respect to minimizing constraint violation. In all cases from Problem 2a

to Problem 2g, the same slate of coals and pellets were purchased but in slightly different

ratios. Therefore, regardless of the specific random scenarios used, one can be confident

that at least the proper raw materials are being purchased. Moreover, in comparison to

the nominal case of Problem Ie, the constraint violations were significantly reduced for all

two-stage solutions.

4.3.4 Goal Programming Constraint Violation Penalty Study

The previous study determined the constraint violation for various two-stage solutions when

a very small objective function penalty was added for constraint violations of CSR, stabil

ity, wall pressure, and hot metal phosphorous content. It may be such that the two-stage

methods have the flexibility to remain within the constraints but not the economic incen

tive to actually operate in a feasible manner. The following study examines the cost and

performance of the plant in the situation where minimizing constraint violation is of gTeater

importance.

The objective function penalties were chosen to give approximately equal weight in the
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objective function compared to other purchasing and production costs.

CSR Penalty(pcs R) = $1 x 106/% CSR

Stability Penalty(pstab.) = $1 x 106 /% Stability

Wall Press. Penalty(pw.p.) = $1 x 106 /1b/in2

Phos. Penalty(pp) = $1 X 107 /0.01% Phosphorous

Section 4.3

Table 4.16 lists the average magnitude of violation, sr:::.g·, that would be experienced in

practice, and the subsequent cost of violation. This calculation shows the approximate

impact on the objective function for each violation relative to CostPToblem 2.

Table 4.16: Approximate cost value of constraint violations in objective function.

Slack Avg. Violation Approx. Percent of

Constraint Magnitude Overall Cost

m s~~g· s~~g··P1ll. ·100%
CostProblenl2

CSR 1% 8.3%

Stability 0.1% 0.83%

Wall Pressure 0.1 Ib/in2 0.83%

P 0.001% 8.3%

These new penalty values were added to the objective function and 500 simulations carried

out. The results are summarized in Table 4.17.
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Table 4.17: Increased constraint penalty simulation results for two-stage solutions.

Average Average Constraint Violations
Scenario

Problem Cost cavg .

Size CSR Stability Wall Press. P
($/tonne)

1c 1 $23.08 46% 51% 0% 0%

2a 50 $22.82 0% 0% 0% 0%

2b 50 $22.81 0% 0% 0% 0%

2c 50 $22.86 0% 0% 0% 0%

2d 50 $22.83 0% 0% 0% 0%

2e 50 $22.81 0% 0% 0% 0%

2f 100 $22.86 0% 0% 0% 0%

2g 125 $22.82 0% 0% 0% 0%

On average, for the two-stage solutions, the overall cost increased from $22.81/tonne to

$22.83/tonne in comparison to where almost no penalty was placed on constraint violation.

This added cost came with the benefit of a reduction in violation for both CSR and phos

phorous. In the 500 simulations, no two-stage solution exceeded any inequality constraints.

Table 4.17 illustrates that increasing the violation penalties for the two-stage solutions

results in a minimal increase in cost with a significant decrease in constraint violation.

In Problem 1c, as the penalties were increased, the overall cost increased from $22.62/tonne

to $23.08/tonne. As a result, the CSR violation frequency was reduced slightly and phos

phorous violations never occurred. In most cases over the 500 simulations, the hot metal

phosphorous constraint was controlled by changing the total amount of coke added to the

blast furnace. To make up for the energy deficit normally provided by coke, oil consumption

was increased. Since oil is costly, this action raised the overall cost to the point where it

was greater than that of all the two-stage solutions. The CSR and stability violations could

not be avoided since these are a function of coal blend types only. If the wrong coals are

purchased initially, the plant cannot order a different slate of coals and instead must use

what is in the first stage decision to somehow minimize the extent of constraint violation.
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Being able to place an exact dollar value on constraint violation would help in the analysis of

optimization under uncertainty. In most industrial operations, determining these penalties

is difficult, and therefore, plant personnel should be consulted in developing the weights to

be used in the objective function.

4.3.5 Summary

A method has been presented which accounts for the inherent uncertainty in raw material

purchasing. Using two-stage stochastic optimization, the original formulation was modified

in order to separate the purchasing and operating variables. Each uncertainty outcome

was considered to be a unique scenario, and assuming each scenario occurred with equal

probability, the optimizer purchased a slate of raw materials that could be processed for

most scenarios.

Comparing the results shows that a more conservative set of purchasing decisions must be

made in order to accommodate the fluctuations in raw material composition. In the case

of optimizing with respect to 50 scenarios, the two-stage approach makes a first stage raw

material purchase that is 0.69o/c more costly than the nominal case where uncertainty is

not considered. The benefits of this approach arc observed when applying the purchasing

solution to plant operation. In this situation, coke stability and CSR constraints were

almost never violated. Furthermore, on average the hot metal phosphorous upper limit was

violated 12% of the time. By comparison, in the nominal case, these three constraints were

violated approximately 50% of the time.

Additional two-stage solutions were obtained using 50, 100, and 125 scenarios. The com

puting times for solving these problems ranged from approximately 1 to 66 minutes. As

the scenario size was increased to ISO, solving the two-stage problem became intractable

with GAMS 23.3.3. When simulated under uncertain raw material conditions, the two-stage

solutions exhibited similar low frequency constraint violations and overall cost.

The penalties on constraint violation were then increased from nearly negligible values in
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order to encourage the optimizer to remain feasible during plant simulation. The two

stage solutions reduced all constraint violations to 0% frequency and increased the average

overall cost from $22.81/tonne to $22.83/tonne. The nominal case of Problem lc reduced

phosphorous violations to 0% frequency but raised the overall cost by 2%. Due to lack of

production information, the actual costs of constraint violation are not known. Therefore,

a decision by plant operators must be made on their willingness to save purchasing costs

versus incurring added costs when constraints are violated in production.
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4.4 Centralized vs. Decentralized Optimization

Section 4.4

This section compares the benefit of the proposed integrated centralized optimizer in Chap

ter 3 to that of a decentralized approach that separates decisions made for each of the three

main areas of primary steelmaking. For this study, no mismatch exists between model pre

dictions and actual plant operation. The problem parameters with respect to steel demand

and available coals are exactly the same as in Problem 1c.

Decentralized optimization, with respect to the steelmaking process, allows optimization

for individual units to share information with one another, but in a limited manner. The

order of the decision making process it outlined in Figure 4.8.

Coal Coke Oven

~A-
~A

3.

Flux Blast Furnace

2.
Sequence of Optimization

Flux

l.

Figure 4.8: Decentralized optimization solution sequence.

The two streams of coke and hot metal connect the primary steelmaking units as shown

in Figure 4.8. Steelmaking planners make an assumption about the approximate quality

of hot metal that will be received from the blast furnace. Ideally the BOF would like hot

metal of low impmity and carbon content as it would reduce several steelmaking costs. The

amount of oxygen consumed to oxidize the impurities would be smaller and less scrap would

be purchased, since its main purpose is to limit high temperatmes generated from impurity

oxidation. Fluxing agent consumption would be subsequently reduced since the hot metal

is of a higher purity iron. Rea.lizing that the blast furnace is unlikely to supply a very high
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quality feed, steelmaking assumes the hot metal composition xjot is equal to an average

composition represented by x~~r;:J".

,hot - ,asmp. V J
x f - xhot,j (4.84)

Depending on the steel grades to be made, this information is used to optimize BOF op

eration minimizing scrap purchasing, oxygen consumption, lime addition, and dolomite

addition. The formulation for this sub-problem is shown below.

Step 1. - Steelmaking Optimization

min ~ (c02 V;BOF + cdolNIBOF + climcNIBOF) D + cscrap . Bscrap
K L..t 02,g 'dol,g 12mc,g BOF,g

Steel
9

Subject to,

Equation Reference #

3.83 3.86 3.87 3.88 3.89 3.90 3.91 3.92 3.93 4.84

with,

J( [x
stCel xstcel x stcel Bscrap]

Steel = A1n,g" P,g ,. St,g ,

Note that this optimization determines the required hot metal tonnage rate of the blast

furnace, /lifmetal, which is dependent on the decision variables in KSteel' This hot metal

output is communicated to the ironmaking optimization as a fixed parameter.

The ironmaking optimization receives the demand quantity from steelmaking, but it does

not provide the exact quality of hot metal that was previously assumed by x~~r;:t. In

the centralized model, the upper limits on hot metal impurity levels are represented by

xiax . Since the decentralized optimizer does not use an integrated model, the ironmaking

optimization imposes new upper limits, x:';:;;'i, that are more conservative than xiax . These

tighter constraints are more costly to ironmaking but are needed to prevent the optimizer

from producing exceedingly poor hot metal. The ironmaking optimization must also assume
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a quality of coke received by the upstream coke oven represented by x~;:c~~. Equations 4.85

and 4.86 illustrate these new quality constraints.

xmin < xhot < xasmp
: \:j' C 111/ P Si~ _ ~ _ max,~ Z = , n, ,

coke asmp. \:j
xq = Xcoke,q q

(4.85)

(4.86)

Adding these equations to the constraints written in Section 3.3 finalizes the ironmaking

optimization formulation.

Step 2. - Ironmaking Optimization

min (clime iVflime + cdol JVJdol + cail'"VaiT + csteamlIiJsteam + coil JVJoil + cDe. jVJf!e.) . Tlength
J(han

+L d:.ell . Bpellp p
p

Subject to,

Equation Reference #

3.42 3.43 3.44 3.45 3.46 3.47 3.48 3.49 3.50 3.51 3.52

3.56 3.53 3.54 3.55 3.57 3.58 3.59 3.60 3.61 3.62

3.63 3.64 3.65 3.66 3.67 3.68 3.69 3.70 3.71 3.72

3.73 3.74 3.75 3.76 3.77 3.79 3.79 3.81 4.85 4.86

with,

The result of this optimization determines the selection of pellets to be purchased, plant

operating conditions, and the coke demand, 111coke , to be issued to cokemaking.

The final step in the decentralized solution is that of cokemaking optimization which seeks

to produce coke in the cheapest manner possible. Similar to ironmaking, the impact of

coke on the blast furnace is taken into consideration. Phosphorous, for example, is difficult

to maintain within the hot metal quality limits and therefore cokemaking sets a maxinlllll1
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phosphorous limit on it's own operation represented by xp;os' This is shown in Equation

4.87.

(4.87)

The optimization goal for cokemaking is to minimize cost with respect to coal purchasing

and by-product revenue. The formulation is completed by fixing the required coke demand

from the ironmaking optimization, and adding Equation 4.87 to the constraints listed in

Section 3.2.

Step 3. Cokemaking Optimization

min ""'" ccoal . B coal _ p*By-pl'od. . Acoke . M
K L c c V.1IJ.,l'ernoved

Coke c

Subject to,

Equation Reference #

3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.27 3.28 3.29

3.30 3.31 3.32 3.33 3.34 3.38 3.15 3.16 3.17 3.18

3.19 3.20 3.21 3.35 3.36 3.37 3.39 3.40 3.41 4.87

with,

K [
,use Bcool mcoal]Coke = Uc , c , c

The solution to Step 3 purchases an appropriate slate of coals as per the decision variables

in vector KCoke'

In this decentralized framework the flow of information is opposite to that of production.

The solution procedure is outlined below and is denoted as Problem 3.
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PROBLEM 3

1. Steelmaking Optimization

2. Ironmaking Optimization

3. Cokemaking Optimization

By contrast, the centralized approach makes all decisions simultaneously and considers the

impact of operation on all areas of the plant. Section 4.4.1 studies the benefits of centralized

optimization in the context of primary steelmaking.

4.4.1 Problem 3a: Centralized vs. Decentralized Optimization No Un

certainty

In the decentralized approach, the assumptions made by the three primary steelmaking areas

have a significant impact on the overall cost of implementing the decentralized solution.

This case study employs nominal assumptions meaning that the units are neither overly

optimistic or pessimistic about the coke and hot metal stream qualities. These assumptions

were chosen arbitrarily to replicate nominal conditions and are shown below in Table 4.18.

89%

2.5%

0.5%

5.0o/c

0.050%

0.045%

Assumption

asmp. ((J;f)
Xcokc,q 10

Hot Metal

Component Assumption

asmp. (o/c)
xhot,i 0

Si 0.7%

P 0.027%

Mn 0.7%

C 4.5%

Ab 0 3

P20 5

S

Si02

V.M.

Table 4.18: Decentralized coke and hot metal stream quality assumptions.

Coke
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The ironmaking optimization imposes it's own upper limits on the hot metal quality deliv

ered to steelmaking. These constraints are more conservative than that of the centralized

optimization formulation. Since reporting of the actual values is confidential, the new upper

limits, xc;:,;~~i, are reported relative to those of the centralized formulation, xiax , in Table

4.19.

Table 4.19: Decentralized blast furnace hot metal upper limit deviation from centralized

value xiwx .

Hot Metal Quality

Component Upper Limit Deviation

,asmp. max (o/c)
xmax,i - Xi 0

C

Mn

P

Si

-0.5%

0%

0%

-0.5%

In comparison to the centralized formulation, the ironmaking formulation backs off from

only the carbon and silica constraints. 'Without these new upper limits, the optimizer would

simply raise the hot metal concentration of these components to the maximum allowable

amount. This would be cost effective for the blast furnace but not for the BOF and so

the constraints act as a means to incorporate the trade off between blast furnace and BOF

operating costs.

Cokemaking must also impose an upper limit on phosphorous content so it does not overload

the blast furnace and make it impossible to meet the subsequent hot metal upper limit

constraint. This new upper limit for cokemaking represented by X P205
, is equal to 0.045o/c

in this case study.

These nominal values for stream quality assumptions and newly imposed quality upper

limits are used in the decentralized formulation. This problem, classified as Problem 3a, is

solved and the solution implemented on the plant with no uncertainty. Since implementation
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may not result in a consistent system regarding mass balances, re-optimization is completed

with certain variables fixed. These variables include the coal (m~oal) and pellet (m~ell) mixes

added to the coke oven and blast furnace respectively. Therefore, cokemaking produces

coke as originally intended which is then used in the blast furnace. Ironmaking still uses

the same pellet mix as decided upon before, however, since the coke is of different quality,

the remaining blast furnace variables are allowed to change in order to satisfy the process

constraints.

Upon implementation, the original hot metal upper limits used in the centralized formula

tion are reintroduced. Table 4.20 highlights the differences between the Problem 3a solution

and that of the centralized method in Problem Ie.

Table 4.20: Centralized vs. decentralized solution comparison.

Decentralized Solution Centralized Solution

(Problem 3a) (Problem 1c)

H.M. Si slack 0.2% 0%

111dol 92.4 kg/thm 99.4 kg/thm

Bscrap 347.6 kg/thm 313.4 tonnes/thm
. pell otonnes/thm 91.3 tonnes/thmm A

. pell 309.4 tonnes/thm 210.4 tonnes/thmm B

Nlcoke 520.4 kg/thm 515.8 kg/thm

Scaled Cost $22.72/tonne $22.60/tonne .

The decentralized results show an increase of 0.53% in cost compared to the centralized

solution. Table 4.20 highlights several areas where the centralized solution was able to

reduce cost. The blast furnace lower limit constraint on silicon was active in the case of

Problem 1c but not Problem 3a meaning the centralized solution removed as much silicon

as possible in the blast furnace, using more dolomite in the process. \iVith respect to the

decentralized solution, more silicon had to be oxidized and removed in the BOF. Since

this releases a great deal of heat, more scrap had to be purchased in Problem 3a. The

centralized optimizer recognized the trade off between dolomite usage and scrap purchasing
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and decided it was optimal to incurr a higher dolomite cost instead.

Section 4.4

The type of pellets purchased is another area where the solutions differed considerably.

The decentralized optimizer assumed the coke phosphorous oxide content to be 0.0045% and

therefore decided to use a significant amount of low phosphorous Pellet B. The resulting hot

metal phosphorous content was 0.0005o/c below the upper limit. The centralized optimizer

knew exactly what the coke phosphorous oxide content was to be and decided it could use

a mixture of Pellets A and B and directly meet the upper hot metal phosphorous limit.

Using Pellet A is advantageous because it has higher iron content, and as such, less of that

pellet is purchased per tonne of hot metal produced.

In Problem 3a, the coke carbon content was assumed to be 89%. The blast furnace re

quested a coke supply rate of 520.4 kg/thm, approximately 5 kg/thm higher than that of

the centralized solution. The actual coke produced by the cokemaking optimization had a

carbon content of 90.3% and therefore less coke could have been produced overall to meet

the needs of the blast furnace. In Problem Ie, the centralized optimizer decided on a carbon

content and coke rate simultaneously, thus lowering the blast furnace coke addition rate and

saving cost with respect to coal purchasing.

This case study demonstrates the savings that can be accrued with all the units in complete

communication with each other. It is not only the quality of the coke and hot metal streams

that is important to overall cost, but also resulting masses of these streams as they determine

the purchasing quantities of the raw materials.
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4.4.2 Problem 3b - Centralized vs. Decentralized Optimization With

Uncertainty

The previous section studied a single case of assumed compositions and upper limits on the

coke and hot metal streams. The results do not determine what the cost of the decentralized

solution is if these parameters change. It is proposed to solve the decentralized solution

for many different assumptions, and then take an average of the overall cost and constraint

violations when the solutions are simulated on the plant.

First, each asslillled component is assigned a standard deviation. It is assumed the decen

tralized assumptions vary according to standard normal distributions with the means being

equal to those listed in the previous section. The subsequent standard deviations are listed

below and were chosen arbitrarily to represent conditions that would exist in an actual

decentralized steel plant.

Table 4.21: Decentralized standard deviations for assumptions and upper limits on quality

streams.

Coke Quality

Component Upper Limits

Coke Quality

Assump.

Hot Metal Quality

Upper Limits

Hot Metal

Quality Assump.

(Table 4.18, col. 3) (Table 4.19, col. 2) (Table 4.18, col. 2)

P20S 0.007%

Ah0 3

S

V.M.

C

Si02

Mn

P

0.007%

0.2%

0.005%

0%

2%

0.25%

0.2%

0.1%

0%

0%

0.2%

0.1%

0.1%

0.007%

A single decentralized solution has random values selected from the above normal distribu

tions and solved in the sequence as explained in the previous section, deuuteu ill:> Problem
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3b. After obtaining the raw material purchasing and plant operating settings, the solu

tion is then simulated on the plant. The final cost is recorded, along with any constraint

violations, and the process is repeated 500 times using violation penalties (Pm) of 1.

The averaged results are summarized in Table 4.22 in comparison to the centralized approach

of Problem 1c.

Table 4.22: Scaled cost results for Problems 1c and 3b.

Nominal Centralized Decentralized

(Problem 1c) (Problem 3b)

Scaled Cost per tonne $22.60/tonne $22.85/tonne

The results show the decentralized solution cost rises in the face of changes in the assump

tions made between the units. On average, in comparison to Problem 1c the cost increase

is 1.1%. A distribution of the Problem 3b costs for the 500 simulations is given in Figure

4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Decentralized optimization solution cost distribution for simulation study.
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The above distribution shows that the final costs are very sensitive to the assumptions made

in the decentralized approach. Also, in comparison to the nominal case of $22.60/tonne,

as the assumptions vary the cost rarely improves as the distribution is skewed towards the

higher cost values. There could be many reasons for the high costs incurred in these scenar

ios. This most likely is that an overly conservative coke phosphorous content assumption is

made. This would result in either a lot of Pellet B being used, or a costly coal blend that

produced an unnecessarily low phosphorous content coke.

Another source of the high cost values could be related to the carbon, silica, and manganese

levels in the hot metal assumed by steelmaking. These could have resulted in a sub-optimal

amount of scrap being purchased. This directly impacts the hot metal rate of the blast

furnace which relates to a sub-optimal amount of pellets purchased. The pellet addition

then has an impact on the coke addition rate which has an effect on the total mass of coals

purchased.

Figure 4.9 shows that approximately 1% of the simulations were actually less costly than

the centralized case of $22.60/tonne. In theory, the centralized case includes the most

information in a single solution and therefore a cheaper solution cannot exist. Due to the

mismatch in assumptions made in the coke and hot metal streams for the decentralized

case, inequality constraints had to be relaxed during the 500 simulations to satisfy mass

balances and energy relationships. This was implemeted exactly the same as in the two

stage stochastic approach in Section 4.3.2 where the inequality penalties (Pm) were set equal

to 1. Therefore, the 1% of simulations in Figure 4.9 that are smaller than the centralized

case of $22.60/tonne, represent instances where the decentralized solution was very similar

to the centrali~1,Cd solution and had the added bcrwfit of being able to violate constraints to

a degree.

4.4.3 Summary

Centralized optimization includes the most information in a simultaneous solution. This

allows not only for the qualities of the connected streams to be optimized, but also for the
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masses of these streams and the raw material masses used in production. In decentralized

optimization, the connected units must make assumptions about the quality of feed they

will receive and also operate without knowing the optimal quality of product to output. On

average, the centralized approach in Problem lc yields an improvement of 1.1%.

4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter demonstrated the benefits that could be obtained by the integrated modeling

of primary steelmaking. Decisions on raw material purchasing and subsequent operation

can be obtained through optimization of the centralized formulation. The solution yields

results which are not inherently obvious to a human planner, giving evidence to the necessity

of the optimizer.

Raw material uncertainty was investigated by modifying the formulation into that of a two

stage stochastic approach. The problem was solved for various scenario sizes ranging from

50 to 125 scenarios. On average, the two-stage solutions cost $22.81/tonne compared to

the nominal case which cost $22.62/tonne. The higher cost in the two-stage case resulted

in a different shte of raw materials purchased. Upon plant operation, using these more

costly materials resulted in very few constraint violations. In comparison, the nominal case

experienced violations for CSR, stability, and phosphorous content nearly 50% of the time.

The constraint violation penalties were then increased significantly in order to force the

optimizer to remain feasible upon processing of the uncertain raw materials. In this case,

the two-stage approach changed operation slightly, costing $22.83/tonne, but never incurred

a constraint violation. By contrast, the nominal case was able to reduce only the percentage

of phosphorous violations by a significant amount, but it came at a 2% increase in cost.

The centralized optimization approach was then compared to that of the current decentral

ized approach where the three main areas of steelmaking are optimized independently. It

was shown that in the presence of nominal conditions and no raw material uncertainty, the

decentralized method performed 0.53% worse than the centralized method. As the assump-
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tions between the decentralized units were changed, the improvement of the centralized

method was increased further to 1.1%.
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Chapter 5

Multi-period Planning

The following chapter extends the primary steelmaking planning model from a single time

period to a multiple time period model. Raw material pricing discounts are often offered by

vendors in order to entice their customers to purchase greater quantities. Purchasing in bulk

amounts can save the steel plant a significant amount of money. However, these decisions

become quite complex and require managing of inventories over several time periods. The

savings opportunities inherent in this purchasing practice require a multi-period approach

as given in this chapter. The primary steelmaking units are assumed to operate at steady

state within each time period and the units are connected via dynamic inventory models.

5.1 Formulation

Cokemaking

When considering more than one time period, inventory levels must be included in the

formulation. This not only exists for coals, pellets, and scrap, but also for the coke which

is stored between the coke oven and blast furnace. The coke inventory balance is given in

Equation 5.1. Also shown is Equation 5.2 which requires the inventory to always be above

a minimum level I~l~~.
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I coke _ I coke + M coke . Acoke _ lM1coke . rrt - t-l out,t t t .Llength

Icoke > I coke
t - mtn

Vt

Vt

Section 5.1

(5.1)

(5.2)

The coke inventory at the end of time period t is represented by Ifoke. This variable is equal

to the initial amount of coke present, If:!.1e , plus the amount produced by the coke oven,

minus the coke used in the blast furnace.

Since the coke made during each time period may be of different quality, the composition

of the coke inventory pile may change. The variable d~~tke represents the mass fraction

of component q in the coke inventory pile at time t. The quality of coke being produced

and added to inventory is represented by X~~tke. The component balance on q is written in

Equation 5.3 and assumes that the inventory pile is well mixed.

Vq,t (5.3)

In comparison to the single time period approach, coal vendor pricing is considered to be

more complex. It is assumed that coals can be purchased at two different pricing tiers. That

is, v~ndors offer a discount after a certain quantity has been pUl'chas~d. ThiR is illustrated

in Figure 5.1.

ccoal 1-----------,C,I

l-.o
""8
>

Hcoa'
C,I

Amount Purchased
H coal

C,2

Figure 5.1: Two-tiered vendor raw material pricing for coal c.
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In the above figure, H'(jal represents the purchasing break where the cost lowers from c~~fl

to C~~2l. The parameter H~,2al is the maximum mass that can be bought. Purchasing in the

first tier, B'(j~L must be exhausted before buying in the cheaper cost level, B~~~~. Tiered

purchasing rules are expressed through constraints as shown in Equations 5.4 through 5.6

[21].

Hcoal . 8tier <B coal < H coal . 8tier
c,l c,2,t - c,l,t - c,l c,l,t

o<Bcoal < (Hcoal _ R coal
) ·8

tier
- c,2,t - c,2 c,l c,2,t

8tie1' >8tier
c,l,t - c,2,t

vc, t

vc, t

v c, t

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

The binary variable 8~:1,~ is equal to 1 if coal c is to be purchased at tier l during time t.

Equation 5.6 forces the order of tiered purchasing meaning if coal c is not purchased at tier

1, it cannot be purchased at tier 2 either.

A mass balance on each coal type c is written in Equation 5.7. The inventory quantity

of coal c, at the end of time period t, is represented by l~~al. This quantity is equal to

the initial inventory level l~,~~l' plus the amount purchased, B~'j~i, minus the amount used

in cokemaking. Coal consumed in coke production is equal to the product of the batch

addition amount m~tal and the total number of batches made Atoke. The balance assumes

that the amount purchased is equal to the amount delivered, meaning there is no model

error and no delay with respect to raw material delivery.

lcoal = lcoal + """' B coal _ m coal A coke
c,t c,t-l D c,l,t c,t t

l

V c,t (5.7)

Equation 5.8 requires that a minimum amount of coal, r;lin, is stored in inventory at all

times.

lcoal > pnin
c,t - c vc, t (5.8)

The remaining cokemaking equations expressed in Section 3.2 apply to the multi-period

formulation. These are written in Equations 5.9 through 5.33.
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0.94 . JvJ~~~ + JvJH20,removed,t = JvJcoal,in - L lVJq,removed,t
q

JvJH20,removed,t = x~~~(f,t . JvJcoal,in

;vJ 25.85% blend M
1 S,removed,t = 100% . XS,t . coal,in

98.33% blend
IVJV.M.,removed,t = 100% . XV.M.,t . j\lcoal,in

~ (xcoal . mcoal)
Dc C,H20 c,t

xblend _ ----'---'-:------'-
H2 0 ,t - 1I1coal,in

~ (xcoal. mcoal)
xblend _ Dc c,q c,t

q,t - lI ff
Ilcoal,in

coke (x~~rnd . l\{coal,in) - JvJq,removed,t
X - --'-'-------'-.,-------

q,t - JvJcoke
out

CSR ( )TgYt = TCSR,t ,CSR

Stab. ( . )TfJ
Yt = 1·Stab.,t Stab.

In (ytP.) = (1w.p.,tffJw.p.

blend( .) _ '" (m~~tl . x prop)
Uh,t J - L 111 C,J

c coal,in

T * (*)T W*h,t = Th,t . h

( '*)T T* pTTh t = h t' h, ,

c5use . m coal < m coal < c5use . m coal.
c,t 11un - c,t - c,t 11WX

~ '1, coke 'T' < Mcoke Acoke
lVj t . .1 length - out,t' t

m coal . A coke < B coal
c,t t - c,t

Y
CSR > yCSR
t - m~n

Yt
Stab . > 1 Stability

- Ymin

Y
W.P. < yPress·ure
t - 11WX
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4 T* 2
" CSR,i,t~ 2 ::; T;wx,CSR
i=l sCSR,i

3 T* 2
" Stab.,i,t < T 2
~ 82 . - max,Stab.
i=l Stab."

2 T,* 2
" W.P.,i,t < T 2
~ 82 . - max,W.P.
i=l W.P.,.

tCSR 2: L (rcSR,t(k) - f CSR,t(k))2

kEkcSR

EStab.2: L (1'Stab.,t(k) - f Stab.,t(k))2

kEkstab.

tW.P' > "(1'* (k) f* (k))2~ W.P.,t - w.P.,t
kEkw.p.

Ironmaking

Section 5.1

'it (5.28)

'it (5.29)

'it (5.30)

'it (5.31)

'it (5.32)

'it (5.33)

It is assumed that pellets are not available at different pricing tiers like that of coal pur

chasing. The inventory of pellet p at time t is represented by I;,~ll. This variable is equal

to the initial pellet level I;,~l~l plus the purchasing amount B;~ll, minus the pellet addition

rate m~~il. The inventory balance is given in Equation 5.34.

I
pell _ Ipell Bpell . pell rr>
p,t - p,t-l + p,t - n~p,t '.L length 'i p, t (5.34)

Also, Equation 5.35 requires a minimum pellet mass, I;,~in' to be stored in inventory.

Ipell > I pell .
p,t - p,mtn 'i p, t (5.35)

The remaining ironmaking equations expressed in Section 3.3 apply to the multi-period

formulation. These are written in Equations 5.36 through 5.79.
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'\' . pell
0Pa mpa,t
'\' . pell
0pmp,t

'\' . pell
0pf mpf,t

'\' . pell
0pm'p,t

mhot _ IVJDe.
S,t S,t

JliJrnetal
t

m1wt
Xrnin < i,t

t - IVJrnetal
t

JliIoil .
_._t_ < 1,02l
Jl1 hot -

t

v,aiT < vrnax
t -

. pell 'T' Bpell
mp,t '.L length::; p,t

JIiI:n = JliItout

~ '1,pell _ "",,.' pell
lVl t - L rnp,t

p

IV/hot _ l'VIrnetal + !VIDe.
t - t S,t

lV/that = L 1i1~~~t

""" (,Pell . . pell) _ . hotL Xp,Fe 111p,t - 111Fe,t
p

""" (pell . pell) . hot . slagL Xp,Mn' 171p,t = 111Mn,t + CXMnmMnO,t
p

. slag
CXMn . 11'tMnO ,t _ ,slag

rithot - r Mn
l\1n,t

. hot """ (pell . pell) _ coke i1coke
mp,t - L Xp,P' mp,t - CXp' XP205' t

P

. hot
mSi,t + . slag _ ,coke . ~'1,coke +L (,Pell .' pell)

rnS 'O t - XSi02 t 1V1t Xp SiG m p tas. '1, 2" 1 2 1

t P
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Vt (5.38)

Vt (5.39)

Vi, t (5.40)

Vt (5.41)

Vt (5.42)

VP,t (5.43)

Vt (5.44)

Vt (5.45)

Vt (5.46)
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. hot + . slag _ ,coke. M'coke +"( pell. . pell)
mS,t mS,t - XS,t t 0 Xp,S mp,t

p

. slag
mS,t slag
---1'
m/wt - S

S,t

M:1a
g = L m~~g

w

. slag _ ,coke ~·1.coke" ( ]Jell " pell)
7nAl203,t - XAl203,t' 1ICt + 0 Xp,Alz03' rnp,t

p

. slag _" (pell .' pell) + lime. ~'1,lime + dol ,~'1,dol
mCaO,t - 0 Xp,CaO rnp,t XCaO JVjt XCaO 1\0 t

p

· slag _" (pell .' pell) + dol . !lIdol
mlvIgO,t - 0 Xp,MgO mp,t XMgO t

P

· model _" . pell
7npellet ,t - 0 mp,t

p

. model "pell . pell
mSilica,t = 0 X pa,SiOz m pa,t

Pa

· model " ( pell . pell) dol ~'"dol
7nMgO,t = 0 Xp,MgO' mp,t + XMgO ' 1\'1t

P

mmodel - " (xPell , m
pell

) + x lime , JVJlime + x dol ,JVJdol
CaO,t - 0 "p,CaO p,t "CaO t ' CaO t

p

mmodel = xcoke . Mcoke + " (x
pell

. '/'r/ell )
lvIgO,t Alz03,t t 0' p,Alz03 p,t

p

rnmodel _ xcoke . Mcoke + " (xPell . r1~pell)
StOz,t - St02,t t 0 Pf,SiOZ Pf,t

Pf

mmodel _ mmodel + mmodel + mmodel + mmodel
Ash,t - MgO,t CaO,t MgO,t SiOz,t

r1. ,!wdel = mhot
u'on Fe,t

Xmodel = X coke
coke,C,t C,t

'717.",!,odel = j\jlime
ltme,t t

mmodel - !lidol
dol,t - t

rhmodel = i-f steam
steam,t t

mmodel - iril
oil,t - t
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Steelmaking

mmodel - mhot Vt (5.73)hot,P,t - P,t

. model '. hot Vt (5.74)rnhot,Si,t = rnSi,t

mmodel _ mhot Vt (5.75)hot,C,t - C,t

mmodel - mhot Vt (5.76)hot,Mn,t - Mn,t

vmodel _ v,aiT Vt (5.77)aiT,t - t

v,model _ Vtop gas Vt (5.78)top gas,t - t

mmodel = lIiroke Vt (5.79)coke,t t

Similar to coal, scrap metal is available at two different pricing tiers. The discount break

point occurs when H;cra
p tonnes of scrap are purchased. In total, a maximum of H;cra

p

tonnes can be bought over both tiers. The variables B:~;ap and B~~;ap represent the amount

purchased at tiers 1 and 2 respectively. The binary variable c5;~~~p,l,t equals 1 if scrap is

purchased at tier l during time t, and 0 otherwise. Equations 5.80 through 5.82 show how

this practice can be modeled.

H scrap . c5tie?' <Bscrap < H scrap . c5tieT
1 SCI ap,2,t - l,t - 1 scrap,l,t

o<B
scrap < (H

scrap
_ H

scrap
) . c5tieT

- 2,t - 2 1 scrap,2,t

c5tie; > c5tieT
SCI ap,l,t - scrap,2,t

Vt

Vt

Vt

(5.80)

(5.81)

(5.82)

The final inventory level is equal to the initial quantity, I:~'tP, plus the scrap purchased,

B~~rap, minus the amount used in BOF production lVI~:;;g' A balance on scrap inventory

level, I:crap
, is written in Equation 5.83.

I scrap _ Iscrap +~ B scrap _ ~ lVIBOF . D
t - t-l L l,t L scrapg BOF,g,t

I 9

Vt (5.83)

Equation 5.84 indicates that a minimum quantity of scrap, I:::;,~tP, must always remain in

inventory.

I scrap > I scrap
t - mtn
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The remaining steelmaking equations expressed in Section 3.4 apply to the multi-period

formulation. These are written in Equations 5.85 through 5.92.

X steel < steel < X steel V g, t (5.85)min Mn 9 - X Mn 9 t - max Mn 9I ) I I I

Xsteel < xsteel < xsteel V g,t (5.86)m2n,P,g - P,g,t - max,P,g

xsteel. < xsteel < xsteel . V g, t (5.87)m2n,82,g - 82,g,t - max,82,g

lv/BOF < lv/BOF,max V g,t (5.88)dolg,t - dol

MBOF < MBOF,max V g, t (5.89)hmeg,t - lune

yBOF = (rBOF)T f3 V g, t (5.90)g,t g,s 9

rnhot
J,t _ x hot V j, t (5.91)

Mmetal -. J,t
t

2= M BOF D
M;wtal = 9 hotg,t' BOF,g

Vt (5.92)
Tlength

The new binary tiered purchasing variables are decision variables and added to the vector

K t which represents the optimization decision variables for period t.

K = [(8COal )T (8use )T (Bcoal)T (mcoal)T (NJCoke)T (Bpell)T (ri,/-pell)T (Mlime)T (Nfdol)Tt c,l,t' c,t , c,l,t , c,t . t . p,t , p,t , t ,t ,

(1I1steam)T (MOil)T (v,air)T (1.steel )T (xsteel)T (xsteel )T (8scrap)T (Bscrap)T] T
t , t , t , ·'!.IIn,g,t ,. P,g,t ,. 82,g,t , I,t ' I,t

For a total of t J periods, the complete decision variable vector Kmulti can be written:

K multi [KT KT }./T] T= 1, 2, ... , '~tf

The new objective function must consider all purchasing and production costs, as well as

the cost of holding inventory. The parameter cinv is used to represent the cost per tonne of

inventory per time period. The parameters cfcra
p and c~Jal denote the new scrap and coal

costs for various pricing tiers.
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PROBLEM 4a

Section 5.2

min
](rnnlti

tf [~ ~ (C02VBOF + cdolMBOF + climeNIBOF ) D _ p*BY-PTOd.. A coke ']1116 6 02,g,t dol,g,t ltme,g,t BOF,g t VM,1'emoved,t
t 9

+ (clime lIdiime + cdollldlol + caiT 1itaiT + csteamlIdream + coillldtil + cDe. J'dfl,r) .Tzength

+~ (~ ccoal . Bcoal + Cscrap . B scmp) +~ d.:.ell . B pell
6 6 c,l c,l,t I l,t 6 P p,t

I c p

+~ cinv Icoal +~ cinv I
pell + cinv I

scmp + cinv I coke]6 coal,c c,t 6 pell,p p,t scrap t coke t

c p

Subject to,

Equation Reference #

5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9

5.10 5.11 5.12 5.13 5.14 5.15 5.16 5.17
Cokemaking ---7

5.18 5.19 5.20 5.21 5.22 5.23 5.24 5.25

5.26 5.27 5.28 5.29 5.30 5.31 5.32 5.33

5.34 5.35 5.36 5.37 5.38 5.39 5.40 5.41 5.42 5.43

5.44 5.45 5.46 5.47 5.48 5.49 5.50 5.51 5.52

Ironmaking ---7 5.53 5.54 5.55 5.56 5.57 5.58 5.59 5.60 5.61

5.62 5.63 5.64 5.65 5.66 5.67 5.68 5.69 5.70

5.71 5.72 5.73 5.74 5.75 5.76 5.77 5.78 5.79

Steelmaking ---7

where,

5.80 5.81 5.82 5.83 5.84 5.85 5.86

5.87 5.88 5.89 5.90 5.91 5.92

}(multi [KT }/'T }(T] T= 1 , '\2 , ... , tf
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5.2 Planning vs. No Planning Case Study

Section 5.2

inv
cscrap

Planning for a year of steel production is to be completed using the formulation in Problem

4a. A total of six time periods, each two months in length, are considered with 325 batches

of each grade of steel produced per time period. It is assumed that this steel demand is

known with certainty over the entire year of operation.

The cost of inventory per time period is equal to a 5% rate of return of the initial pur

chase price of the raw material. Ignoring compounding interest, the inventory costs can be

calculated as follows:

5%
cinv = 105% . ccoal

coal,c 6 periods c,l

5%
inv 105%. d:.cll

cpcll,p = 6 periods p

5% scrap. c
I6 periods

For simplicity, only Coals E, F, and G are available for purchase whereas all three pellet

types can still be bought, with no raw material uncertainty assumed to exist. For comparison

purposes, two different planning approaches are considered:

• Forecast (tf = 6) -+ Optimization is completed for the entire year

• Short sight (tf = 1) -+ Optimization is recomputed six times, once for every 2 month

time period

Each method uses the same initial conditions in terms of not just inventory levels, but also

the compositional quality of the coke inventory. These are summarized in Table 5.1. Also

listed are the minimum inventory levels required for each material throughout the year.
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Table 5.1: Minimum inventory requirements and initial inventory and coke quality condi-

tions.

Initial Inv. Minimum Inv.
Material Component dcoke o/c

(tonnes) (tonnes)
q,t=O 0

Coal E 50,000 20,000 Ah0 3 2.5%

Coal F 50,000 20,000 C 90%

Coal G 20,000 4,000 P 20 S 0.023%

Coke 20,000 20,000 S 0.05%

Pellet A 50,000 10,000 Si02 5%

Pellet B 50,000 10,000 V.M. 0.5%

Pellet C 300,000 10,000

Scrap 20,000 20,000

Coal and scrap are available for purchase at two pricing tiers. The cost and break points

of these discounts differ for each raw material and are listed in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Tiered purchasing breakpoints and cost for coal and scrap.

Scaled Cost ($jtonne) Discount Break Max Purchase
Material

Tier 1 Tier2 Point (tonnes) Amount (tonnes)

Coal E 4.87 4.53 100,000 200,000

Coal F 4.67 4.33 60,000 100,000

Coal G 4.33 4.00 10,000 50,000

Scrap 20 19.67 100,000 175,000

By inserting the above listed initial conditions and tiered pricing values into Problem 4a,

optimization can be completed for the two methods of Forecast and Short sight. The results

indicate that the Forecast solution yields a 0.39% improvement. The costs are summarized

in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Summary of scaled costs for multi-period optimization methods.

Cost Type Short sight ($/tonne) Forecast ($/tonne)

Pellet Purchase $13.67 $13.64

Coal Pmchase $2.54 $2.46

Scrap Purchase $5.18 $5.17

Inventory $0.06 $0.09

Coal Revenue -$1.79 -$1.78

Operation $0.87 $0.87

Total $20.53 $20.45

The scaled costs for both methods are lower than those of the previous case studies in

Chapter 4. In those examples, it was assumed that no raw material existed in inventory.

In the multi-period approach, the plant was supplied with initial inventory thus lowering

the overall cost of production. If the value of this inventory were included in the objective

function of Problem 4a, the overall costs in Table 5.3 would be similar to those reported in

Chapter 4.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the major differences between the solutions and is helpful in under

standing the scaled costs listed in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Inventory and purchasing result comparison for Problem 4a.

The Short sight method only optimizes with respect to the current demand_ Since holding

inventory is costly, the optimizer seeks to buy raw material to satisfy the current demand,

and then drain the inventory to the minimum allowable levels. The steel demand for this

study does not change from period to period, and therefore, the purchasing quantities

remain nearly unchanged throughout the simulation as seen in Figure 5_2. In this method,

the optimizer still takes advantage of the tiered pricing discounts, but only to a certain

degree. Since the problem is defined for only the current time period, the optimizer does

not realize that purchasing more material at a discount than currently needed could save

cost.

The Forecast solution purchases scrap, as well as coals E and F, intermittently_ The strategy

in this method is to stock up on raw materials in order to take full advantage of the pricing

discounts. Inventory levels rise as a result of bulk purchasing which is why the cost of

inventory is larger for the Forecast method. Table 5.3 shows that incurring this higher cost

is justified considering the savings gained from coal and scrap purchasing.
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Pellets are not offered at tiered discounts, yet the Forecast method spent less money on

this material meaning fewer pellets were pm-chased in total. Using fewer pellets in the blast

furnace produces less hot metal in total which requires more scrap to be added in BOF

steelmaking. The total purchasing masses of raw materials are given in Table 5.4 per tonne

of steel produced.

Table 5.4: Comparison of raw material purchasing quantities for Forecast and Short sight

methods.

Short sight Forecast

(tonnes/ tonne steel) (tonnes/ tonne steel)

Pellets purchased 1.074 1.071

Coals purchased 0.550 0.548

Scrap purchased 0.259 0.261

Indeed the Forecast solution purchased more scrap and less pellets overall. Less coal was

also purchased since the lower blast furnace production rate required less coke and thus less

coals to be used. These values give insight to the trade-offs involved in the optimization

problem. By looking into the future, the Forecast method decided that not only could it

save by purchasing more material at discounted prices, but also by reducing the total mass

of two of the raw materials purchased. Despite buying more scrap in total, the Forecast

method still spent less money on that purchase, as seen in Table 5.3, since it took advantage

of the tiered pricing.

The tiered pricing also caused the two methods to use different coal blends in the production

of coke. These are shown in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Comparison of coal blending decisions for Forecast and Short sight methods.

Time Period
Method Coal Blend

1 2 3 4 5 6

Coal E 60.0% 57.7% 61.8% 57.7% 59.0% 57.7%

Forecast Coal F 13.3% 0% 23.2% 0% 7.0% 0%

Coal G 26.7% 42.3% 15.0% 42.3% 34.0% 42.3%

Coal E 60.5% 60.0% 60.0% 60.0% 60.0% 60.0%

Short sight Coal F 16.2% 12.9% 12.9% 12.9% 12.9% 12.9%

Coal G 23.3% 27.1% 27.1% 27.1% 27.1% 27.1%

The blend solution for the single time period optimization of Problem 1c was comprised of

61.8o/c Coal E, 23.2% Coal F, and 15% Coal G. The resulting solutions in Table 5.5 show

that tiered pricing changed the composition of the optimal coal blend. Compared to the

blend used in Problem 1c, the percentage of G was increased from 15% to 27% in the Short

sight method, meaning the optimizer saw great opportunity in the pricing discounts oflered

for Coal G.

The Forecast solution desired to further increase this percentage to 42.3% by purchasing

and storing a greater amount of Coal G. To accomplish this, the optimizer purchased as

much coal ru; possible every time period as well as making a large bulk purchase of Coal F

in time period three. The optimizer used Coal F in time periods three and five in order to

maximize the usage of Coal G across all six time periods.
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5.3 End Point Inventory Condition

Section 5.3

In both multi-period planning methods, Figure 5.2 shows that at the end of time period

six, the final inventories of coke and raw materials are at their minimum constraint levels.

This is because the optimizer assumes that there is no production after time period six and

does not require any raw material.

This problem can be remedied by assigning value to the raw material in storage at the end of

the multi-period horizon. The objective function can be changed by including the working

capital of each raw material. 'Working capital is defined as the difference between current

assets and liabilities. The liability cost with holding inventory has already been defined by

the parameter cinv . Therefore, by assigning an asset value to the raw materials, the working

capital revenue for coal ("W~oal) and scrap (w scrap ) can be calculated. The changed objective

function, incorporating working capital, is denoted as Problem 4b.
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PROBLEM 4b

Section 5.3

. ~ ["" ( 02 V;BOF + dol ~1,BOF limeMBOF) D By-prod'Acoke ~,r"Jln L..J L..J c 02,g,t C mdol,g,t + C lime,g,t BOF,g - P t 1\11VM,removed,t
t t 9

+ (climem~ime + cdolrilfol + cairm~iT + csteamm~team + cOilmr!1 + cDe'rilf,~') . Ttength

+"" ("" cconl B
coal + c

scrap
B

scrap
) +"" d:.ell

Bpell +"" c
inv

I
Pell + c

inv
I

coke
]L..J L..J c,l c,l,t I l,t L..J P P L..J pell,p P,t coke t

I c P P

+~ ("" Cinv I coal + Cinv Iscrap) _ ("" wcoal I coal + Wscrap I
scrap

)L..J L..J coal,c c,t scrap t L..J c c,t=6 t=6
t=l c c

\. rI

v
Working capital revenue

Subject to,

Equation Reference #

5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9

5.10 5.11 5.12 5.13 5.14 5.15 5.16 5.17
Cokemaking --t

5.18 5.19 5.20 5.21 5.22 5.23 5.24 5.25

5.26 5.27 5.28 5.29 5.30 5.31 5.32 5.33

5.34 5.35 5.36 5.37 5.38 5.39 5.40 5.41 5.42 5.43

5.44 5.45 5.46 5.47 5.48 5.49 5.50 5.51 5.52

Ironmaking --t 5.53 5.54 5.55 5.56 5.57 5.58 5.59 5.60 5.61

5.62 5.63 5.64 5.65 5.66 5.67 5.68 5.69 5.70

5.71 5.72 5.73 5.74 5.75 5.76 5.77 5.78 5.79

5.80 5.81 5.82 5.83 5.84 5.85 5.86
Steelmaking --t

5.87 5.88 5.89 5.90 5.91 5.92

where,

Kmulti = [Ki, K!, ... ,K~ ] T
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This problem was solved for an initial set of working capital values listed in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Initial working capital values for raw materials offered with tiered pricing.

Raw Scaled Working Capital w

Material ($jtonne)

Coal E 4.60

Coal F 4.43

Coal G 4.07

Scrap 19.73

Inputting these working capital values into Problem Lib resulted in no change in the solution

with respect to purchasing and operation over the entire time horizon. This means that the

credit accrued by having more endpoint inventory than minimally required was sub-optimal.

Since the purchasing of raw materials are dependent on one another, the working capital

value for each raw material was moved independently from the initial value in Table 5.6.

The results are illustrated in Figure 5.3 and show the impact of the working capital on the

final inventory levels.
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Figure 5.3: Resulting final inventory levels for varying working capital values.

Coals E, F, and scrap metal have break points where the endpoint inventory level increases

dramatically. In all cases, this switch occurs between a scaled cost change of $0.01 per

tonne where the optimizer decides to make a bulk purchase in the last time period. While

these final purchases inject the plant with a large amonnt of coal or scrap, they have no

impact on plant operation in time periods 1 to 6. As the working capital was increased

further, bulk purchases were made in earlier time periods and simply stored in order for the

optimizer to incur the final credit in period 6.

Coal G does not experience this trend. This is because, as shown in Figure 5.2, maximum

purchasing is already being completed every time period. Thus, no bulk purchase can be

made at the end of the time horizon. The rise in endpoint inventory for Coal G, seen in

Figure 5.3, occurs as a result of a bulk Coal F purchase. The optimizer decides that since

Coal G has a high working capital, it should purchase more Coal F and reduce the amount

of Coal G used in blending; thus more remains in inventory at time 6.
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The working capital value affects more than just purchasing and operation in the final time

periods. If it is increased high enough, the purchasing decision in the first time period could

be changed. This is shown in Figure 5.4 where the purchasing quantity of Coal F, in the

first time period, is plotted for various working capital values of Coal F. Also included is

the final inventory level for this coal only.
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Figure 5.4: Initial purchasing and final inventory level results for varying Coal F working

capital values.

The final inventory level of Coal F, for the first working capital data point, is at the minimum

level of 20,000 tonnes. The solution purchases zero tonnes of Coal F during the first time

period. As the working capital is increased, the final inventory level changes fi'om 20,000

to approximately 25,000 tonnes, while still not purchasing any Coal F in time period one.

A further increase in the working capital results in the final inventory level increasing from

25,000 tonnes to 125,000 tonnes. At the same time, the optimizer decides to make a bulk

purchase of 100,000 tonnes during time period one. The importance of this trend is that

the horizon length is not long enough in order for the decisions of the first time period to

be independent of the endpoint inventory conditions. Therefore, the working capital values

used in optimization must be selected intelligently in order for the solution to be practical.
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5.4 Rolling Horizon Case Study

Section 5.4

In the previous section it ,vas shown that the endpoint inventory condition has an effect

on the optimization decisions in the first time period. If this is true, the decisions in all

subsequent time periods must also be impacted. If this approach were undertaken for the

steel plant, decision makers could not simply optimize at the beginning of the year and

implement the solution throughout the year. In other words, it is necessary to re-optimize

every time period.

At the beginning of the first time period, the current inventory levels must be noted and a

demand prediction made. This would be obtained from customer order forecasting models.

Demand information would then be inserted into the optimization formulation and solved.

The purchasing and operation decisions would be implemented on the plant for the first

time period only. 'When the second time period is reached, the inventory levels would be

measured and the horizon rolled one step forward. A new prediction is then made and

re-optimization completed. These steps are illustrated below.

~[ Measure inventory levels

!
Make demand prediction

t
Optimize

Problem 4a
MINLP

t

Implement first
set of planning

decisions on plant

!
Roll horizon one time

----l
step into the future

This approach is similar to what would be done in real plant operation as the rolling horizon

reacts to changes in the actual market conditions. For example, inaccuracies in the demand

forecast would require alterations to purchasing quantities in later time periods. Also,
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disturbances in raw material transportation could lead to shortages in delivery and thus

reduce the amount of available inventory.

The rolling horizon approach is implemented for Problem 4a where the demand forecast is

325 batches for all three steel grades each time period. The actual demand realized is also

325 batches per steel grade, and therefore, there is no error with respect to the demand

prediction. Additionally, there is no uncertainty considered in plant operation, and thus,

no model error occurs when the first set of optimization decisions are implemented. No

working capital values are used in this case study.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the difference between the solution for the first time period only, and

the decisions in each time period for the rolling horizon approach.
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Figure 5.5: Purchasing and coke production results for rolling horizon approach in Problem

4a.

The first time period solution makes decisions for all six time periods; however, only the

first set of decisions are implemented. vVhen the horizon rolled forward and implemented
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its next decision, Figure 5.5 shows it was identical to that of time period two in the initial

solution. In other words, nothing changed when the horizon rolled one step ahead. In time

period three, the rolling horizon solution begins to diverge, specifically with a decrease of

Coal F purchased and subsequent coke production. Instead of making a large bulk purchase

of Coal F in time period three, and slowly processing the material fTom this large purchase,

the optimizer purchased smaller amounts in periods three to five.

This solution divergence illustrates that the plant planners cannot optimize at the beginning

of the year and simply implement that solution, even in the presence of no uncertainty. In

this case study, the initial solution was only valid for two time periods and re-optimization

was completed at the beginning of the third period in order to implement an improved set

of decisions.

The presence of uncertain plant conditions suggests that re-optimization should be done

every time period in order for the plant to react to changes that occur spontaneously

during production. An example of this is that of demand fluctuation. The previous studies

considered the demand forecast and actual demand to be equivalent; however, in reality

this is rarely true.

It is considered that in the second time period a demand of 370 batches of each steel grade

occurs instead of the forecast of 325 batches. This leaves a 45 batch backorder that must

then be filled during the next time period. The difference between the forecast and actual

demand is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Forecast and demand profiles for all three grades of steel.

The rolling horizon approach was implemented for this demand profile in order to determine

how the plant should operate to respond to this unexpected demand increase. Figure 5.7

shows the rolling solution in comparison to that for the first time period solution only.
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Figure 5.7: Purchasing and inventory solution for rolling horizon demand discrepancy case

study.

Since the production of steel was increased to fill the back orders in period three, more

scrap metal was purchased. Additionally, the scrap inventory level at the end of the same

time period was lower than originally intended meaning a great deal of scrap was consumed

in production. The initial solution in time period one desired to make large bulk purchases

of coal in time period three and subsequently increase the coke inventory. As the back

orders were realized in time period three, this plan was abandoned since coke was required

to be consumed immediately. The coke inventory was increased at time period five as the

maximum amount of all three coals was purchased. However, only coals E and G were

consumed to their respective lower inventory limits with a little over 45,000 tonnes of Coal

F remaining in invcntory at thc end of time fivc. In the next and final time period, Coal F

was not used in the coal blend, thus the inventory level was unchanged.

This may seem illogical as the large Coal F inventory pile sits for two time periods at a

cost to the objective function. However, the rolling horizon optimizer, in time period five,
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decided make coke using Coal F. Additionally, it looked ahead into time period seven and

decided to include Coal F in coke production as well. Therefore, the optimizer decided it

was optimal to make a large bulk purchase in time period five, and let the excess inventory

sit idle during time period six.

5.5 Chapter Summary

A formulation for multi-period planning was provided in this chapter. This involved the

integration of inventory models with the steelmaking model developed in Chapter 3. The

method of planning into the future was motivated by the introduction of a new purchasing

method offered by coal and scrap vendors. These two raw material types were offered in

two different pricing tiers in order to encourage bulk purchasing.

The multi-period formulation was applied to a one year steel production example where de

mand information was provided on a bimonthly basis. Optimization results were compared

to the case where no forecasting is done, and instead optimization is recomputed every two

months. The results show that the forecasting method was O.39o/c less costly. The optimizer

achieved this result by making large bulk purchases of scrap. This cheap scrap allowed for

less hot metal to be used in BOF steelmaking which resulted in fewer pellets being pur

chased for blast furnace use. Since less hot metal was produced, less coke was used, and

thus, less coal was purchased.

Due to the cost of inventory in the multi-period problem, the solution resulted in end point

inventory levels being at their minimum allowable levels. This is because the optimizer

only considers steel demand over the time periods included in the formulation. In reality,

this solution is impractical because production continues past the time horizon that is

optimized. To remedy this issue, the inclusion of working capital cost was added to the

objective function. Credit was given with respect to coal and scrap inventory present at the

end of the planning horizoll. It was discovered that the working capital values call influence

not only the final inventory levels, but also purchasing decisions in the first discrete time
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period. The results show the importance of accurately valuing working capital in actual

production.

Finally, the presence of plant uncertainty necessitates re-optimization of the original plan

ning solution. As time progresses, and plant conditions change, the multi-period optimiza

tion should be updated. This was tested for two cases of demand uncertainty. The first case

involves no discrepancy between what is forecast in time period one, and the actual demand

encountered throughout the year. The first time period and rolling horizon solutions diverge

during time period three. This means that even when the steel demand forecast is perfect,

the solution in time period one is only valid for two time periods.

A final case study was completed where the demand forecast underestimated the actual

demand by 45 batches for all three steel types in one time period. The optimizer was then

forced to fill the outstanding demand in the subsequent time period. The rolling horizon

approach optimally manipulated the original solution by rearranging bulk purchasing and

storage of several raw materials. Additionally, coke production was altered in order to

increase inventory in the time period in which the back orders were filled.

The results indicate that re-optimization is important when planning over an extended time

horizon.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

1. Modeling of Primary Steelmaking. An integrated model of primary steelmak

ing was presented that connected the three areas of cokemaking, ironmaking, and

steelmaking. Cokemaking involved ,vriting component mass balances for the trans

formation of coals to coke. Additionally, models were built in order to predict the

final coke stability, CSR, and resulting oven wall pressure, from the particular coal

types used. Multivariate PLS models were built in each case using an experimental

data set of trial runs completed on a pilot plant coke oven. lronmaking modeling was

completed using a combination of rigorous component mass balances, and multivari

ate empirical models to express energy relationships. Steelmaking involved building

empirical mass and energy models in order to replicate the Basic Oxygen Furnace

operation. Connecting the models from each sub-area results in a single primary

steelmaking model which can be used to investigate such matters as operational and

raw material changes on the resulting process.

2. Optimization Under Raw Material Uncertainty. The inherent uncertainty in

raw material quality can have a significant impact on plant operation. If ignored, im

pOltant constraint limits may be exceeded which can subsequently lead to increased
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costs in order to correct for the violations. The order in which raw materials are

purchased, delivered, and then processed, lends itself to be formulated as a two-stage

stochastic programming problem. It was determined that the number of scenarios

used to represent uncertainty could be between 50 and 125 and still provide similar

purchasing decisions. In comparison to the case where uncertainty was ignored, the

two-stage stochastic solution purchased slightly more expensive raw materials that,

when used, violated process constraints with far less frequency. When more impor

tance was placed on remaining within the constraints, the two-stage solution was

both less costly and less likely to exceed the process limits. The results prove that in

steel manufacturing, it is cost beneficial to incorporate uncertainty into raw material

purchasing decisions.

3. Centralized Optimization. Jominal practice is such that the units involved in

steel production make decisions in a decentralized manner. Raw material purchasing

is done using rules of thumbs and assumptions about how neighbouring units operate.

Centralized optimization over the entire integrated model includes the most informa

tion in a simultaneous solution. Comparing the two approaches under no raw material

or plant uncertainty, shows that the centralized optimizer outperforms the decentral

ized solution. When uncertainty in the assumptions is introduced, the gap widens as

the centralized optimizer is far less costly. These results indicate the importance of

using a single decision maker across the plant when purchasing and processing raw

material.

4. Multi-period Planning. A formulation was presented to extended the single period

optimization problem to multiple time periods. This was motivated by the fact that

raw materials are often sold by vendors at different pricing tiers which encourage bulk

purchasing. Therefore, demand over several time periods should be considered in or

der to take advantage of tiered pricing. The mass breakpoints of the pricing tiers differ

for each raw material, in addition to the discounts at each tier. 'iVith numerous raw

materials involved, the purchasing decisions become increasingly unclear and require

an optimizer to find the minimum overall cost. The results show that making bulk
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purchases intermittently, and storing the material in inventory is optimal. This strat

egy can only be determined if multiple periods are considered in a single optimization

problem. In comparison to completing several single period optimization problems

successively, the solution did not take full advantage of the tiered pricing discounts

and therefore was outperformed by the multi-period optimizer. It is also concluded

that a single multi-period optimization does not provide the optimal solution for all

subsequent time intervals. As plant conditions change, updating of initial invento

ries and re-optimization should be carried out in order to react to new conditions. A

rolling horizon optimization approach is therefore outlined to implement this strategy.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Work

Areas in which future research effort should be directed are as follows:

1. Refinement of Models. The quality of the three cokemaking PLS models is some

what poor with respect to predictability. New experiments should be conducted on

the coke oven to gather a larger and more comprehensive data set. It would also be

advantageous to determine the error involved in measuring stability, CSR, and wall

pressure. If the PLS models can be developed such that their respective Root Mean

Square Error terms are smaller than the measurement error, then it can be concluded

the predictions are at least within the noise of measurement. Additionally, the blast

furnace and BOF models should be tuned to real plant data in order to validate that

the results determined by the optimizer could be realized in practice. Work could also

be dedicated to including the Electric Arc Furnace in the integrated model. Scrap pur

chasing would be far more complex in this case as quality would have to be considered

in order to reserve the lower impurity scraps for EAF use.

2. Optimization Under Uncertainty. A great deal of opportunity exists for future

work dealing with raw material uncertainty. It is currently not known with statistical

proof as to the extent of variation within the raw materials, nor the covariance among
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components. This could be solved by measuring the composition of delivered materials

on a continuous basis. Not only would this provide the uncertainty within raw material

types, but also give indication as to what suppliers offer a more consistent product.

Also, a study should be conducted to determine the exact cost impact of constraint

violations on the resulting process. If these cost values are added to the objective

function, the trade-offs between violations and other costs can be evaluated on a level

playing field.

3. Multi-period Planning. The formulation developed should be extended to include

various unique scenarios that are encountered by long term planning personnel. For

example, iron ore pellet delivery is not possible during the winter months as the

seaways are frozen. Plans must therefore be developed to stock up inventory levels

during these periods. Another example is that of plant shut down. If long term

forecasting indicates a decline in steel demand, the operation of multiple blast furnaces

may not be necessary. Shut down is a very important decision as, when completed, it

usually lasts for months. The multi-period formulation should be used to determine

when it is optimal to shut down furnaces, or simply reduce throughput of the on-line

furnaces.
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Appendix A

Raw Material Compositions and

Variable Definitions

Table A.l: Coal cost and composition parameters.

Coal A Coal B Coal C Coal D Coal E Coal F Coal G

C (%) 69.18 63.83 60.87 70.07 55.61 62.64 72.91

V.M. (%) 17.06 19.43 27.02 17.94 31.73 21.52 15.25

H20(%) 7.5 7.5 6.26 6.16 7.5 7.5 6.23

P20 5 (%) 0.028 0.112 0.019 0.017 0.030 0.028 0.023

Ash (%) 6.26 8.78 5.86 5.83 5.16 8.34 5.62

S (%) 0.051 0.026 0.038 0.048 0.046 0.073 0.048

Ab0 3 (%) 1.84 2.40 1.75 1.65 1.51 2.25 1.52

Si02 (%) 3.31 5.25 3.37 3.07 2.89 4.64 2.95

FSI 8.5 7.0 6.5 9.0 7.9 9.0 8.0

Ro 1.59 1.35 1.15 1.54 0.98 1.28 1.67

Inerts (%) 23.8 28.4 35.6 18.1 24.8 23.5 24.0

Scaled Cost $/tonne 5 6 5 5 4.9 4.7 4.3
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Table A.2: Pellet cost and composition parameters.

Component Pellet A Pellet B Pellet C

Fe (%) 63.3 62.4 65.3

P (%) 0.015 0.010 0.015

S (%) 0.011 0.010 0.009

Ah0 3 (%) 0.5 0.4 0.05

H20 (%) 3.5 3.5 3.5

CaO (%) 3.68 3.0 0.838

MgO (%) 1.3 1.15 2.03

Si02 (%) 3.75 3.25 5.327

Ml1 (%) 2.02 1.5 0.12

Scaled Cost $/tonne 13 13 12.7
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Table A.3: Dependent variable listing and definition.

Section A.O

Dependent
Variable Definition Units

Variable

Acoke
Total number of coke batches made during the optimiza-

I one
tion period

IIJDe.
Mass rate of sulphur removed by the Desulphurization

S tonne/hI'
Facility

Mslag Total mass rate of slag exiting the blast furnace tonne/hI'

. slag
Mass rate of slag component w exiting blast furnace tonne/hI'm w

Jl.Jhot Mass rate of exiting hot metal from blast furnace tonne/hI'

. hot
Mass rate of component i in blast furnace exit hot metal tonne/hI'm i

Jl.l/ coke
Mass of coke obtained from coke oven batch after quench-

out tonne
ing

1l1
dry Mass of coke obtained from coke oven batch directly after
out tonne

discharge (pre-quench)

NIH2 o,removed Mass water removed from coals during coke production tonne

Mq,removed
Mass component q removed from coals during coke pro-

tonne
duction

M BOF
Mass of hot metal added to the BOF in the production

tonne/batchscrap,g
of steel grade type g

MBOF
Mass of hot metal added to the BOF in the production

tonne/batchhotg
of steel grade type g

M BOF
Mass of dolomite added to the BOF in the production of

tonne/batchdol,g
steel grade type 9

M BOF
Mass of lime added to the BOF in the production of steel

tonne/batch1 lime,g
grade type g
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Table A.4: Dependent variable listing and definitions continued.

Section A.a

Dependent
Variable Definition Units

Variable

ur:end(j) Value of property j in coal blend input to model h Various

wquench
Mass of water added during quenching after coke has been

tonne
pushed from coke oven

xblend
Mass fraction of component q in coal blend charged to

Noneq
coke oven

x coal Mass fraction of component q in coal c Nonec,q

x hot
Mass fraction of component i in hot metal exiting blast

Nonet

furnace

x coke Mass fraction of component q in the product coke oneq

x steel
Mass fraction of component i in steel grade 9 at the end

Nonet,g
of the BOP batch

yCSR Coke Strength after Reaction of product coke %

yStab. Stability of product coke %

yw.? Resulting oven wall pressure exerted by coals lb/in2

V BOP Volume of oxygen used in the BOP batch production of
Km3

02,g
steel grade type 9

V BOP Volume of gas exiting the BOP in the production of steel
Km3

off gas,g
grade 9

Voff gas Volume of off gas from coke batch Km3

Poff gas Density of coke oven off gas tonne/Km3

vtop gas Volumetric rate of top gas exiting blast furnace Km3/hr

BOP Dcnsity of off gas cxiting thc BOP in thc production of
tonne/Km3

Poff gas,g
steel grade 9

Ptop gas Density of blast furnace top gas tonne/Km3
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TRble A.5: Independent decision vRriable and definition listing.

Section A.O

Independent
Variable Definition Units

Variable

8use
Binary variable deciding if coal c is to be used in the coal

Nonec
blend

8~uy Binary variable deciding if coal c is to be purchased one

B coal Mass of coal c purchased tonnec

B
pell

Mass of pellet p purchased tonnep

Bscrap Mass of scrap purchased tonne

m coal Mass of coal type c added to the coke oven tonne/hrc

M coke Mass addition rate of coke to blast furnace tonne/hr

i\1dol dolomite addition rate to blast furnace tonne/hI'

Mlime limestone addition rate to blast furnace tonne/hr

Moil oil addition rate to blast furnace tonne/hI'

. pell
mass addition rate of pellet p tonne/hrn~p

Msteam steam addition rate to blast furnace tonne/hI'

vair Volumetric flow of blast air to blast furnace Km3/hr
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Table A.6: Constant parameter definition listing.

Section A.O

Parameter Parameter Definition Units

alVIn MnO to Mn conversion factor tonne Mnjtonne MnO

ap P 20 S to P conversion factor tonne P jtonne P 2 0 S

blow Lower slag basicity limit in blast furnace lone

bUP Upper slag basicity limit in blast furnace None

cO2 Cost of high purity oxygen supply $jKm3

cdol Cost of dolomite $jtonne

clime Cost of lime $jtonne

cair Cost of heating blast air supply at lOOO°C $jKm3

csteam Cost of steam inection $jtonne

coil Cost of oil $jtonne

c De. Cost of removing sulphur in Desulph. Facility $jtonne

ccoal Cost of coal type c $jtonnec

C4ell
Cost of pellet type p $jtonne

cscrap Cost of scrap $jtonne

inv Inventory cost for coke $jtonneccoke

cinv Inventory cost for coal c $jtonnecoal,c

inv Inventory cost for scrap $jtonnecscrap

inv Inventory cost for pellet p $jtonnecpell,p

cCSR Max prediction error allowable for CSR None

cStab. Max prediction error allowable for Stability None

Cw.P Max prediction error allowable for W.P. None

p* Market price of volatile matter $jtonne

pup Upper mass fraction of pellet types one

DBOF,g Demand of steel grade g batches

m coal Minimum allowable coal addition to coke oven tonnemtn

m coal Maximum allowable coal addition to coke oven tonne7nax
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Table A.7: Constant parameter definition listing part II.

Section A.a

Parameter Parameter Definition Units

i\;Jcoal,in Total initial coal mass charge to the coke oven tonne

M BOF
Final mass of steel obtained at the end of a single BOF

tonne/batchsteel
batch production

MBOF,max
Maximum allowable dolomite addition to BOF tonne/batchdol

111B 0 F,max Maximum allowable limestone addition to BOF tonne/batchltme

N coal
Number of coal types that can be stored on-site during

None
production (integer)

T
slag

Ratio of sulphur in hot metal to slag NoneS

slag
Ratio of manganese in hot metal to slag oneTMn

IJ. Vector of mean kCSR input values to CSR model Joner CSR

IJ. Vector of mean kstab . input values to CSR model NoneTStab.

~,

Vector of mean kw.p' input values to CSR model Nonerw.p'

rCSR Vector of mean kCSR input values to CSR model lone

r Stab. Vector of mean kstab . input values to CSR model None

TO Vector of mean kw.p. input values to CSR model onew.p.

Toil Maximum allowable ratio of oil to hot metal None

sup Maximum mass fraction of sulphur allowed in hot metal None

T~axCSR Hotelling T 2 maximum value for CSR model None,

T~ax,Stab Hotelling T 2 maximum value for Stability model None

T2 Hotelling T 2 maximum value for 'iVall Pressure model Jonemax,vv. P.

'Ttength Length of optimization time period hI'

Vinert gas Volume of gas fed to the coke oven during processing Km3
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Table A.8: Constant parameter definition listing part III.

Section A.O

Parameter Parameter Definition Units

Vmax i[aximum volumetric flow rate of blast air to furnace Km3

wscrap \iVorking capital value for scrap $/tonne

w coal ·Working capital value for coal c $/tonnec

x coal Mass fraction of component q in coal c Nonec,q

pell
Mass fraction of component b in pellet p Nonexp,b

x max Upper limit of component i in hot metal Nonet

x min Lower limit of component i in hot metal Jone
t

X prop
Value of coal property j in coal c None

C,]

xsteel Lower limit of manganese allowed in steel grade 9 Jonemin,iVfn,g

xsteel Lower limit of phosphorous allowed in steel grade 9 Nonemin,P,g

xsteel Lower limit of silicon allowed in steel grade 9 Jonemin,Si,g

xsteel Upper limit of manganese allowed in steel grade g Nonemax,Mn,g

"Xsteel Upper limit of phosphorous allowed in steel grade 9 None
J max,P,g

xsteel Upper limit of silicon allowed in steel grade 9 None1nax,Si,g

CSR Minimum CSR value allowable for coke produced %Ymin

Stability
Minimum stability value allowable for coke produced lb/in2

Ymin

yPTeSSUre
Maximum coke oven wall pressure allowable during coke

%max
production

zoven Value of oven operating condition v for cokemaking Variousv

PIeed gas Density of coke oven feed gas tonne/Km3

Pair Density of inlet blast furnace air tonne/Km3
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Table A.9: Formulation sets and definitions.

Section A.O

Set Set Definition

b Set of components in iron ore pellets: A120 3, CaO, Fe, MgO, Mn, P, S, Si02

c Set of coal types: Coal A, Coal B, Coal C, Coal D, Coal E, Coal F, Coal G

d Set of sub groups used in calculating PRESS statistic

e Set of experimental observations used in PLS modeling

f
Set of hot metal components required by BOF regression model: C, Mn, P,

Si

g Set of steel grade types: GA,GB,GC

h Set of coke prediction models: CSR, Stability, Wall Pressure

i Set of hot metal and hot steel components: C, Fe, Mn, P, S, Si

j
Set of rheological, petrographical, and chemical coal properties: Ash, H2O,

FSI, Inerts, Ro, Volatile Matter

kCSR Set of input variables to CSR prediction model

kStab. Set of input variables to Stability prediction model

kw.p. Set of input variables to 'iVall Pressure prediction model

l Set of pricing tiers: 1,2

P Set of pellet types: Pellet A, Pellet B, Pellet C

Pa Set of acid pellet types, a subset of p:Pellet C

PI Set of flux pellet types, a subset of p: Pellet A, Pellet B

Set of components in coal and product coke: Ah03, C, P205, S, Si02,
q

Volatile Matter

s Set of uncertain scenarios

v Set of coke oven operating conditions: 900, BD, Grind, Oil, Soak

Set of components in slag exiting blast furnace: Ah03, CaO, MgO, MnO,
w

S, Si02
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Table B.l: Optimization results for various ease studies.

Variable Units Problem la Problem Ib Problem Ie Problem 3a

mcoal tonnes 0 0 0 0A

'(f~coal tonnes 19.1 13.5 0 0B

mcoal tonnes 38.5 0 0 0e

1ncoal tonnes 42.4 28.4 0 0D

1ncoal tonnes 0 58.1 61.8 61.8E

mcoal tonnes 0 0 23.2 23.2F

rncoal tonnes 0 0 15.0 15.0G

· pelt kg/thm 0 300.8 91.3 0m A

· pelt kg/thm 571.5 0 210.4 309.4m B

· pelt kg/thm 948.5 1203.3 1206.7 1200.1me

x coke wt% 2.54 2.36 2.54 2.54Al203

x coke wt% 90.50 91.22 90.32 90.32'e

x coke wt% 0.0503 0.0388 0.0432 0.0432P205

x coke wt% 0.0415 0.0523 0.0591 0.0591S

x coke wt% 4.99 L!.44 4.99 4.99Si02

coke wt% 0.50 0.64 0.68 0.68xVlvI.

NI coke tonnes 72.2 67.5 66.3 66.3out

MH20,removed tonnes 6.5 7.1 7.3 7.3

MS"'emoved kg 1.0 11.8 13.1 13.1

l'v1\1.lvI. ,removed tonnes 21.3 25.4 26.4 26.4

MDe. kg/thm 28.0 34.0 38.0 41.0S

NJS1ag kg/thm 195.6 198.3 203.0 194.3

NIcoke kg/thm 521.9 516.7 515.8 520.4

NIdol kg/thm 85.9 91.6 99.4 92.4

Mlime kg/thm 0 0 0 0

Moil kg/thm 0 0 0 2.3

NIsteam kg/thm 0 0 0 0

Vair km3/thm 919.9 911.9 0117 927.0t..I..L..L.1
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Table B.2: Continued optimization results for various case studies.

Variable Units Problem la Problem Ib Problem Ie Problem 3a

MBO F kgjthm 278.4 271.3 267.9 297.7scrap,GA

M BOF kgjthm 354.4 343.8 339.8 377.8scrap,GB

i'yfBOF kgjthm 348.2 339.6 335.4 369.4j scrap G, c

MBOF kgjthm 18.6 16.8 16.0 42.5dol,GA

M BOF kgjthm 6.5 5.0 4.5 19.4dol,G B

M BOF kgjthm 4.4 3.5 3.0 15.7dol,Gc

i'yfBOF kgjthm 20.6 20.5 20.5 33.6j lime G, A

M BOF kgjthm 17.4 16.3 16.3 33.7lime,GB

M BOF kgjthm 17.5 17.4 17.4 33.7lime,Gc

v:BOF m3 jthm 63.1 62.4 62.0 63.502,GA

v:BOF m3jthm 62.0 61.2 60.9 62.102,GB

v:BOF m3 jthm 62.2 61.6 61.3 61.902,GC
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Table B.3: Inequality constraint status for Problem 1a.

Marginal
Slack Equation Constraint

Description Scaled Cost
Value Number Type

(per tonne steel made)

Coke CSR 8.3% 3.19 Min

Coke Stability 7.2% 3.20 Min

Oven wall pressure olb/in2 3.21 Max -$0.33/lb/in2

CSRT2 11.4 3.35 Max

Stability T 2 8.1 3.36 Max

'iVall Pressure T 2 5.3 3.37 Max

CSR SPE-X 0 3.39 Max -$0.47

Stability SPE-X 6.13 3.40 Max

'iVall Pressure SPE-X 10.744 3.41 M3uX

Slag basicity o tph 3.74 Min $0.013/tph MgO + CaO

Acid pellet rate 43.2 tph 3.75 Max

Flux pellet rate 43.2 tph 3.76 Min

Hot metal exit S o tph 3.77 Max -$2.3/tph S

Hot metal exit C 0% 3.78 rvlax -$0.019/% C

Hot metal exit Mn 0.8% 3.78 Max

Hot metal exit P 0% 3.78 Max -$1.69/0.01% P

Hot metal exit Si 0% 3.78 Min $0.015/0.1% Si

Steel GA exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$4.3 x 10-3/0.1 % Mn

Steel GA exit P 0% 3.89 Max -$2.1x10-4 /O.01% P

Steel GA exit Si 0% 3.90 Max -$1.4x 10-3/0.01 % Si

Steel GB exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$5.0 x 10-3 /0.1 % Mn

Steel GB exit P 0.01% 3.89 Max

Steel GB exit Si 0% 3.90 Max -$8.4x 10-4 /0.01% Si

Steel Gc exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$4.8xlO-3 /O.1% Mn

Steel Gc exit P 0.01% 3.89 Max

Steel ric exit Si 0% 3.90 JI.1ax ~8 Ii ~ 1 0-4 /(\ (\lo/c c:-w .":1:A.1. /V.V 0 vI
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Table B.4: Inequality constraint status for Problem lb.

Slack
Marginal

Equation Constraint
Description Scaled Cost

Value umber Type
(per tonne steel made)

Coke CSR 0% 3.19 Min $0.028/%

Coke Stability 2.4% 3.20 Min

Oven wall pressure 0.77lb/in2 3.21 Max

CSRT2 14.9 3.35 Max

Stability T 2 12.5 3.36 Max

Wall Pressure T 2 10.1 3.37 Max

CSR SPE-X 4.5 3.39 Max

Stability SPE-X 7.0 3.40 Max

Wall Pressure SPE-X 9.9 3.41 Max

Slag basicity otph 3.74 Min -$0.012/tph MgO + CaO

Acid pellet rate otph 3.75 Max

Flux pellet rate otph 3.76 Min $3.4xlO-3 /tph

Hot metal exit S o tph 3.77 Max -$2.3/tph S

Hot metal exit C 0% 3.78 Max -$0.026/% C

Hot metal exit Mn 0.9% 3.78 Max

Hot metal exit P 0% 3.78 Max -$0.034/0.01% P

Hot metal exit Si 0% 3.78 Min $0.017/0.1 % Si

Steel GA exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$5.0x 10-3/0.1 % Mn

Steel GA exit P Oo/c 3.89 Max -$5.0 x 10-4 /0.01 % P

Steel GA exit Si 0% 3.90 Max -$1.6x 10-3/0.01 % Si

Steel GB exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$9.7x10-4 /O.1% Mn

Steel GB exit P 0% 3.89 Max -$6.8xlO-5/0.01% P

Steel GB exit Si 0% 3.90 Max -$1.1xlO-3/0.01% Si

Steel Gc exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$9.7x10-3/O.1o/c Mn

Steel Gc exit P 0.01% 3.89 Max

Steel Gc exit Si 0% 3.90 Max -$9.7x10-4/O.01% Si
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Table B.5: Inequality constraint status for Problem Ie.

Marginal
Slack Equation Constraint

Description Scaled Cost
Value Number Type

(per tonne steel made)

Coke CSR 0% 3.19 Min $0.014/%

Coke Stability 0% 3.20 Min $2.8x10-4 /%

Oven wall pressure 0.99 lb/in2 3.21 Max

CSRT2 14.3 3.35 Max

Stability T 2 10.9 3.36 Max

Wall Pressure T 2 9.1 3.37 Max

CSR SPE-X 2.14 3.39 Max

Stability SPE-X 6.36 3.40 Max

Wall Pressure SPE-X 9.4 3.41 Max

Slag basicity otph 3.74 Min $0.012/tph MgO + CaO

Acid pellet rate otph 3.75 Max

Flux pellet rate otph 3.76 Min $3.5 x 10-3 /tph

Hot metal exit S otph 3.77 Max -$2.3/tph S

Hot metal exit C 0% 3.78 Max -$0.023/% C

Hot metal exit Mn 1.0% . 3.78 Max

Hot metal exit P 0% 3.78 Max -$0.32/0.01% P

Hot metal exit Si 0% 3.78 Min $0.017/0.1% Si

Steel GA exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$5.1x10-3 /O.1% Mn

Steel GA exit P 0% 3.89 Max -$5.5 x 10-4 /0.01 % P

Steel GA exit Si 0% 3.90 Max -$1.6 x 10-3/0.01% Si

Steel GB exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$5.9x10-3 /O.1% Mn

Steel GB exit P 0% 3.89 Max -$1.1 x 10-4 /0.01 % P

Steel GB exit Si Oo/c 3.90 ivlax -$1.1 x 10-3/0.01 % Si

Steel Go exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$5.8x10-3/O.1% Mn

Steel Go exit P 0.01% 3.89 Max

Steel Go exit Si 0% 3.90 Ma.x $' 0 10-3 In 0' ot Q'-·1 ...... X IV' ..L/G ul
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Table B.6: Inequality constraint status for Problem 3a.

Slack
Marginal

Equation Constraint
Description Scaled Cost

Value Number Type
(per tonne steel made)

Coke CSR 0% 3.19 Min

Coke Stability 0% 3.20 Min

Oven wall pressure 0.99 lb/in2 3.21 Max

CSRT2 14.3 3.35 Max

Stability T 2 10.9 3.36 Max

\iVall Pressure T 2 9.1 3.37 Max

CSR SPE-X 2.14 3.39 Max

Stability SPE-X 6.36 3.40 Max

Wall Pressure SPE-X 9.4 3.41 Max

Slag basicity o tph 3.74 Min $0.017/tph MgO + CaO

Acid pellet rate 1.3 tph 3.75 Max

Flux pellet rate 1.3 tph 3.76 Min

Hot metal exit S otph 3.77 Max -$2.1/tph S

Hot metal exit C 0% 3.78 Max -$0.014/% C

Hot metal exit Mn 1.0% 3.78 Max

Hot metal exit P 0.005% 3.78 Max

Hot metal exit Si 0.2% 3.78 Min

Steel GA exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$2.0 x 10-3/0.1 % Mn

Steel GA exit P 0.01% 3.89 Max

Steel GA exit Si 0.01% 3.90 Max

Steel GB exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$2.3xlO-3/O.1% Mn

Steel GB exit P 0.01% 3.89 Max

Steel GB exit Si O.Olo/c 3.90 Max

Steel Gc exit Mn 0% 3.88 Max -$2.2x10-3/O.1% Mn

Steel Gc exit P 0.01% 3.89 Max

Steel Gc exit Si 0.01% 3.90 Max
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